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Rev. Norsworthy's Home Target Of Bombs
Find Move To Integrate
44... R. Churches A Farce
By M. L. REID

!ert are
61.50 at
obtained
Mess ofI's ticket
begin at

LITTLE ROCK. Ark.—When neighbors of Albert
Hudson, a 45-year-old unemployed licensed practical nurse,
saw him leave home dressed up on a recent Sunday morning as they were preparing to leave for church, some of
them assumed that he was going to either a funeral or a

'Street Lights
Turned Off To
Aid 3 Hoodlums'

Ivy Leaf Beauty

church had decided to extend the
invitation to us after a meeting,
and that they would be looking for
us. I am not going to tell yoi
where it is, because all of your
reporters would be there," he
Said.
When asked how the assistant
minister was able to locate him
by telephone at a neighbor's house,
since he had no phone, the unemployed male nurse said that he
did not know, but agreed that it.
was quite unusual.
NEIGHBORS' VIEW'S
"I am going to check back and
see if it is genuine." he said "The
man did sound sincere through."
Mr. Hudson's neighbors, however, are not much impressed by
his sudden interest in churchly af-

Hurl 2 Stink Missiles
Thru Windows Of House
A cowardly attack was made upon the home of Rev.
It, W. Norsvvorthy, at 1801 Glenview ave., last week after
street lights were mysteriously turned off, and a neighbor
told the minister that he saw three white youths scamper
away in the darkness after breaking three windows with

a milk jar filled with sand and
•••
two stink bombs.
"Those lights were turned off
for the benefit of those hoodlums,"
See FARCE, page 2
the minister said, "because they
were on at eight o'clock."
The street lights are under the
control of the Memphis Light, Gas
and Water Division.
DAMAGE LIGHT
Rev. Norsworthy said that the
damage was not extensive, but
that had someone been struck
by the objects, they could have
been seriously injured, lie said
that his niece, a college student,
was in the living room at the time
new for Miss Martin, for while that the missiles were hurled into
MISS IVY LEAF for the curat Manassas High school she
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At a meeting held at the YWCA
See DEMOCRACY, page
neighborhood.
it was proposed that classes for
——
her husband was sentenced to
seniors be instituted at the Arkan15 years in prison, and had servthe
at
and
college
sas Baptist
ed eight months before his conMRS. ANNE BRADEN
Shorter college in North Little
viction was dismissed by the U. S.
Supreme Court.
See SCHOOLS, page 2 ,
SOME HIGHLIGHTS
On the first night of the session,
a program will be given by the
young people, under the direction
Dr. R. Q. Venson, veteran local dentist, will be
(An Editorial)
of Mrs. N. A. Crawford. lier associates are Mrs; Georgia Walk- candidate for the Constitutional Convention scheduled tei:
Two incidents occurred in Memphis and Arkansas er, Mrs. Hattie Carter, Mrs. Nan- be held next July its Nashville, and he has already selected

churches,"hey

BradGriffin,
Jack
Centers:
; Backs:
lee, Long,

le

Elder J. W. Nichols, of West Helena, Ark., both deceased. He said
that he belonged to the church at
but attends no
Helena,
West
church regularly now.
Mr. Hudson said that just a few
minutes before the intervie., the
assistant minister from one of the

wedding.
He was not a man who attended
church regularly.
It was not until the next day
when they picked up their newspapers, or switched to the television news that they found out
that he had attempted to attend
the white Second Baptist church,
and that he was accused of trying to integrate the churches.
But Mr. Hudson told the TriState Defender in a private interview last week that integration of
the churches is not his motive. "If
were tr ing to integrate the
said, "I would be
asking for membership. We have
not forced our way into a single
church. If they say we are not
welcome, we leave."
'A CRUSADE'
Just what his purpose is in trying to attend services at a white
church, Mr. Hudson would not
say. He did say that it was "a
crusade," and that when his mission is completed, he would probably reveal its purpose in an arti-
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Nab BTW Prof
Making Love To
Girl Student

•

Novel Twist Bobs
Up In Protest
Move At Tuskegee

Baptists to near White
Author, Rights Leader

Democracy At
work In Local
R. R. Stations

Discuss Private
Ne ro Schools

•

See The

'Fear Smear'

Campaign Launched
Against NAACP
Turn To Page 5

An Insincere Invitation

Alpha hat To Not Every Knee...
Hear Thurgood

:Alert Suttee.,
1912 Lest 151/1 Street,
todt, artanaas

••

If you wore sinoar• in your sthtesent aonoerning
integration in the onur.the•,, you should S.C. a
group of your friends next Junaey aerated and go
to Pulaski Height', Peeebyterlbn Churel. •5
Toodlewn and ahlnut btreets. on Pulaeki Height..
The off'cork of thht ohuralt have opened the doors
of th• ohur,h to negrosa and
As the ttatestint
tn the newel:epees Shut they would be maimed and
,.slid in the Church. You are urged to tate your
family and friends end &items (marsh versifier
salt Sunday morning at 11 o'oloet. If tee
Iltniat•r and Churoh °Motile •re sinews, you
Ite greatly warmly.

e's
senear of tea usureb.'

to

#

tip

ALBERT HUDSON, of 912
East 17th at,, Little Rork.
Ark., who is described as a
tool of the pro-segregationists,
received the above Insincere
invitation from "A nember of
the church" (Little Rock's
Pulaski Heights Presbyterian).
The person who sent the "Intl-

lotion" didn't have the courage to sign the missive nor
give address. An on-the-spot
investigation of Mr. Hudson by
the Tri-State Defender reveals
that he is being used by reactionaries to further muddle
the Little Rock mess.

last week to underscore the fact that not every knee in
the area has bowed to the Baals of race prejudice, hatred
Thurgood Marshall, top legal exfear.
pert for the NAACP, will deliver and
In one incident a white woman rescued three small
the main address during a public
meeting when the Alpha Phi Alpha Negro children from burning to death in a fire. In the other
fraternity holds its 44th General incident, a white foreman lost his life trying to rescue
Convention in Philadelphia uaring
a fellow Negro workman from death in a pit of grain.
the year-end holidays.
These two incidents are heartening reminders that
A main feature of the conven
tion, it will be held in the Irvine despite the tensions of the times stemming from racial
auditorium of the University of
cleavages, there is still a healthy backlog of people in
Pennsylvania on Sunday, Dec.
28, and Justice Myles A. Paige, Memphis and the Mid-South, and all over, whose first
consideration is not race but humanity, No doubt, the
See ALPHA, page 2
racial identities of the persons they went to help never
RI1111811111111111111111111111111111111181111111111111111111111111E
entered the minds of that man and woman when they first
reacted to the desperate need of a fellow human being.
Their first reaction was to obey the noble urge common
to civilized humanity, to go to the aid of a fellow being
in distress.
Sometimes some people allow this urge to be smothered by traditional considerations and passing passions. It
that they always regret it later.
Here's Your Chance g is believed
No doubt, there are many similar incidents which
I Turn To Classified
have occurred here and elsewhere, but have not received
the public notice given the two mentioned here. No doubt,
I
Ads On Page 15
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IN HOME ?

g
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Dr. Venson Gives Views
On Constitutional Meet
st

his slogan for the Nov, 4 election. It is "Victory For
Venson."

See BAPTISTS, page 2

Delta Sorority
Awards $1,182
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, a public
service organization of 20,000 college women, announced recently
that it has awarded a total of
87,182 in training grants and scholiarships for the curent school year.
The sorority gave $1,000 to the
Referral and Supplementary Scholarship program of the National
Scholarship Service and Fund for
Negro Students, an organization
which selects and subsidizes students for training at interracial

colleges.
The Delhi School of Social Work
in Delhi, India, received $500. The
school, established by the National YWCA of India with the co-

See AWARDS, page 3

Unlike most of the candidates,
Dr. Venson regards his quest as
a delegate to the Convention not
as a matter of politics, but as a
civic responsibility.
"I have three reasons for
running," he said. "First of all I
am interested in the civic life of
the community, and its citizenship
responsibilities. Secondly, because
I believe that the issues to be discussed are of vital importance to
the Negro; and finally because the
election of a Negro .would serve
as a bloc to the propaganda that
Communists are using to win the
darker nations of the world."
REV. LEE DROPS OUT
Dr. Venson is replacing Rev.
Cody M. Lee, pastor of the Pilgrim Rest Baptist church, as a
candidate for the Convention. Rev.
Lee dropped out of the race after
DR. H.Q. VENSON
a 75-year-old law specifying that
that'
no minister could serve in
next Summer. Dr. Venson re.
capacity was located and ampli-I plied, "I am interested in lowering
tied.
the voting age requirements to 18,
Asked what issues he would he1

_ fighting for at the Conventiosi See VENSON, page 3
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"I tried everything humanly
schedule at Handy Park,
possible to pull her from the have been a nurse who hurt her Rule: Do unto others as you would
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and I think that a sheriff should
be kept in office for a term of
four years.
"The addition of young Negroes
to registration rolls would give
(Continued from page 1)'
us much more voting strength.
and it would not be as difficult many less dramatic, and not life-and-death, but greatly
'
to get them to exercise their (ranimportant incidents occur daily among us to re-emphasize
WITH THE
chise as the brainwashed adults,
the fact that there are people of clean hearts and right
GIVES HIS REASON
"And when a sheriff knows that spirits still with us and still leavening the whole loaf of
he has to campaign tot reelectionl
with the milk of human kindness.
every two years." Dr. Venson gait:1j society
As long as such people are with us there is hope for
"he becomes too election-conscious I
to do a good job. Aside from the better day for which all humanity longs . .. the day
PHONE
knowing the law, a peace officer when respect for human dignity and regard for human
years in office wil give him enough.
be conditioned by considerations of race (Jr
should know the people. Fowl need will not
time to distinguish between the. color.
decent people and the vags."
A graduate of the old West
Starts SUNDAY, October 26 — 4 Big Days!
Tennessee Dental school formerly here in Memphis, Dr. Venson
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served as an officer in World War
—AND—
a it d helped to train officer
candidates at a camp in Iowa,
after completing his own training
WARNIIR
at Fort' Meade, Maryland.
Dr. Venson's office is located on
the second floor of a building at
•••,..
179 Beale ave., and residence is
1509 S. Parkway east.
His wife is Mrs. Ethyl H. Ven
••••• 10••••••
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leader* at A and T College
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ddi in special erremoniee at
$ and T College. Felicia
black. Greensboro, N. C.. a
Iffielor and honor student in
Mielogy was presented as
"Miss A and 1— (4.1 1118-59.

Edward Nesbitt. Georgetown,
s.c , a senior and honor etu•
dent in Physical Erin( atinn and
star fullback on the lootball
team was inaugurated as
president of the Student ('nun.
dl. Both were elected to their
post in general student elections conducted last timing.
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Universal's Pistrict
Office Gives Banquet

A campaign to raise funds for Robert Wright, Fred Hutchins. and
the family of the late Revon Mc- the Thornton Service station, LinPugh. of Munford, Tenn., has den ave. and Lauderdale at.
been launched by Matthew ThornMr. Thornton said that he planton, the mayor of Beale St., and ned to contact every religious or*Satunla:• $100 in pledges had ganization in the city and ask them
recei:, ed.
to support the campaign. It has
. Pugh lost his life while at- already been endorsed by Rev.'
teMpting to save the life of Guy S. A. Owen, president of the InMartin, a Negro worker, who was terdenominational Ministerial Alcovered up in a wheat bin at the l liance; Rev. Roy Love, president
Cargill Mills, inc. Mr. Martin es-; of the Ministers' Alliance; Rev. D,
teped, but Mr. Pugh, his whitel S. Cunningham, pastor of Collins
foreman, was smothered to death., Chkoel CME church; and Rev. H.
individual pledges of $25 have C. Bunton, pastor of the Mt. Olive
been made by Dr. B. F. McCleave.I CME Cathedral.

A banquet was given by per Branch.
E. L. Young, an agen; served
sonnet of the Universal Life Insuranee company's local district as the toastmaster for the prooffice at the Castalia Inn last gram.
Thursday night, and aong the
• p A
•
of the celebration were
presentation of the winner in a
queen contest, and the awarding
of gifts to the top collectors for
the month of September.
Selected as queen on the basis
of the performance of the Northeastern division was Mrs. Dorothy
A door•io-door membership drive
Johnson. who works in the tabulatthe Ford Road school PTA and
ing department of the home office.
next Sunday. Oct. 26, solicitors
A corsage was pinned on her by
are expecting the support of all
Mrs. Agnes Farmer.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The'Court to review the caw. T h e
the
parents in the community.
Workers in Memphis were COM•
United States.Supreme Court last NAACP contended that the FourKling with those in Beaumont, It will be the second straight
week reversed a decision of Vir- teenth Amendment guaranteeing
Tex., for the honor, and during year that the Ford Road Parents
ginia Courts requiring the NAACP free speech, association, and a
the celebration, pictures were Teachers Association has sought
to produce a list of its members resort to the courts excluded it
made for the purpose of mailing', its new members on a door-to-door
from such requirements,
and contributors in the state.
them
on to the Universal Life In-; basis, and the project will begin at
It was on a petition made be; Atty. General A. S. Harrison,
surance company office in that: 3 p.m. Membership dues are only
Supreme
told
the
the NAACP that the high court jr., of Virginia,
50 cents per person.
city.
reviewed the case in which W. Les-I Court that the issue of whether
Agents who received top recogThe president of the organizatreas.urer;
the
members
of
the
othy
Gulliland,
of
Ranks, executive secretary of the NAACP should obey the orders
some
are
LIRR "..RY
Washington High, for their
WIDE
CITY
nition and cash awards for the. tion is Mrs. Mary Ann Wrushen.
nar'ia
'nectar
‘`la
namely:
r
association,
Juanita
'
O
.
Virginia Conference of the or- of the Hustings Court was moot.
""
meeting,
held
Oct.
IS.
Blair
T.
regular
MEET — Professor
greatest percentage of collections Isaac Wrushen is the principal of
Ian: William Terrell, business
Ogilvie, president: Dorothy
.ganization's branches was ordered
The high point in the meeting
Hunt is shown lye-homing the
for the month of September were . the school
inaeager, PVIander Rodman,
Holliday, vice-president; Lilto produce the names and addressmembers of the City Wide
was a talk given by Miss Mae
Mrs. Daisy Catchings and Jesse
editor-in-chief; and Juanita
lian Fisher, secretary; Barbara
es of the 23,000 members of the
Davenport, the librarian at Le-Library Assistants AssociaC. Dorsey,
Gardner, chaplain.
Joses, assistant secretary: Dor•
NAACP In the state.
Moyne college. Shown above
tion to his school, Booker T.
Giving a short speech during
The Virginia General Assembly
the banquet was II. A. Gilliam,
created the Committee on Offenses
vice president of the company,
Against the Administration of Jusand director of agencies, who
tice at a special session in I95.;
Annual Women's Day will be obcomplimented the agents and ofand empowered it to Investigate
ficers for making Memphis one served at the Wayman Chapel
and
enforceadministration
the
of the top districts, lie cited men AM!':church on next Sunday, and
ment of laws relating to champerARLINGTON, Va. — (UPI) — of cowards who are afraid to come ganization calling itself "The Con- Alexandria, Va., who is a foe of in the company who have becoine, the guest speaker at the afternoon
You
to
deUnderground."
was
scheduled
segregation,
group
federate
a
ty, maintenance, barratry and oth'
daylight."
But
touch
close
the
out
into
The FBI was "in
he said. "dedicated insurance service beginning at 3:00 p.m.,
Officials in northern New Jer- liver the sermon. At an earlier men," since they joined the or- will be Mrs. Mary Gray, a memer offenses relating to persons Are you receiving disability in- yesterday with police investigation of Unitarian ministers in t h e
prosecuting or supporting litiga- surance benefits under the social of a bomb threat that drove more Greater Washington, D. C., area ' sey yesterday investigated a wel- service he spoke on refornied Ju- ganization, among whom were J. ber of the St.
Andrew AMIC
tion in which they were not direct- security program? If you are, or than 500 persons from an integrat- said in a statement that the act ter of anti-Semitic bomb scares daism without mentioning Integra- W. McKinney, Luckie C. Sharp, church.
nation-1 that erupted over the weekend in
iy interested.
! The speaker at the morning seeE. I.. Young, and W. Otey.
if you know of someone who is, ed Unitarian church here across was part of a dangerous
The committee requested that then the recent change in the so- the Potomac River from Washing- wide "pattern of lawlessness and four cities. In Newark, 14 windows ti°n
ASKED TO LEAVE
Remarks were given also by vice will be Evangelist Jesse Rote
Abraham
were
Balai
at Temple
the NAACP furnish it consider- cial security law is of vital im- ton.
After the phone call, the Rev. Thomas J. Willis. assistant secre- meson, and the public is invited
violence."
broken and in the other cities, Jew- Ross Allen Weston, minister of the tary of Universal.
able information, including a list portance, Joe W. F 'flea, district The Rabbi who was to have ad- ACROSS NATION
to both services.
institutions
received
telephone
names
and
adish
their
buildings
of members,
A number of religious
church and an integrationist, told
Staff managers introduced dur. Wayman Chapel AME church is
manger of the Memphis Social Se. dressed the congregation said he
dresses. The organization furnish- curty Administration office an- would return next Sunday because across the nation have received threats.
including
five
the congregation,
ing the program were E. Hall, W. located at 150 Silverage ave. Rey.
The service at the Arlington Negroes, to leave. He invited Otey, Joseph Shaw, and Mrs. Lucy NI V. Reed is the pastor.
ed everything requested but its nounced last Wednesday.
don't bomb threats in the wake of last
"I have a lot to say and
t h e Frank to speak next Sunday.
when
cancelled
church
was
temples
membership list.
Jewish
bombings
of
week's
Dependents of a disabled work- run that easy."
threat was reLater the 1-1-:'ings Court of Rich- er, aged 50 to '35, who is receiving
Police and firemen were called
Rabbi Emmet A Frank said he in Atlanta, Ga. and Peoria, Ill. anonymous bomb
ordered Mr. Banks to pro' disability insurance benefits may thought the threat that emptied Five men have been indicted in the ceived over the telephone by a and searched the building and the
the membership list, and the also draw monthly payments ef- the Arlington Unitarian church Atlanta blast which police blamed church secretary. Rabbi Frank. 01 rabbi's car but found no bomb.
tv inia Conference of the NAACP fective with September, 1958. If Sunday was the work "of a group on a well-financed anti-semitic or- Congregation Beth-El in nearby
Weston said he received abusive
ehallenged both the jurisdiction of you are getting disability insurtelephone calls and letters almost
the court and the issuance of the ance benefits then payments may
daily. Rabbi Frank said he has resubpoena and the constitutionality be made to: (I) your children onceived about a dozen threatening
commitee.
creating
the
law
of the
calls since he delivered aYom
der age 18; (2) your disabled child
np
lous prices. Items will he cut
Fellow Memphians, have you .1 dmiceui
The order was upheld by the 18 years or over, if the child beKippur sermon last month criticiz- beard about the tremendous sale In half and even less than oneSupreme Court of Virginia and came disabled before reaching the
massive resist- starting Thursday. Oct. 23, at third the retail price. $113,000 in
ing Virginia's
e NAACP askede Supreme the 18th birthday; (3) your wife
ance" to school integration.
Leeds Clothing store at 1138 So. stock must go!
Arlington is under court order to Main?
! Never before in the history of
Innommonnummiounimmummor aged 62 or older (or your depend
Negroes
into
its
public
take
four
Leeds is going out of business Memphis has there been a barent husband, aged 65 or older.)
schools
in
January.
case.
age
62
and the entire stock of clothing gain quite like this and the entire
and (4) your wife under
' happened in his
! One of the two dynamite blast- detail was removed from his home
FBI ACTION
and jewelry and everything else Mid-South and Memphis area
if she has in her care a child
BREAK NEIGHBORHOOD
ing' in Englewood last week were about three weeks ago.
headquarviolence
spokesman
at
FBI
A
and
tensions
In
under la (or a disabled child 18
the store will be selling at ri stands to gain from what Leeds is
Racial
!
Rev, Pelt said that only a week
in the opinion of the
misplaced
or over) who is eligible for benehave existed ever since Negroes ters in Washington said in conforced to lose. Men's Fall suits,
Owen D. Pelt, pastor of Shi- too, his daughter answered the
Rev.
Ill ItItIt It It181111))It It Itt11108
the formally nection with the bombing threat
fits.
originally priced at $49 to $60
telephone and was told by an began moving into
loh Baptist church.
addl.
touch
In
"we
are
keeping
in
close
neighborhood.
that
Payments cannot start for these
!
goare
wil lbe selling for $19.92. Ladies'
anonymous caller: "We
The Memphis breach of the
The Baptist clergyman who
dynamiting with local police for any developweek's
dependents until an application
last
lion
to
you."
of
hell
out
Fall Coats and suits, priced regte
ing to bomb the
NAACP will conduct its meethas been filed, Mr. Eerie/ empha- lives four doors from where thel MOVED ON AUGUST 2
which caused over $10,000 worth ment coming within FBI jurisdiclerly up from $60 will be selling
ing for the month of October on
sized, so if you are a disabled havoc was raised at 6819 and 6823 The pastor and his family moved , of damage, the home of Wesley tion."
for
less than half that amount. Lanext Sunday. Owt, 24, at the Mt.
Grizzle at G8tb„apd Sangamon wag The Washington Post and Times;
inference beneficiary, get in touch S. Morgan at., told the Defender
dies! Here's your chance to own
into 6751 Morgan at. on Aug. 2
Olive CME cathedral, according
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he
that
security
the
social
down.
Herald
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that
FBI
your
with
burned
once
at
detail esPHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — that expensive coat that you've
',he president, Rev. D. S. Cuetelephone threat,' since a police and there was a police
office.
Shortly before the damage to was investigating anti-Jewish ac- Orlando Zulueta, Thban light. always wanted for what you've
tablished there until three weeks
:
tam, and the public is intivities
in
the
Washington
area.
said,
Pelt
home,,
Rev.
ago when It was removed after Grizzle's
weight scheduled to go 10 rounds always been only able to pay for
ed.
neighbors told police that it re- some youngsters told Grizzle that The FBI declined comment, but against Len
M (thews
to- It.
All members are expected te
inquiry
burn
said
the
offered
$100
to
newspaper
had
been
the
1
they
flected upon them and no vio.
day night, said he's got no but- ! Christmas is just around the
,be present, and the meeting will
would
involve
"acquaintances
of
place.
,
the
lence was expected.
terflies" about meeting the corner and this sale was just made
begin at 4:00 p.m. The church is
Grizzle gave this information to an Arlington artist and a Balti- Philadelphia slugger.
Rev. Pelt said that a couple of
for it. Bulova and Louvic watches
located at the corner of Linden I
days after the police left, the ! the police, and a short time later more man who were questioned
"I've boxed men like that be- are reduced up to GO percent
ave. and Lauderdale at.
burned
Thursday."
actually
was
hv
agents
on
his
home
calls
began
to
coming
in,
hut
he
•
fore and I know how 10 handle
And Mom, the kiddies aren't
was undaunted by them.
311111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIM
them," said the boxer
who left out of this sale either. Girls'
He said that originally the poclaims he was knocked out only new fall dresses, worth five dollice were staked out at the atonce in 108 bouts.
lars and up are going for $2.69 and
tractive seven-room home be-,
'rhe 10-year-old Matthews, un- shoes for the kiddies are selling
Religlout
director,
cause the former owners were.
The Catholic Interracial Council John T. Kenna,
beaten in 14 pro fights, will be for 99 cents.
National Safe' threatened soon after they made
This week ends on October 25,, ordeal to go shopping again.
of Chicago, founded in 1946 under Activities Division
seeking an early knockout to
No matter what it is you want
Council.
the
sale and on the day they and whether you realize it or not,' But there is not need to he gain
the direction of the late Samuel ty
recognition as a title.con• for every member of the family
Those added to the board of moved out.
Christmas is only GO short days' caught up in the annual downtown, tender.
Cardinal Striteh, announces the
In
wearing apparel, you can't go
directors include;
The reason Rev. Pelt believes away.
shopping whirlwind tours, Right,
following newly-elected officers
wrong at Leeds. Don't miss this
George T. Donoghue. general one of last week's bombs was in- 1 Before we realize it, the good now you can find a wide range of '.11111111111111111111I01111111110111111111,11111111101111111I1111111
and additions to its Board of Di.
chance
of a life time! Go to Leeds.
supt., Chicago Park District; Emil tended for him was because net- old yuletide holidays will be back toys on display at your friendly
rectors:
J. Seliga, president Tatman's Fed- ther of the owners at 6819 or with us, and it will be time to neighborhood Big Star store, and
President: Robert Sargent Shriv- eral Savings and Loan Associa- 6825 had been threatene or any give gifts to children who have
you can easily have them placed
er Jr., president, Chicago Board tion; James B. McCahey Jr., other violence aimed
against been good for one whole year.
of Education; first vice president, treasurer, Dunn Coal company; them, while just the opposite had I For some parents it will be an in the lay-away, and take them
home at your parties convenMorgan Murphy, lice president, Atty. Patrick F. Crowley. Lesience. Be sure to visit the toy
Commonwealth Edison company; ter Trilla. president, Trilla Coosection on your next food shopping
! second vice president. Clifford J. perage, Inc.; Larry Nees. plant
toiir.
manager, Interstate Bakeries:
Commis.
Deputy
City
Campbell.
'
For the Quality Stamp saver,
Atty..). Harold Mosely, Dr. John
sioner of Planning; chairman of
Christmas shopping will be no
Daniel J. Healy, di.
Brahm,
.
P.
presithe board, John J. Farrell,
problem. There are numerous toys
rector, Region 4, AFL-CIO; John
dent, Interocean Cabinet Cornfor girls and boys available at
A. Naghten, insurance executive;
pany;
the stare. Two books of Quality
Thomas A. Gaudette, president,
, Treasurer, Edward M. Kraiovec, Chatham-Avalon Park CommaStamps are all that you need for
Kraloveel
Jr., Consulting Engineer,
salty Council; Robert Elton, sports
a blackboarct and peg table, and
Robisecretary,
Joseph
' 6. Best;
commentator:
for five books you can get a washchaux Jr., public relations direct.
able white vinyl toy chest with
Atty. Archibald T. LeCesne,
or, Interstate Bakeries, and chair- John Hebert, legislative. represcircus animal decorations.
man of the Advisory Committee; entative Local 1501, United Steel
Other gifts to be obtained with
workers.
books of Quality Stamps include
roller skates, tool chests, dolls,
Atty. Charles R. Barrett, Brothstuffed animal toys and play kiter Jude Aloysius, F. S. C., former
chen toys.
Principal, St. George High School,
Hannels--Worstede
Evanston, and Alex Pope, presiFor a complete list of the toys
Latest Colors
dent North Suburban Chapter,
available at the Quality Stamp ReSatiny smooth WHITE ROSE
Council
of
Styles—Fabrics'
Catholic Interracial
demption store, located at 1323 UnPetroleum Jelly is super
Chicago.
All Sizes
ion ave., be sure and get onee of
refined, extra/ white, extra
Installation of newly elected ofRegulars—I,sings
the latest catalogs, which carries
ficers and directors will take place GATEWAYS TO THE MIND—
pure. F(:# baby, for junior,
day, Oct. 23, Dr. Frank Batpictures of the gifts in full color.
REG.
on Sunday, Oct. 26 at 10 a.m. at the Bell System science series
—49e the whole family,
ter, left star of the program.
Shop at your Big Star store,
S69.51
Communion
Council's
annual
the
human
program about the
and actor Bill Idelson discuss
bullet on extra light WHITE
and save stamps with your mons'ALUES!
Breakfast in the Grand Ballroom
animation used in the hoursenses, will be telecast over
ey. You get quality merchandise at
--acisE Petroleum Jelly,
of the Morrison hotel.
WIS CT at 7 p. m., on Thurslong color film.
low low prices.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (UPI)—
Prior to the breakfast, Members ._ _
Charges filed Monday against 13 and friends of the Council will
ArloW
Negroes set the stage for a legal attend Holy MASS in St. Peter's
test of Birmingham's "driver Church. Mass will be celebrated
teOLEttet JELLY
option" policy on bus seating. by the Very Reverend Comerford'
AT P000,
DRUG APTO
The Negroes, nine men and four J. O'Malley, C. M., President. of
VARIPTY
Sizes
women, were lodged in city jail De Paul University.
STO*FS
A highlight of each year's breakLight, mild, magnificent
Monday on charges of disorderly
34 ts 44
conduct, conspiracy to commit a fast is the presentation of the
Old Crow by far outsells
THOMAS J. CROWE INTERRAbreacher of the peace and conReuters
CIAL JUSTICE AWARDS. These
any bourbon
spiracy to cause a breach of the ,
.51
awards are presented to individupeace.
in
the
land
als. groups, or institutions, in recA Halloween Dance will he givThey were placed under bond ognition of accomplishments and
en, with 'the highlighting feature
of $900 each.
achievements in the furtherance of being a Hula Hoop Contest, at the
The Negroes boarded two buses interracial justice and charity.
Elks Club, 401 Beale, Oct. 31. beand took front seats Monday after
The Catholic Interracial Council ginning at 9 p.m.
a meeting with integration leader of Chicago is one 33 such councils
The Dance is sponsored by the
Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth. The ac- presently existing throughout the Anna S. Church Temple, No. 6.95,
country.
The
Council
seeks
to:
tion followed the city commission's ,
of which Mrs. Jane Porter is the
recent repeal of bus segregation' "Improve relationships among district ruler. Mrs. Mary M. King
peoples
of
all
races
in
the
Archlaws and adoption of a substitute'
Is the secretary.
diocese of Chicago, through edu#
Ticket donation is 75 cents.
ordinance leaving the seating nil cational
activities on the grade
passengers up to the Birmingham school, high school, college and
community, be thee Americans of
Transit Co.
168 S. MAIN
community levels and to assist en Negro, Puerto Rican, Mexican, InThe seating laws had been a parish level with the integration dian, Chinese, Japanese, or other
THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT KY , DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
attacked in the courts.
of newcomers into the life of the descent,
DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY.90 PROOF
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NAACPWins Court Fight
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Social Sem ity
Law Change May
Benefit

Women's Day At
Wayman Chapel

Va. Church Bomb ScareUnderProhe

Fantastit Sale Going
en At Leeds On Main

Threaten To Bomb Home
of Englewood Clergyman

Memphis Branch Of
NAACP To Meet At
Mount Olive CME
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No "Butterflies,"
Zulueta Declares
Of Matthews Fight
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ects

Big Star Specials
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GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE!

MEN'S SUITS

Smooth as
a Rose Petal

WHITE ROSE

Special Group
100% Wool

Charge 13
In Ala. Bus
Seat Row

$2992

Halloween
Dance Set
for Oct. 31

America knows its bourbonni
and its favorite is OldCrow
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The annual "Go To Sunday
and
HOUSTON COUNTY, Ala. —
School Day" will be observed at
almost as much as the loan," says
A former sharecropper, w h o ownership of a 111-acre farm.
the Salem Gilfield Baptist church,
•
Callen
saved for five years to buy his MAKES LOANS
The Memphis CME's were well church will be an end to a great 837 Florida st., on Oct. 26, beThrough the years, the Callens
Callen got his first real upward
first mule, is now the No. 1 farmenlightened on the latest business many means. It will be Woman's ginning at 9:30 a. m. The public is
make
to
continued
crops
have
Wiland 4
er in his county, reports C. A. start 18 years ago, says
proceedings when enthusiastic Day and surrounding . . . a ser- invited.
acting State leader of liams, when he applied to t h e put something aside for a rainy 4
Williams,
activities.
Jack
ies of especially planned
ministers returned from the
A panel discussion on the subNegro extension work in Alabama. Farmers Home Administration of day and for the education of their
Utmost on the Day's "center of ject, "Developing Good Sunday
son-Memphis Conference in Hum
The farmer is Foy Lee Callen of the U.S. Department of Agricul- five children.
meeting
annual
colorful
two
the
are
The
Tenn.
interest"
boldt,
Leaders," will be the main feaBy 1955, they were able to comDothan, Ala., who was selected a ture for a loan to buy a 120-acre
was held at the Lane Chapel church speakers, Evangelist Hattie Cul- ture of the morning, and those
few months ago as the "Farmer farm and build a home. After the plete payment to the Government
Bishop B. Julian Smith of Chicago, pepper and Mrs. Viola Ware. Evan- scheduled to participate in it are
of the Year of licruston County" loan was approved, the county for their farm-25 years ahead .
Ill., presided.
gelist Culpepper will address the Mrs. E. L. Cole, moderator; Elifor raising and selling 100 head Farmers Home supervisor s a t of time. Sale of timber and a 9Memphians who shared in the congregation at 11 a. m. At 3 sha Hall, Cuba Johnson, Jack
of meat-type hogs in 1957, and down with Callen and his wife and acre right of way helped them to
highlights as assistants to Bishop p. m., Mrs. Ware will speak.
Franklin and Jesse Bishop.
for having farmed his way mip helped them analyze the merits further step up their payments.
Smith were Rev. N. T. Walker, A musical and forum will cul- At 7:30 p. m. the Christian
and faults of their pant farm- The Callens take great pride in
presiding Elder of the South Mem- minate the celebration.
Youth Organization will present a
ing operations, and make sound their farm and their neat and atWalker,
C.
the
H.
Rev.
ia
District,
Stevenson
phis
Mrs. Blanche
comedy entitled, "A Bachelor's
tractive home with a barn for
plans for the future.
Presiding Elder of the Jackson general chairman.
Child."
For one thing, the Calltens had their hay, grain, 'a n d livestock
Oakland District, and Rev. P. E. Rev. Robert McRae is the pas- The members of the cast are
been depending almost entirely on and a shed for their tractor and .
Brooks, Presiding Elder of the tor.
Harold Plunket, Phyllis Reed.
cotton for cash income, and their other equipment.
North Jackson District.
SECOND CONGREGATIONAL
Lula S. Siggers, Herman Hayes.
This year Mr. and Mrs. Callen
yield had been low because they
A return "back to the old time
The Fall Events of the 90th An- Nancy Wilborn. Faye McDade and
had not been applying enough fer- put their entire 12-acrecotton
way" will prevail during the con- niversary of Second Congregation- Barbara Hall. The play is being
allotment in the Soil Bank and
tilizer.
duction of a revival program at al church will get underway next directed by Mrs. Helen D. HowSo, they decided that when they turned their full attention to swine
NEW YORK — (CPI) — Here's
Vie Shiloh Baptist church Sunday, month. Two outstanding speakers ard.
a rundown of the major weekend moved to their own farm, t he y and teed crops They expitto
Oct. 26, at 3 p. m. Unusual in have consented to appear on Rev. A. L. McCargo is the pascrowds recorded at athletic events would- have their soil tested, and sell close to 120 head of
procedure for today's modern pace scheduled programs.
tor of the church.
Their 100 head last year Alp
in New York, which some folks,' then apply fertilizer in accordance
hut a proven success to years past, On Nov. 16, at 11 a. m., Miss
210 pounds and brought around
claim is a "dying" sports town: with the recoMmendations. Also ed
it is destined to draw a capacity Juanita Williamson will deliver an
they would sow legumes as win- 30 cents a pound, including a precrowd. The Voice of Shiloh Male address on "Faith of Our FathAFTERNOON —
SATURDAY
ter cover crops and turn them wi- mium of 1 1-2 to 2 cents a pound
Chorus and the Christian Women ers." Miss Williamson is an Enginternatinal tour. The program
23,000 watched the Columbia-Har- der in the spring to further en- for being lean, meat-type aniAPPEARING HERE FRIDAY
Chorus are sponsoring the pro- lish professor at LeMoyne college.
on Friday, Oct. 24, is being
vard College football game; a rich their land, plant an improved mals.
In the first lyceum feature of
gram.
From Jamaica, N. Y., will come
sponsored by the Student's A•
capacity 27,250 watched the Armythe season at Owen college
variety of cottonseed, and carry LANDRAGE BOAR
I. J. Shaw has been active in the speaker for Nov. 23. He is
fairs Committee. Miss Flowers
Virginia game at nearby West out an effective insect control
will be Miss Martha Flowers,
"Strictly meat-type I am aimLemF.
T.
Rev.
of
Grant
G.
A.
endeavor.
this
James
Rev.
planning
has performed in the opera
Belmont
Point, 37,137 attended
who acclaimed by critics here
ing for," declares Callen, as he
programs.
uel Haynes Congregational church.
Hammond is the minister.
houses of Paris, Berlin, MosPark's thoroughbred racing pro- CASH CROP
and abroad as Bess, as the
points
to his eight Duroe, YorkRev. Grant will speak at 11 a. m.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
cow, Rio de Janeiro, and other
gram. SATURDAY NIGHT — A
leading soprano i n George
Mr. and Mrs. Callen selected shire, and Landrace sows, and a
protestimonial
and
musical
A
and
season
the
major cities of South America,
In keeping with
capacity 18,398 watchtd a Madison hogs as an additional cash crop, purebred Landrace boar, grazing
GershwIn's "Porgy and Bess,"
Africa, Europe and Asia.
the old adage "It is better to gram will be held at 7:45 p. m. WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Square Garden basketball double- and set about developing improv• in a pasture, along with 50 to 60
sponsored by the Everyman
Rev. J. C. Mickle is the minisrecent
give than to receive" will be Harits
during
header; 90,810 attended Yonkers ed pastures and planting more offspring.
Opera, inc.,
Supreme Court affirmed Monday
vest Home Day at Collins Chapel ter.
pro- corn and
Raceway's harness racing
a lower court order permitting
There is something growing in
other grains as soon as
CME church, Sunday. Members of PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
gram.
Negroes to use facilities of the
the pastures year-round —
they moved.
this sanctuary will gather vegetab- CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
Nnw Orleans city park.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON — 52.Within two years they had in- let, Bahiagrass, rape, oats, crintles, canned goods and other foods
A very home-like Church Anni- The brief order will
684. a record for a New York creased their cotton yield from son clover. From the pastures,
permit a
and istribute them to ones in versary will be celebrated Sun- 1957 decision desegregating the
watched
opener,
Giants' home
half a bale to a bale to the acre, the hogs move into acres of corn
BOSTON, M a ss.—Sen. John F. Kennedy Anti-Dynamite Bill would
need, especially those incapacitat- day at the Pentecostal Temple park to become
their pro football game with the developed improved pastures for for hogging off.
effective.
Church of God in Christ. All phasKennedy (Dem.-Mass.) says the authorize federal law enforcement Chicago Cardinals,
ed by illness.
The
New
City
Orleans
Park
The Callens will probably g
a hog crop of 30 to 40 head, and
Harvest Home Sunday is under es of the celebration will be execut- Improvement association, which bombing of a Jewish Temple in officials to apprehend those guilty
back into cotton next year, says
NIGHT — A near ca- were finding themselves w i t
the auspices of the Missionary So- ed by the pastor and members.
Atlanta, Ga., makes it imperative of "outrages such as the dynamit- SUNDAY
Mr.
Williams but they will al
the
payto
brought
the
to
appeal
apply
to
the
money
extra
Supreme
New
Bishop J. 0. Patterson is the
next year pass his ing of the school at Clinton, Ten- pacity 15,388 watched the
ciety. Mrs. Elizabeth Proctor is
continue
Court, contended that the case had that Congress
pastures
developing
York Rangers-Montreal Canadiens ments on their farm.
anti-dynamite bill.
the secretary and Mrs. Mary minister.
federal
nessee, and the Temple in Atlan- Hockey game at Madison Square "The advice we received from growing grain, and pushing hog
not been tried fully in Federal
EARLY GROVE BAPTIST
Clay is the treasurer.
Senate Majorito
telegram
a
In
ta, Georgia."
District court for eastern Louisour Farmers Home supervisor as an important source of ine
Garden. Grand total — 204,845.
Mark Sunday, Oct. 26, at 7:45 NA tea will spotlight Sunday's
ty Leader Lyndon Johnson (Dem.
iana.
p. m. on your calendar for a date services at the Early Grove Bapurged
Kennedy
Senator
Texas),
The association, a state agency,
and gift for a worthwhile cause. tist church.
that his bill be scheduled for early
It will be held at 5 p. m. requested that the case be sent action next year.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham is the
to
back
court
it
district
that
so
Taylor
John
and
Sanders
James
minister.
could present "expert testimony" Since most bombings of this
are the sponsors.
NEW LIFE BAPTIST
o contradict "textbook authori- type seem to stem from interstate
BAPTIST
MATTHEW
It was quite a memorable oc- ST.
ties" on the effects of segrega- transportation of explosives, the
St.
at
Day
People's
Young
The
casion at the New Life Baptist
ion which were cited by the Suchurch when the 13th Ward Civic Matthew Baptist church will fea1954 school de- cilities for whites and Negroes.
Club marked its First Anniver- ture an out-of•town speaker, Sun- preme Court in its
The district court, in May, 1957.
decision.
segregation
sary there, Sunday. A belated An- day. Rev. R. E. Burry of Brownspark case held the law unconstitutional and
niversary Tea was the form of ville, Term., is he. Rev. Curry The New Orleans
commemoration chosen by the will deliver the sneech at 3 p. m. originated with a suit brought by issued a permanent injunction
Rev. H. H. Harper is the minis- a group of Negroes in November, barring the park association from
club.
Christmas . . . and remember
Christmas shopping is fun and
1949. While it was still pending, denying Negroes use of park faLester Robinson is the presi- ter.
to redeem coupon No. 3 worth
It's economical as well when you
Court
Circuit
Fifth
The
citifies.
pass1956
in
he
legislature
state
BAPTIST
dent. Mrs. Kathleen Irby is secre- MT. MORIAH
70 FREE QUALITY STAMPS.
do it with Quality Stamps. Get
Around the Mt Moriah Baptist ed a law specifically requiring of Appeals upheld that order last
tary and Mrs. Willetta Jones is the
Stores are open from 9 a. no, to
your copy of the new Quality
reporter.
church the "top talk" is the separate public recreational fa- February.
S p. m., Monday through SaturStamps Gift Catalog today and seTwo very active church work- Young Peoplts Day and the cur
day.
lect the hems you will want for
ers were joined together in holy rent Talkathon.
Young People's Day will be held
matrimony last Sunday. The amiable couple is P. J. Nelson and the on Sunday, Nov. 2. Mrs. Rose Maformer Mrs. Louise Barr. Rev. S. rie McKenzie is the general chairA. Owen performed the quiet home man. The program chairman Ia
ceremony.
Miss Johnny Black.
Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour.
Yes Madame,
Sunday
Nelson is the
A Mile-A-Penny Party has been
Mr.
Bake in oven 450 degrees F. for
School superintendent at Mt. Mo- planned to benefit the occasion.
smallthe
and
Dad
sure
am
I
minutes, then reduce heat to
15
riah Baptist church. Mrs. Nelson It will be held on Oct. 29 in the
325 degrees F. and bake about
fry would ppreciate a real down
Is an usher at Metropolitan Bap- dining area of the church. The
25 minutes. Nuts, raisins, chopped
to earth meal after all the quicktist church. Miss Ophelia Craw- senior choir is presenting it.
pineapple slices or shredded cocoford was the maid of honor and
An effort to arouse interest
ies during the World Series. Put
nut are delicious additions to this
in church Nvork is the Talkathon.
James Rooks was the best man.
flour
wheat
enriched
Jack Sprat
pie filling.
Hearty congratulations to the It is held monthly at the sancand Jack Sprat white cream
couple!
tuary. Past sponsors are Mrs. DorPASTRY
meal first on your grocery list.
SUMMERFIELD BAPTIST
othy Bowen, Mrs. Helen Bowen, A young man had been off to and leaving the essential things
2-3 C. Jack Sprat enriched wheat
There is really very very litUe
A performance demanding much Mrs. Ola IVIairley, Mrs. V. L. Nors- college to further prepare himself unattended?
flour
you can make without them.
This to me seems to be the crux
practice is the Musical to be `'re- worthy, Mrs. Katie Hunter and for the ministry. His father was an
1.3 teaspoon salt
sented at the Summerfield Baptist Mrs. Marian Roberts.
influential member of the church of world conditions. Many of them
1-4 cup shortening
POTATO PIE FILLING
soon. And busily doing just that
The Memphis Sunday School and at home, and when the youngman have taken the pulpit as a place
3 tablespoons ice water
1-3 C. light brown sugar
Mt.
at
met
is he young People's Choir of Baptist Training Union
wrote to his father informing him for showing off some recently gain2 teaspoons Jack Sprat enriched
Sift flour with salt, work in
he house of reverence. Mrs. Lil- Moriah Sunday. The young people that he would be home for a week- ed knowledge while the knowledge
wheat flour
program.
the
shortening with fork. When mixpresented
directress.
he
lie B. Bowen is
end his father arranged for him of Jesus is left unattended. The
salt
teaspoon
1-3
ture is about the size of peas stir
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy is the to speak at the church.
NEW TYLER AME
'call' from God carries with it the
3.4 teaspoon cinnamon
in gradually the ice water, roll
Sunday at the New Tyler AME1 pastor.
The young man was very much idea of enlightening people of God,
1-4 teaspoon ginger
dou^,h into a round ball on floured
elated over this opportunity and THIS AND THIS ALONE IS THE
1-8 teaspoon cloves
board 1 inch larger than 7 inch
he sat down and wrote a beau- BASIC WORK OF l'HE MINIS1 C. cooked potatoes
pan and about 1-8 inch thick.
Wu! sermon. He had his mind TER. Anything else is contributing
1 C. light cream
Trim if necessary. Fit in pan,
all set on how he was going to to current world conditions. The
1 egg slight :Katen
prick bottom, fold extra dough undisplay his knowledge gained in spiritually hungry people who come
2 tablespoons butter
/
11
der and make fancy krinkle edge
college. His father called him off to our churches Sunday after SunJANA C. PORTER
by pinching with fingers. FatMix together sugar, flour, salt
on Saturday and asked him to tell day must be fed spiritually.
good.
so
but
tening
next
I had the fortunate experience
and spices; add potatoes, cream,
him about the sermon for the
of going to school where one of
egg, and butter; stir until smooth.
day.
Bye for now,
of
pastor
the
was
Pour into deep 7 inch pie pan
classmates
my
man
went,
young
boastfully
The
NEW YORK — A recent report marching down the path to free
Evpie
sociology.
with
of
made
with
lined
crust
back
department
with
came
the
and
room
Jana Porter
his
to
that the Youth March for Integra- dm alone, am extremely pleas
a sermon he had written con- ery time this man would find out
ted Schools would be called off was ed with the enthusiastic response
taming elements of philosophy., that Dr. Blank was going to be
from every segment of the corn
declared to be without basis.
sociology, and literature that he in the congregation he would cenmunity."
categorically
state
to
"I wish
around soof the young had prepared. The father listened ter his whole sermon
enthusiasm
"The
totally!
are
reports
these
that
the ciology.
communicated itself to to the sermon unmoved. After
false," declared A. Philip Ran-1 people has
man had finished he turned; One day in class this instructor
is sweeping young
dolpii, a chairman of the March inl the adults and •it
to his father and asked, "Father.] made this statement: "Mr. —,
•
a special statement read to the roue
how do you like it?" The father I teach sociology six days a week
cities in the
Steering Committee. "The Starch Eastern seaboard to Committee'I minded the young man that and I know more sociology than
the
west,"
will tic held on schedule on Sato!, middle
out behind the barn was a place, you probably ever will know when
day, October 25.
where they burned trash. He ad- I come to your church on Sunday
Prominent trade unions from
"Jackie Robinson. who will. virtually every industry are organ-!monithed the young man to I want to hear about Jesus!" Not
lead the March, joins me in sin-1 .z.ns bus caravans of their youth- take the se-mon out there and, only was this true in this case.
' but it is true in many other cases.
cerely urging that the people ofi full members or the children of strike a match.
The young man was very hurt There are ministers throughout
our community. Negro and white,' their adult members.
do all possible to have their chit-. These include the International with the idea of burning his mas-' our land who are trying to
dren meet us in Washington on, Ladies Garment Workers, Union; terplece. The father then said:, teach literature, science, phlloso"They don't need that, tell them ' phy, sociology, and the like from
Oct. 25.
;Building Service Workers: United of Jesus."
• their pulpits when there are penYOUTH
ENCOURAGE
Auto Workers; Transport Workers Thls young man was typical of pie in the pews who know much
"We base a duty to encourage' Union. Retail, Wholesale and De- many of the preachers of nu r more about these things than they
young people to add their weightpartment Store Workers Union; day and time, I am fully aware of will ever know and who came to
11,4101110
to the great struggle for Integra- Butchers District Council: Bela- the fact that Jesus was a social he told about Jesus.
Porters;
Car
Sleeping
of
ted schools. We are making great therhood
It may seem a hard thing to say
being, a political being, and an
headway in enlisting support from State, County and Municipal Work. economic being hut Ile did not stop • but ell our current world conwhite youth and their parents era Union; Chefs, Cooks and Pan- there. His greatest strength was, ditions may be traced directly to
which is a demonstration of the try Workers Union. and many not In any of these — the thingithe pulpit. In far to many instanc- I
fact that Negro youth and their others, all affiliated with the AFL- that set Him off from everything, es our spiritual leaders have failed
parents in this crisis are not CIO.
and the Mid-South step up to the %% (Sift, microphones to show the
else was that foremost He was to take the spiritual and moral
ANOTIIER SPLENDID — radio broadcast was presented for the
world their proficient talents. Pictured above, from left to right
a spiritual being. Being human stands derna..ded of them by virpleasure of Mid-South listeners As the gifted young people picare: Kelly Cunningham, Harold Plunkett, Jo Ann Hooper. Percy
He could not escape these things Me of their peculiar positions. The
tured above presented top-notch numbers on the Big Star Food
Bradfield, Glenda Harvey, Maurice White and Leandra Cunnblgbut His real purpose for exist- ministers' biggest job is to temper
Stores Talent Show over powerful 50,000 Watt WDIA. There's al.
@nee WAR His spiritual presents- the world activities with a sense of
ham.
ways good listening when boys and girls from all over Memphis
(inn to the world. This fact takes, the moral and soiritual. The most
on new meaning when a news.' tragic thing shout the whole thing
paper editor writing for the At- is that the indictment made against
lents Constitution this week RC.. the ministers was made by a laycrises "The so-called Christian man,
SAVI
ministers" of being largely respon., It is had enough for God to
linquency in connection with
NEW YORK -- (UPI) — Six
sade for the current conditions of look down on us and sett that we
the stoning of windows at the
' are not doing our jobs hut when
the world.
boys between the ages of 11
Ahouls ACRIA synagogue.
A long time ago the celebrated; one whom we are supposed to be
and 13, have admitted smashin
The youths will appear
poet, John Milton cried out in one helping and molding his life looks
ing windows in a Brooklyn
court today.
of his poems, "The hungry sheep up and sees us in this tragic N.
synagogue, pollee said SitterThe synagogue was one of two look up and are not fed!" is not sition, it should be .eason for all
day.
In Brooklyn that have been
this the case in too many instances of us to he concerned. Once again
The youths, whr were roundvandalized in the past three
today! Are not the men who should we as ministers and Christians
ed up Filday, were released in
days. A third synagogue in
he moulding the spiritual and Mee must rethink and redirect our way
their permits' enstodY. The,
Brooklyn hasrowelsed
a well-tieing of the people con- of doing things — then and only
were charged with Juvenile de
threatening telephone call.
cerning themselves more far too then will the kingdom of God conie,
'.. Nollaimegammomemeatounoteatimamootamiammeameamitiofflamommommommamommagammaggegg much with the unessential things on earth as it is in heaven:
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living in automobile, giv• make, model and tic,rs. number
RACE

.MARITAL STATUS

Ethiopian

Married

Mulatto

Single

High Yellow

Took-ups

HEALTH
--Gonnorhea
Syphilis

ATt.cars

(Answer
snot how many

CHILDREN
•

Coon

times I

Legitimate

Passing White

lilegittmato
(Grit,. estimate I

Nigger

WHISKEY

CIGARETTES

_ AUTOMOBILE

Rabbit Tobacco

Bay Rum

Cadillac •

Grape Vim"

Moonshine

Lincoln

Corn Silks

Hair Tonic

Chrysler

But+,

Own Mature

Rolls Roy.tm

DO YOU NOW OR HAVE YOU EVER BELONGED TO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
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,

Ku Klux 'Klee.'

lifile Rock Nine

Alcoholics Anonymous

Cnrn•rwilisi,

Supreme Court

101.0 Airborne

fr

piety

ars A TFCI WITH ANY OF THE FOI LOWING
.Sullivan

Richert! Nom,

Daisy Bates

Fisnnhowor

List on the back of this page the White School' you would like to attend. (Note: Sthoeis
Louisiana are NOT INTEGRATED, •ngi have not been crr'l*5er t,rcfO so by the Supreme Court.
IX) NOT BE AFRAID TO SIGN TINS APPLICATION
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ANSWER THE ABOVE QUESTIONS

We have the MODERN 'REPUBLICANS: THE NORTHLON UtMOVIATS. THE ARKANSAS GAZETTE, THE
ARMY, HARRY ASHMORE AND LIFE MAGAZINE on nor AO

DAT!

•

community.

The aplicationo
were printed on expensive
Bond paper, and shows that
some person or organization
is investing considerable money in the project, while at the
same time it indicates just
how effective the NAACP is

in its battle for equal rights
for all American citizens. Note
parenthetical Insertions under
address, "If living in automobile, give make, model and
license number;" "Give estimate" undei illegitimate children; and"Anower 'yes' not

Melrose Pound- Out
48-14 Win Over Carver

Jose Torres
Looks Great
For A Title

Hamilton Nosed Out
13-12 By Washington

how many times" under
health. In listing cigarette,
whiskey, and automobile preferences, the organization responsible for the smear applications implies that Negroes
spend all of their money for
expensive cars, while sacrificing on other commodities.

Pirates Acquire Jim Pendleton

to show the
left to right
,00per, Percy
dra Cunning

CES
THE RIG GUNN FOR MELROSE — was fullback Willie
Gunn, shown here nutrilstane
ing Gssrge Washington ( ver
anen as he sets sail for the

goal line 27 yards away for
Melrose's first score of the
night. The action took place
last Thersday night, In Melrose stadium, as the Melrose

Wildcats humbled the Carver
team from Tupelo, Miss. 4814. Before the final buzzer had
sounded Gunn had scored another TD and set up three

1958

Big Jim Brown Miles
Ahead Of NFL Rivals

SIGNED

SMEAR TACTICS — In an effort to cast discredit upon the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People. a local pro-segregationist
organization has printed and
circulated fake membership
applications throughout t h e

Sot., Oct. 25,

5

receive special recognition dui..
ing the Tennessee-Grambling halftime festivities and to organize
themselves into a permanent "G"
Club to support athletic and general activities at the school.
Robert 1'. "Bull" Ennis, head
coach at Grambling High school a
3-year football letterman in 1942, The Melrose "Wilcats" swarm-, Tirol Carver TD. The PAT was
46 and 47, was elected president ed all over the George Washing-1 good and Carver avoided a shutof the G-Club for the ensuing year. ton Carver eleven last Thursday out.
Fred C. Hobby, head basketball night in Melrose stadium and The second a n d final Carver
coach, Grambling college and • pounded out a 48-14 victory oveni TD came late in the fourth
3-year letterman in football and the Mississippi squad. It was a quarter after !Melrose each had
basketball in 1946. 47 and -18. was sweet Homecoming win.
emptied his bench to give every
"Victory for Homettoming" is elected vice president.
Playing cat and mouse through- boy a chance to play. Adams
Budirector,
the newly adopted motto of the
J. Andrew Gaulden,
out the first quarter Melrose broke pitched a strike to Davis for 65
team and the student body of reau of Publication, Grambling the game wide open in the second yards and the score. The
PAT
Xavier university in New Orleans, college and a hefty throwback quarter when they moved the ball was good.
Grambling 70 yards to paydirt. Fullback
La., as they prepare for their en- to the days when
During the halftime ceremonies,
counter with the Garnet and Blue was named "Louisiana Normal and Willie Gunn serampered 27 yards pretty Miss Elizabeth A n
n
Bulldogs of Knoxville college. Industrial Institute," symbolized for the first touchdown and be- Mitchell, Melrose's Homecoming
Knoxville, Tenn., Sat. Oct. 25, by an "N", was elected secretary- fore the night was over Gunn had . Queen, was presented to the
treasurer.
in Xaxier university stadium.
added another TD on an inter- crowd. After the presentation of
cepted pass. Halfback Arthur Hot- the Queen, each of the Melrose
Knoxville college will he mak- HERE THEY ARE
openthe
present
at
Lettermen
man had scored twice, other half- players was introduced, along
ing its first appearance since 1936
Adolph backs G. Parham and B. Polk
In the Crescent city in the pigskin ing. meeting included
with his parents, as this was a
Green,
Vt'ilfred
Rouge;
Baton
Byrd,
each scored one and even guard special Mother Recognition night.
sport. Their recent victory over
Crawford,
David
Bossier
City;
Willie Franklin scored on an in- , Also included in t h e halftime
Kentucky State has resulted in
'turner,
tercepted pass, in the assault on festivities was the sparkling Melsome football forecasters giving Farmerville; fleuy P.
Wheeler,
Foster
Shreveport;
.
Carver's goal.
rose band which put Jn an imthem the slight edge in the con3.
B.
!
Shreveport:
Carver's defense simply folded pressive show of marching dextest with Xavier university.
I field; Gussie Williams, Winnfieid; up front the second quarter. They terity during the intermisison.
The
Xavier and Knoxville tied at 13 Clyde 0. Wilson, Gloster; Luthall in 1936, but Xavier took the er J. Ensley, Utica Institide, CB- just couldn't stop the "Wildcat" band is conducted by ••Tuff"
running
attack,
Green.
while
being
conmeasure of the Bulldogs by the ca, Miss., Frank Ensley, Grambscore of 32-6 in 1938. The visitors ling; Abram Valore, jr., Shreve. tained themselves. It was 28-0 THE LINEUPS
will be counting heavily on three I port; George Glenn, Monroe: Fred- Melrose, before Carver could put Melrose
Ends: Perkins, \Vest; Tackles:
representatives of the State of erick D. Kirkpatrick, Arcadia; Os- together a scoring combination.
William, Griffin; Guards: FrankFlorida in their attack in the per- , car K. Williams, West Monroe; CARVER SCORES
sons o f James Carter, colorful Albany Jones, Cheneyville; Theo- Late in the third quarter, Car- lin, Allen, Malone, Parks, A. Alver quarterback Sherman Adams len; Centers: Bailey, Rutland;
fullb .ck and Albert and lierbert dore Williams. Mansfield;
began finding some receivers for Backs: Lee, Holman, Gunn, LonLucas, twin double-trouble halfRev. John C. Calvin, jr., Raybacks, all of whom hail from Eus• %Hie; Major Carlton, Grambling; his passes and his tosses to end don, Polk, Gatewood, Webb,
tis Vocational High School in Eus- Osiah Johnson, Minden; Melvin liarold Payne, added to the re- Carver
Ends: Payne, Harris; Tackles:
tis. Fla.
Staff, Delhi; Alonzo Davi a, vived running attack of the CarGramblin g; Ben Gibson ver hacks, carried the hall to the Tucker, Stoblas; Guards: Fuller,
Wilkerson, Melrose three yard line. Ilalfback Riley; Center: Traylor; Backs:
Calvin
Grambling;
Grambling; Wesley 0, Thompson; Fred Davis, a converted quarter- Robinson, Blanks, Lockridge, DaEdna Williams, Winnfield; Victor- back, bulled the ball over for the vis, Adams.
ia Sampson, Colfax; 0. R. "Bellpepper" Patterson, Raton Rouge;
Leroy Robinson, Bossier City;
Mansfield;
Baldwin,
Clarence
Albert C. Odell, Baton Rouge; Matthew Williams. jr., Monroe;
Richard D. Coutee, Montgomery;
Lehman Span, Shreveport; Edward M. Johnson, Lake Charles; Two missed points after touch- quarter, when stifled on their run
Willie D. Joseph, Monroe; L. J. downs proved the undoing of the fling attack by the hard charging
Tapo, jr., Shreveport; Willie Gar- Hamilton High Wildcats last Fri- Washington line, quarterback
ner, Grambling; Wiley W. Stew- day night at the Washington sta- Riley Hancock pitched a strike to
By EARL WRIGHT
art, Baton Rouge; Mach H. Moore, dium as they were edged 13-12 by halfback Edgar Bolden who raced
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Jose Monroe and Paige Humphrey, Chi- the Washington Warriors.
18 yards for the tally
Hamilton was leading the life
Torres, 22-year-old Puerto Rican cago.
Oddly enough, both teams boast
the
middleweight is a novelty in
HONORARY MEMBERS NAMED game, that proposed a marvelous log better than average running
a
fellow
game
—
York
fight
New
battle, by a score of attacks, had to score all their
G-Club members were render- defensive
who pulls the fans out of their
ed a special tribute during the six to nothing up until the fourth TDs by way of the air lanes.
armchairs into the arenas.
halftime ceremony by the Gramb- quarter. Washington roared back Both lines seemed up for this
A "veteran" of only seven proin this stanza with quarterback contest and each did an excellent
ling college hand under the difessional fights, the flat-ncsed
rection of Mr. Conrad Hutchinson. Carol Holman throwing for all he job in containing the other on the
somber-faced Torres already is
During the initial meeting certain was worth. Ile found end June ground.
being tabbed on Broadway as a
Washington faces the tough
honorary members including of- Deadmond waiting with eager
potential middleweight champion.
ficials, ardent longtime supporters arms outstretched in the end zone Manassas on Oct. 24. In the Washit,
"He's
wag
puts
on.
fight
As
Grambling college teams, and and Washington went out ahead ington stadium and Hamilton goes
got the right 'gloves and the right
against Father Bertrand, also in
former coaches were named, in- as the extra point was made.
manager."
cluding Hon. John G. Lewis, On the very next play halfback the Washington stadium on Oct
Torres' manager is the controGrand Matter, Prince Hall Ma- Clayton Burros took the kickoff in.
versial Ctrs D'Amato, who steered
sons', Jurisdiction of Louisiana, and ran it back 63 yards /or a The Lineups
Floyd ''Patterson to the heavyWashington
Baton Rouge; President R. W. E. Hamilton TD. But the missed exweight championship and who is
Ends: Deadmond, Jones; TackJones, Grambling college, who tra point was to send them down
recognized as one of the top de- classified in
les: Tyson, Cobbert; Guards.
three categoriee, of- to defeat.
velopers of young talent in the ficial, present baseball coach, and Hamilton held off the passing Bates, Jordan; Center: Wallace;
game. Cue enemies may not like former coach of all sports; W. L. attack of the Warriors until the Backs: Holman, Hampton; Brown.
his anti-IBC policies but his worst Garner, registrar, Grambling col- fading minutes of the fourth quar- Orr, Walker, Gibson,
for concedes he's a top hand In lege, former basketball coach; ter when that fellow Holman again
Hamilton
the trade.
Ends: Ingram, Watkina, RichDean E. L. Cole Grambling col- spied halfback Isaac Brown clear
"This boy is one or the good lege; Oslah Johnson, Minden, for- In the end zone and flipped to mond; Tackles: Flynn, Cockran,
ones," says D'Amato. "He is go- mer football coach, and all pres- him for the TD. The extra point Lundy; Guards: Payton, Scott,
ing a long way and along the way ent members of the Grambling was missed but the game was Jackson, Bowen: Centers: R. Payhe Is going to help rebuild boxing college coaching staff.
over as far as the Wildcats were ton, Feeman; Backs: Carroll, Hanin New York. He's a crowd pleasOther honorary members named concerned.
cock, Fent, Powell, Motton, Burer and he's good."
included Willie "Bill" Nunn, Pitts- Hamilton had taken the lead in ruo, Robinson, Stepter Pope.
You couldn't blame Torres' burgh Courier. Pittsburgh, Pa.: the opening minutes of the second Brownlee.
manager for over-playing the kid's
appeal but you know its authentic when boxing promoters agree.
"There's no doubt about his
ability to draw people to the
fight," says Teddy Brenner, promoter of New York's St. Nicholas
Arena bouts. "In his last two bouts
he's drawn gates of $7,200 and
$5,630 — and
that's not peanuts in an age when the ushers
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI)
Trailing Brown were Tom Wil- 19 completions for 266 yards and
sometimes outnumber the fans at
Sophomore Jimmy Brown of the I son of Los Angeles with 280 yards, three touchdowns, led the pass
fights."
Cleveland Browns, a thunderbolt followed
of receivers with R. C. Owens of
by Bob Mitchell
Part of Torres' terrific appeal,
of course, is to the large Puerto running through, over and around Cleveland with 262, Jon Arnett of San Francisco second with it
Rican population in New York. the opposition, was a country mile Los Angeles with 253, and Willie Four players — John Crow of
These fans flock to Si, Nick's, ahead in the National Football Galimore of the Chicago Bears the Cardinals, Galimore, Frank
Gifford of New York and Lennie
oldest active fight club in the League race for leading rushing. With 215.
Eddie Le Baron of Washington, Moore of Baltimore — hollow
country, to cheer on their hero er.
Brown
in scoring with 30 points
with cries of "Pega—Pega—Pega"
The former Syracuse All-Ameri- the little guy with the big savvy,
meaning "Hit—hit—hit."
ca, averaging a phenomenal 160- was in front of the passers after each. Moore had a four touchdown
game
against
the Bears.
yards-plus per game and 6.4 per three games with an average gain
Billy Wells of the Philadelphia
carry, had a net of 482 yards for of 9.68 yards for every pass
the first three games of the young thrown. The Mighty Mite complet- Eagles leads In punt returns with
ed 25 off 44 for a 426 yard total, Bud Johnson, Houston Informseason.
two touchdowns, and a 56.8 per- er, Houston, Tex.; Collie J. NicholThe battering Brown also led in
centage.
son, Grambling college sports pubscoring with eight touchdowns,
Mack Reynolds, freshman' with licity director; Mr. Julius Hardy,
all by rushing, and with his early
the Chicago Cardinals, was second News Leader, Baton Rouge; Mr.
start was heading for two NFL behind Le Baron with a 9.54 ay. Lee Andrew Jones, News Leader,
marks held by former Philadel- erage, followed by Billy Wade of Baton Rouge; Mr. Leslie Barnum,
phia Eagle Steven Van Buren.
Los Angeles (8.55), Milt Plum News Leader, Baton Rouge;
At Brown's present pace, he of Cleveland (8.52) and Tobin Rote
Elgin Ilychew, Louisiana Weekcould better Van Buren's seaaon of Detroit (7.27.)
ly, New Orleans; Russ Cowan,
record of yards gained (1,146) and
The best individual passing game Chicago Defender, Chicago; M. L.
the Mighty Steve's league touch of the young year fell to Bart Collins, Sr., and Mr. M. L. Collins,
down record of 18 in one season., Starr of the Green Bo, Packet% jr., Shreveport Sun,
Shreveport;
Van Buren's all-time total yard-1 who completed 26 for 320 yards Marion Jackson, Atlanta
Daily
age record fell this season to Joe and one touchdown against Balti- World, Atlanta, GA.:
Raymond S.
(The Jet) Perry of San Fran- more last week end.
Tisby, Shreveport Sun, Shreveport,
cisco.
Ray Berry of Baltimore, with Claude A. Barnett, director, and
Mr Charles J. Livingston and
William Brower, sports editors,
Associated Negro Press, Chicago,
GRAMBLING, La. — Former
Grambling college lettermen, ovar
150 in number and several still
erect and strng after 30 years
of post-collegiate life, converged
on Grambling here last week to

helped
the loan says

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

more with his power running
to make the Melrose Homecoming a joyous affair for the
home crowd, leading the way
Willie is right halfback Arthur

Holman, No. 115, no slouch
himself in the running department, who picked up two lila
also In the game.

PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — The
The Pirates also announced the
Pittsburgh Pirates, in a two-for- signing of Richard Dallaoeur. 18.
one trade with their Columbus, of Kersey. Pa., to a contract with
Ohio, farm team of lee Interna- the Grand Forks, N. D , team of
tional Li noir, acquired the serv- the Class
"C" Northern League.
ices of the infielder Jim PendleDallaaen, a righthanded pitcher,
ton and pitcher Don Rowe in ex- was named to the Pennsylvania
change for shortstop Gair Attie. American Legion All-Star teams
Pendleton wax with the Pirates In 1957 and 1958 after compiling
as a utility man at the beginning a 7-1 record over two seasons. He
of the 1958 season before being is six-two and weighs 205 plumbs
released outright to the Jets. He an 18.2 yard average, including a
appeared in 123 games for Col- 65-yard romp against the clients,
umbus, batted .312, drove in 68. and freshman Len Lvies if the
Colts leads in kickoff returns with
runs and hit 14 homers.
a 49-yard average.
Rowe wan sidelined most of the
F:arly punting honors go to Don
year after undergoing an appenChandler of the Giants with
dectomy.
WPS in 19 games
46-yard average. Jack Butler of
and had a 1 5 record. He i it Pittsburgh and Andy Nelson of
southpaw. Allie had been on op. Baltimore were tied in pass inter(ion to the Coltnibus Jets.
ceptions with four each.

President Ennis advised that
that there will he at least one
more meeting of the G-Club members during the year probably at
Homecoming. Nov. 1.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lady normal. I have had some college
39 years old, 5 feet, 6 inches education. I am interested in
tall, brown hair, brown eyes who meeting a sincere and intelligent
desires to correspond with a nice young man between 37-45 — one
gentleman between the ages of who is lonely and has a home and
39 and 48. One of high morals job. If I cannot find happiness
who is sweet tempered, sincere, a here then I'd be willing to try
lover of the outdoors and country elsewhere. Please do not write if
life. I am especially interested in not sincere. Velma Freeman No.
a business or professional man of 46, Red Bird, Oklahoma.
•••
high standards who does n o t
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sindrink, smoke or gamble. Race
doesn't matter. If sincere, please gle young man, 39 years old, mewrite — will exchange photos. dium brownskin, 150 lbs., 5 feet,
Miss Eeyam McAffee, P. 0. Box 10 inches tall, mixed gray hair,
neat and intelligent. I am inter19603, Los Angeles 19, Calif.
••
ested in meeting a young lady
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a between 20 and 43, neat and inyoung man of 24 who would like telligent, 120 to 160 lbs. Color or
to meet a nice young lady be- religion does not matter as long
/
2 as she is an understanding person.
tween 18 and 24. I am 5 feet, 101
inches tall, 150 lbs., light brown I would like for her to live in or
complexion, black eyes and black near Chicago. Please enclose phohair. I would like for her to be to in first letter. 0. Timothy Fowabout 5 feet, 5 inches tall, between ler, 342 W. 73rd St., Chicago 21.
120-130 lbs., and a resident of III.
•• •
Chicago. Will answer all letters
and photos. Samuel Harris, jr, Dear Mme. Chante: I am interested in a girl I can soon mar8641 S. Wabash Chicago 19, Ill.
•••
ry. I would like for her to be
Dear Mme. Chante: Please help between 20 and 25, devoted, loveme if you can. I am 37, 5 feet, able and true. I would like her to
5 inches tall, weigh 135 lbs., be ready to really settle down
brown eyes, black hair, medium Since I love children, I wouldn't
brown complexion, healthy a n d mind one or two. I have a good My hobby is leathercraft and I
job and receive disability from love almost all sports. I will answerRights
the Army. I would like to buy a
all letters and exchange phohome if I had someone nice to tos. Albert Jones, 1125 loni a,
share it with. I am not trying Grand Rapids, Mich.
to impress anyone. So if you are
not serious, please do not write.
Dear me. Chante: I am a
I am dark brownskin, 28, 5 feet, bachelor and an ex-railroad man.
8 inches tall and weigh 170 lbs. I am going to New Orleans and
WASHINGTON, D. C. — State
would like to have a companion Senator Harry A. Cole and Maryaccompany me on the trip. I land State college President John
have a pass for two and would T. Williams were among six perlike to hear from a nice lady who sons named this week by the Comwould be interested in going. Mr. mission on Civil Rights to
its
Camp, 309 E. 43rd St., Chicago. Maryland Advisory Committee.
•• *
The announcement was made by
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Dr. John A. Hannah, Commission
very lonesome girl, 28 years old chairman and president of Mich5 feet, 3 inches tall, weigh 160 igan State university.
lbs., brownskin, black hair, brown
Senator Cole, an attorney, has
eyes. Many think I am nice look- also served as Asst. Attorney Gen17, Sam found himself making the
ing. Would like very much to cor- eral of Maryland, substitute trial
fabulous sum of between $4 $500
respond with pen pals between 29 magistrate, and justice of the
a week.
and 38. Miss Ocie Mae Williams, 'peace. He is a former member of
12326 Tuscana, Cleveland 8, Ohio. the executive committee of the
"That was my first big money,"1
•• •
Sam said laughingly.
moved
U.S. National Commission for
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a UNESCO.
away from home into my own
young
lady 35 years old. Would
Dr. Williams has been president
three room apartment at 6505
like to have a nice husband. He of Maryland State college at PrinLangley. Just me! That's what
must
be
a
Christian.
I
am
dark
ruined my life, that apartment."
cess Anne since 1947. Prior to that
brownskin, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, he was dean and registrar at KenHe laughed heartily.
weigh
175
lbs.
I
am
a
Christian
tucky
State college. From 1928 to
"Don't get me wrong, my famiand I like church work. This man 1932 he was director of athletics
ly was poor but my father providmust be over 45 years old, weigh- and head football coach at Kened me with all the necessities. He
AT CHICAGO'S SWANK Black
audiences with his singing.
ing 170 and 175. If this letter is tucky State. He was an All-Ameritried to raise us the right way."
Orchid, Sam captivated the
of interest to anyone who fits the can end at Langston university in
A shrewd young man, Sam realabove, please let me hear from Oklahoma.
ized after six years with the Soul
you by return mail. Ann Dozier, The Commission has appointed
Stirrers he had reached his peak
1115 E. 52nd St.. Chicago, III.
similar advisory committees in 17
and yet didn't have the seculity he
* ••
other states, and expects to have
wanted.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would one functioning in every state beIle explained, "I wanted to
like to correspond with a pen pal. fore the end of the year.
broaden my scope. I was limited
My complexion is light brown—
These groups are expected to
in the audience I could reach. t
my age is 34. Reading is my hob- keep the federal body advised of
wanted to sing to a much broader
by. Hoping to hear from someone developments in the field of civil
audience."
soon. Amy Ross, 57 Maiden Lane, rights in their respective states.
That was when he decided to
Kingston, P. 0.. Jamaica, BWI. They also may make reports and
turn to the ballad and pop field.
•• •
recommendations to the CommisWhen he told his family of his
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sion.
decision, his father said, "Try
very lonesome man in my early
The full committee follows:
thirties, 5 feet, 7 inches tall,
HARRY A. COLE, Baltimore,
weigh 198 lbs. Would like a nice
looking young woman between attorney; membe r, Maryland
23 and 35 years old. I am consid- State Senate; former Assistant Atered fair looking and a Baptist. torney General of Maryland: DR.
JOHN H. FISCHER, Baltimore,
I am looking for a wife, Please
enclose photo with letter. James superintendent of Public Instruction, Baltimore: member, Board
Dukes, 4902 Princeton Ave. Chiof Visitors and Governors. St.
cago 15, Ill.
John's college; MAXWELL
imatz
i•-at
,
at.N.
GREENWALD, Hagerstown, retired merchant:
to do the best in whatever you do."
Singer can be seen giving autograph to admiriers
MRS. ROBERT W. KING, Beth'YOU SEND ME'
esda, housewife; past president,
goal for himself now that he has cameras and equipment.
Because Specialty Records, the
Maryland
Division, American Assky rocketed to the top as a ballad
The biggest influence on his ca
same company he had made his
sociation of University Women; F.
spirituals tor, didn't like the way singer he wants to parlay his sing- reer Cooke feels has been S. R.
DeSALES
MUDD, La Plata, athe did his first record "You Send ing career into an acting one. Crane, former manager of the Soul n
torney; chairman, Board of TrusAs long as his brother, L. C., Stirrers, and who is now his right "
Me," Bumps Blackwell, manager
tees, Physician's Memorial hospibetter known in the musical world hand man.
of the company, asked for the reAgents of Unity Mutual Life In- tal: board chairman, County Trust
around Chicago as Larry Lee, conWhat's the little boy who used surance
lease of Sam and quit the comCompany were advised Company of Maryland, and DR.
pany himself. Ile took the record tinues to pen such songs as -You to sing for pennies on 35th street that the Chicago Urban League re- JOHN T. WII,LIAMS, Princess
Send Me." "You've Made Me," doing with his money?
to Keen Record company.
presents the best approach to Anne. president, Maryland State
"I Don't Wait To Cry," "That's "I'm setting on it and waiting,"
the solving of problems of race college at Princess Anne:
While Sam was waiting for the All I Need To
vice
Know," and "Win he said.
relations by an agency director president, Eastern Shore Civic Asrecord to be released, he attended Your Love
For Me!", it will be
at a recent meeting.
the Phil Carey Jones drama school a long
sociation.
time before Sam gets back
in Los Angeles to improve h i s to the
Sterling E. Sutton making apdrama school in L. A.
speech, enunciation, poise and sing- With the
peals for memberships following
salary Sam makes now,
ing.
a speech by Edwin C. Berry, exhe can afford a hobby he's always
ecutive director of the Chicago U. S.
But with the release of "You been interested in — photography.
Urban League pointed out that in
Send Me," and its immediate suc"Frankly." he said, "before I
the thirty-three months since it's
cess. Sam had to leave scheol to couldn't afford it, but I have about
reorganization the Chicago Urban
fill the many lucrative engage. 81500 worth of equipment now."
Vice President Richard Nixon League has attracted
nation-wide
ments. Almost any big television
Ile likes to take candid shots. invited all the nations of t h e
attention for its' program in race
show that you name. Sam has His other hobbies are swimming Americas
to participate in the relations.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
made personal appearances on it and playing the guitar. While
ap- third Pan American Games to he
Sands, Tommy's father. LookIn his address to the group government said this week that
"As soon as I get a little time, pearing at the Black iarchid be and held
here Aug. 27-Sept. 7, 1959.
ing on is Edward Cunningham, "Cm going back to Los Angeles his old
Berry
appealed
U.
for their spiritual
S. industrial production increasfriend, Cleo Lyles, ChiNixon said the games offer the
Cooke's travelling companion. to study dramatics again.'
cago Defender photographer, got athletes of the Americas the op- and financial support of the ed in September for the fifth
agency's
program
to
straight
improve
the
month.
Sam has already set another together to discuss the latest in portunity
to meet in friendly com- conditions of Chicago's
Negroes The Federal Reserve Board repetition in one of the great cities and the whole city
in AO doing. ported its index of factory
and
of the United States, "which can "As badly as
Tit till 'ER _III MAIL ALL
we need your mine output stood
at 137 last
only create a better basis f o r money." he added.
114ESE PiC-filQES o 1AER 1`411H
"we want you month, a one -point increase
over
friendship.
Li-rfiE 1101E SC#41/4:..
to suppost us In our attempts to August.
"I know the young men and bring about equality
of opportunThe increase in industrial outwomen of the Americas will leave ity for all."
He listed as pressing put
was smaller than its August
Chicago enriched by their experi- problems:
advance.
Non -durable goods and
ences," Nixon said. "I am sure
— interracial violence
minerals accounted for much of
that the people of Chicago will do
— discrimination in, employment the increase.
their part in extending the warm
— housing
hand of friendship."
The index, an important indi— discrimination in health Incator of economic health, has
stallations
been rising since April, when it
Hemophilia Dinner
The agency director commendstood at a recession low of 126,
The Midwest Chapter of the ed the insurance company for it's
Hemophilia Foundation will hold continued support of the Chicago It went to 128 in May, 132 in June,
134 in July, and 136 in August.
its sixth annual dinner Saturday Urban League.
at the Central Manufacturing DisAlso speaking for the agency on
trict club, 1106 W. 35th at Hon- the program was Walter L. Hardi- HUMANE CONFAB
ored guests will be Rev -lames son, Jr., Richard J. Flournoy, E. The American Humane AssociaSharman of St. Andrews Parish. .1. Halfacre and Sterling Sutton tion's 82nd animal convention Will
Charles Corrigan is president.
be Oct. 27 30 at Miami Beach.
of the Unity Mutual staff.

Gets Senator/

By ERNESTINE COFIELD
l Although Cooke had enjoyed singing for CTA customers, he still
bad not thought of the pop field
as a profession. Brought up in the
church and well known in those
circles, it was only natural that
he looked to them for his livelihood.

GLAMOROUS BARBARA
CLEMENS, L. C. Cooke and
, brother, Sam Cooke appear to

It was to be expected that when
the Soul Stirrers offered him a
berth, he jumped at the opportani
ty to join the nationally famous
group.
As a street singer Sam's top collection was $5 or V, but he made
his first big money with the Soul
Stirrers. Only a youth of 16 or

be trying to discover secrets of
beer stein in abuse photo.

Joins League
mass move

VP Nixon Invites
Nations To Third
Pan-Am Next Year

SINGERS LEAD A BUSY lily.
but like everyone else must
take time to relax. In above
picture Sam Cooke (third from

left) can be seen laughing with
Yossie Robinson, a( tor and
dancer; Tommy Sands singer, (at Cooke's right) and Ben
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Interests of the whole community.
VICTORY FOR VENSON
Now, in order to become a
In every community there are
ener.
of
restless
those individuals
member of the delegation to the
$3.15. (2-ee's. Gimlet Selaserestien tete. 810)
gebeeetetiee Fetes: 011e rep. 8g; Hs elooshas
gy of mind, body and spirit, who State Limited Constitutional Constand out one way or the other. vention, a person has to be electthe Tel•Siete Oteseeee Dees Net Take Reason ability gss, whionsit" frMussasstiles a,Phat"'
They either help or hurt the cons. ed to the same by the voters of
munity. But while they are in the community. He has to be
Simone
Defesee, Poblishine Co. gatered 'is
Petsbaked leery Theredire by Si Tel-Stet•
it everyone else knows they are nominated, campaign, and be
there.
voted on like a candidate for
Clew Metter at it.. Memphis Pest Ofetee Menlo 10.1M. Wider Mt el Marsh L. 1879
Such an individual is Dr. R. Q. elective political office. And that's
most
continVenson, one of the
because the recommendations of
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
uingly energetic personalities in the Convention delegates are to
the Memphis and Mid-South com- be accepted as representative of
munity. Happily, Dr. Venson
the views and desires of the peoin the category of those who help ple. . .of the voters of Tennessee.
the community. He is a commu- The members of the Tennessee
nity. He is a community asset. General Assembly, the people who
His activities over the years all obtained office through the votes
point in the direction of commu- of the people, will be guided in
nity benefits. His work in the the laws they pass later, on the
American Legion, in his church, decisions reached by the memIn the local, state, and national bers of the State Constitutional
organizations of his profession Convention.
(dental). his pioneering work with
So, it is at once seen that the
the Memphis Cotton-Makers Jubi- work of the Convention delegates
lee, and his dependability as a will be pretty fundamental and
It is not the least surprising to learn The donations, ranging from 50 cents to solid citizen interested in t h e important.
despite the fact that
that a group of white employes at the Mem- WOO reflect the economic status of the con- whole community, have set him the delegates are not necessarily
apart over the years.
politicians. What they do will have
phis Firestone plant contributed *196 to tributors: Misguided, poor whites pitted And now, Dr. Venson is run- such a strong bearing on the polFaubus' campaign to finance segregated against Negroes of similar status, the lat- ning for an elective office in Ten' iticians in the future.
nessee. lie is offering for a posi- SEES THE NEED
private schools in Litt* Rock. These em- ter striving for economic opportunity.
tion on the delegation Shelby
Dr. Venson sees this fundaployes are not alone in the pathetic and ridiThese misled white citizens, who fail to County citizens who will assem- mental and basic importance.
ble In Nashville next July with And by his candidacy for a place
culous action. Others in the "City of Good recognize the true value of a good educa. other Tennesseans to held a limit• on the constitutional convention
ed
convention on the State's Con- delegation, he is calling the atAbode" have made contributions, some sub- tion, unnecessarily fear the Negro who has
stitution. Dr. Venson has made tention of the rest of the commustantial.
been a target of their mistreatment through himself available to perform an- nity to the importance of ,the con
However, the Firestone group is quite the years. It is well to remember as steps other community service. He is yen(ion,
willing to join with other citizens
His candidacy is also a remindwell-known as a hard-core reactionary cell are taken here for full attainment of first- of the state of Tennessee in do- er to the Negroes of Memphis,
here. Quite a bit of the friction in labor at class citizenship, that the conscience of ing something to loosen up, bring Shelby County and Tennessee of
up to date, and make more useful the necessity for their ..use of the
the plant has stemmed from this group, members of his cell will hardly be dented the old, and almost hide-bound ballot en fundamental
issues over
basic law of Tennessee, the state's and beyond the rare problem.
many members of which reside in Frayser. by reason and logic.
Constitution.
If the voting age Is lowered
THREE ISSUES
In the state Constitution to InThe delegation which will atclude 18•yearolds. It will mean
tend the convention in July will
more voters in Tennessee. It
be limited to consideration of
will mean an injection of greatDemocrat Chairman Paul Butler won
There is one thing certain. Anyone or three issues. 'these are the seine er youth and vigor Into the
constitutional issues carried on electorate. It will mean more
the plaudits of thousands last week when anything that besmacks of Faubusismin the the ballots when folk
voted last
he blasted Gov. Orval Faubus' administra- 1960 election campaign is going to get summer. They take up the ques- Negro voters. Dr, Venson Is a
lover of youth, a respecter of
tion for defying the Constitution of the frigid treatment from the minorities in this tions of whether or not the legal youth, and a great believer in
voting age in Tennessee should
United States over the issue of school in- country.
the soundness of youth, once it
be lowered to include persons 18 Is given
a chance.
tevation.
We admit is wishful thinking, but the years of age; whether or not TenDr. X•enson, like other InterestWe feel that he was eminently correct finest thing that could happen to the Demo- nessee sheriffs should serve 'four ed citizens, knows that the terms
of two years; and whether
in making clear the Democrat Party does crat party would be for Eastland, Talmadge, instead
methods of Tennessee tax assess- of office served by sheriffs and
other law enforcement officers in
not support the Arkansas governor in his and McClellan and others of the same stripe ments should be changed.
Tennessee are of strategic imconcept of law and order and Christian to pull out and form a third party. How- Dr. Venson would make a good portance
in the lives of all citimember of such a delegation. For
justice.
ever, Senators Eastland and .McClellan are the delegation's job is primarily zens of the community regardless
Now there are rumbles of Arkansas too shrewd and seasoned politicians to give a civic rather than
political of race. He knows that taxes emone. And Dr. Venson is civic. brace everybody.
withholding campaign funds from the na- up their fat congressional status.
Dr. Venson's record of interest
minded to the ninth degree, He
tional party headquarters, and that other
Nevertheless, Mr. Butler has set the has clearly formulated reactions and activity in civic affairs
Southern states may join in movement. It proper tone by denouncing the lack of wis- to major civic questions. And is speaks for itself. Let's elect him.
In favor of advancing the hest Selah!
Is our firm belief that it ut far better that

Our Opinions

Don't Expect Them To Reason

S

Democrat Stand On Faubusism

5

5

dom of Gov. Faubus in depriving thousands
the Democrats on a national level purge
themselves of any support of Faubusism of children of the opportunity to continue
than to have the party further stinked by their education because of a few Negro
students.
the Arkansas dead albatross.

•

•

Pope Pius XII Will Live On

No Pope ever spoke out so forthrightly
on current and controversial subjects as
did Pius XII.
This opinion has been advanced by representatives of all faiths as religious leaders everywhere expressed sorrow over the
death of the Pope.
Pope Pius, whose extremely sensitive
hands and features became symbolic to
thousands all over the world, brought to the
Vatican a new concept of religious principles
wherein they related to everyday lift.
Here are examples of what Pius XII had
to say about various issues:
LABOR UNIONS: — "No true Christian
can find fault if you unite in strong organizations to defend your rights — while remaining aware of your duties — and to arrive at. an improvement in your conditions

of life. . ."
WAR CRIMES: — "Who then demands
the expiation of crimes with the just punishment of criminals in proportion to their
crimes must have every care not himself to
do that which he reproves in others as a
sin and a crime . .
COLOR BAR AND RACISM: — "One
knows too well, alas, to what excesses racial
pride and racial hate can lead. The church
is forever opposed with energy to (these
excesses) whether they consist of attempts
at genocide, or practices inspired by what
is called the 'color bar'.
On other issues, His Holiness was equally as vocal. The great and good influence of
Pope Pius XII will long be a factor in the
vatican and the world. Thus wrote the St.
Louis Argus recently, and we concur fully.

Civil Rights Or Civil War

ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations
There are two girls working.
In the outer office of an important government official in a
large office building in Chicago.
One girl is colored. She's classified as a secretary and has a
desk just outside of executives'
private office.
The other girl is an extreme•
ly pretty white girl. She's a
clerk-typist and her desk is just
Inside the door of the outer office.
Many of the visitors to the of.
fire, most of whom are white
males, stop at the white girl's
desk and make Inquiries. Without saying a word, she points
to the Negro girl.
Some immediately walk to
the colored girl's desk and re.
peat their inquiry which she answers according to the situation. After all, it is she who
knows all of the executives' appointment', and Ii forwarned hv
him of the persons he doesn't
wish to see.
Others, however. are reluctant to converse with the Negro
girl, preferring to conduct their
business through the pretty
white typist.
The "personality kid" ignores
the gesture of the pretty typist.
Instead, he slumps over her
desk hoping to bowl her over
with his charm, and coos.
"Baby. I want Vol to take
care of me, not her,•" nodding
his head in direction of the Negro girl.

Week By Week
Simple On Juvenile Delinquents
-Seems like white folks on tele• "But every other week or no I
vision cannot think of no way to see in the papers where some
straighten out their problems but while kid done walked up n n ii
to shoot them out or fight them struck his mama down, or snuck
out," said Simple, "especially in up and blasted at his papa, or
the westerns. Them movies is full throwed his little brother in the
of pictures. If a man is bad, beat well.
him until he turns good.
"They is no respecters of fam"If he is too bad, B A N G! ilies when they get had — and
chilBANG, kill him dead. And
—mad. Colored kids might sass
dren set with their eyes glued on their mamas when they pet mad,
in
are
they
time
the
all
the TV
but seldom slap her — I never
the house. No wonder there is no heard of such
and never kill
much shooting, fighting, cutting, her. When do you recollect read•
and killing amongst the young lag about a colored child, male
Mike in the USA because they or female, killing its mother?"
sees twenty such doings a day on
"I cannot recall reading a n
the television.
such thing," I said. "But if I
"How come white folks do not
were you, I would not try to draw
have no way to solve their proba color line in crime, There are
lems except by fighting? Do it
some bad Negro youngsters,
never occur to them to set down
too,"
out?"
them
think
and
"But not that bad," said Sim"Physical excitement on t h e
ple. "Did you not read toward
the
in
as
just
screen,
television
the end of the summer where a
movies, is more dramatic and inbunch of kids for no reason at
teresting to look at than, people
all tore up the playground out at
just sitting and thinking would
the beach and uprooted the lifebe" I said. "To make thoughts
guard stands and broke up the
g. would present quite a
excillienm,,
rest rooms and smashed all the
problem."
looking glasses and put stones
"So they starts to fighting,"
in the toilets. And these were
said Simple. "And I guess these
white delinquents.
juvenile delinquents think t h e
"Had they been colored, the
same way, which is why they load
have been bigger
themselves up with zip glans, headlines would
did you not read
knives, pop bottles and iron pipes, and blacker, Aud
young thugs what was
black jacks and bress knucks. about them
break in an old
Walking arsenals, some of them not satisfied to
house in the middle of
are. And the white ones have couple's
and rob them, but stripdone got so they fight even their the night
buck naked of their
papas and mamas. You very sel- ped them
and left them tied
dom did ever read about • colored night clothes
wires to chairs in the
child killing his mama or papa. up with

relit of night with nothing on".
They got that from them tyini
up scenes on TV, I reckon. Coloi
ed robbers just rob. They don't
strip naked and tie folks up."
"Are you trying to nay that tel
evision has no ill effects on Negr,
youth?"
"Not that ill," said Simple
"Why just the other night it wet*,
in the paper where a little whit- •
boy took an ice pick and walket•
up to his best little buddy air.
runned the pick clean througt
him — his friend. When Wore,
get ready to slab somebody, it i
usually somebody they don'
know or don't like, not theil
friend, be he big or small. Wha
is the matter with these white
folks?
"No wonder down South t he
shoots Negroes without batting a,
eye, and the law lets them tit
free. No wonder they up an,
sends seldiers and Marines one
tanks and planes across the ocean
to bother folks in some Aral
country where the folks are no'
bothering them at all.
"They must think the world
a big TV screen just made for
fighting and shooting and takint
up arms and killing, not for set
ting and talking and tryine ti
straighten things out decent.
"The grown up ones sets a fine
example for the juvenile dean
quents! If I had a child, I would
tell him not to pattern his sel
after white folks, on TV nor off
They don't know how to behave
their selves."

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

investigate. Tension in our form of government.
The dynamite blasting of a Jew- leaders to
Certainly recent world histor
community was thick
colored
the
dythe
and
Atlanta
in
temple
ish
has shown us quite deafly tha'
with a knife.
namiting of the integrated high enough to cut
appeasement of extremists is :
Most students of the problem
school in Clington, Tenn , within
poor policy. We tried to do busi
the last few weeks are regarded insist that the rising wave of vi- nes& with Hitler and the Ettgo
by most observers as parts of a olence in the South today repre- pean dictators, We wound up *a
pattern of violence- which is grow- sents the handiwork of a small world war with dead American'
number of diehard terrorist!. It
ing rapidly in the South.
scattered over the European lino
Only these big blasts get on the is believed that the vast majority scape. We discovered that the
and
violence
norabhor
whites
the
the
of
wire services which reach
rope we give these dictators i
thern press. The small acts of vi- are genuinely angered by the used in an attetmpt to bang us in ,
extrem•
the
of
in
brutality
terrorism
wanton
local
olence and
stead of themselves.
many of the southern cities are isle among them. Perhaps this
Appeasement is a doubtful pol
to
like
would
certainly
it
I
n
a
so.
is
nationally
published
never
icy at home as well as abroad.
such news is blacked out for the believe it.
I am convinced that these extre
Nevertheless, we must face the
most part in the local southern
mists win more and more odher
newepapers.
facts of life. We seem to have ents as they move forward despite
Last week in Allude I listened two points of view in Washington the fact that the better peoph
to several prominent Negro busi• regarding these white supremacy are horrified.
nessmen talking about racial inci- extremists. One school of thought
Faubus has become a nations'
dents in Georgia which never believes that if we give the ex- figure of tremendous importanc,
made the big newspapers. A few tremists enough rope, they will to thousands of people who wouli,
weeks ago. for instance, a Negro hang themselves. There is a have turned their hacks upon hirll
physician was given his walking smaller school of thought which if the federal government hat;
papers in small central Georgia believes that some way must be clearly ‘shown its willingness ta.
town because it was alleged he found to crack down hard on the treat him for the traitor he rest
cursed at the telephone operator. extremists. Of course, there are is.
many people in governThe appeasement policies of th,
I believe that such a forum The incident took place in Fort a great
their heads in the
would greatly extend the Daily Valley, Ga., the seat of a well- ment who hide
Eisenhower administration h a•
There are so Defender's sphere of influence, known Negro college.
send and pray that the whole con• done more to encourage the Fau
Dear Editor:
flirt will disappear.
many problems to be resolved and at the same time raise the
bus type mentality in Americ.
It seems that the colored docthat we need a public forum daily's circulation to a high waI have become convinced that than anything else. Under cove
had some words with the optor
where we can air our views free- termark. The suggestion is worth
erator and the called was traced. we have reached the point now of this soft policy, the more vie
ly and exchange ideas with other considering. Housing, slum clearThe doctor was visited by t h e when all appeasement of the ex- lent extremists feel that they car
people of different opinion. I have ance, fire-traps, job diacrimina• town's while bosses and told to tremist,' muet slop and some of
get away with murder as neve
noticed in the past some letters lion are issues that should be
in jail and before. Soon these little Hitler
get out fast or face the conse- them must be put according
to
in THE PEOPLE SPEAK „column aired—Mrs. Geraldyn Carter
properly
punished
will become too big to handle I •
quences. Under the circumstanc.
in which the writers euggested
we continue our pussyfootio
es, the doctor decided to leave. law.
that the Defender should undersome
that
course
I was told last week
Another case of violence near
take to form such a forum. But so
an Atlanta housing project f o r liberals have been holding confer- We send our battleships to QUe
far I have seen nothing to inhope
the
in
may to warn the Chinese Red
Arkansas
involved
ences in
Dear Editor: Some people are Negroes a few days ago
dicate that your paper took the
demanding a right-to-work law. police brutality. One Negro was that they can work out a strate- we will not tolerate any foolish
suggestion seriously.
But, in any shop where I have killed and an official of the pro- gy that will lead Governor Fau- ness, but at home our official
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A worked, I never saw any of these ject was beaten by the police. bus to call off his fight on the turn the other cheek to thos
al
rash of bomb scares Monday kept right-to-work boys refuse a raise The case so aroused the citizenry federal government and at t he like Faubus who defy federal
thority and repudiate our Comfit
the police bomb squad hopping. or better conditions that the union that the mayor and police chief same time save his face.
Personally, I believe it is too lotion. They say the GOP elr
One of the hoaxes involved the men in the shop had paid the were unable to avoid getting involved in the incident and they late to save FallblIA' face. Now we phant doesn't forget anything, le
77-story Chrysler Building, second freight for.
promised a delegation of Atlanta had better concentrate on saving he doesn't learn anything *idol
tallest skyscraper in the world. , Herman Chandler

Southern segregationists need not think For nearly four years Ike kept ominously
that they can bomb their way out of the quiet on integration. When he finally was
school integration ruling. The Federal prodded into stating his personal views on
Courts, thank God, and the Negro people the matter, what he said was damaging to
will yield not one inch on the guarantees of the cause of civil rights.
Up to now Mr. Eisenhower has not disthe 14th Amendment which underlie the
pelled the belief shared by many that he
principle of equality of opportunity.
Those dynamite blasts which are now is not wholeheartedly on the side of inteoccurring at frequent intervals, are, in ef- gration. Yes, he has advised the people to
fect, a challenge to the Federal government. respect the orders of the courts, but, he addUnfortunately, the government, has not tak- ed a footnote saying that as Chief Executive
en up the challenge with the requisite dis- he cannot express agreement or disagreement with Supreme Court's rulings. The efpatch and effectiveness.
Although evidence was presented to the fect of such a view has been psychologically
Department of Justice that an inter-state devastating.
Something more than admonition is necconspiracy existed and that the bombings
in one place were related to those in an- essary before justice can be fully secured.
other. President Eisenhower preferred to What is sorely needed is the realization in
high places that the laws being broken by
regard the crimes as state responsibilities.
The FBI has been alerted, and in some the Confederate Underground are the same Wants Public Forum
Instances is cooperating with local police, as those being defied by Gov. Faubus and
however the full force of Mr. Hoover's or- his carbon-copy Gov. Almond. They are laws
ganization has not yet been set in motion. governing not only the protection of propPresumably the FBI is restrained by orders erty and the use of explosives. They are
laws governing the rights of man.
from the White House.
Many Southern leaders recogni7e this.
Here again is an opportunity for vigorous leadership which is being forfeited. But their efforts to carry out the law are
There is, of course, a logical explanation hampered and nullified by the failure of
for this, if logic can explain the President's the President to recognize the moral issue
actions. Mr. Eisenhower has, by words and underlying the challenge. Until Mr. Eisendeeds, advocated a slower pace for integra- hower throws the full might of his office
tion. The bombings are intended to carry into the raging battle for civil rights, offering encouragement and leadership, the segout that suggestion.
They are the inevitable results of an regationists will continue to defy the law
official policy which has encouraged rather with bombs and other weapons in the arsenthan discouraged disobedience of the law. al of race hate.

•

But the pretty typist just continues to type, and points in
the direction of the colored girl.
Finally convinced the busy
girl is immune to his charm,
he moves over to the colored
girl's desk where be becomes
crisply businesslike.
Another makes a racial appeal to the white girl. "I don't
like to do business with Negroes," he confides to the young
woman. "Won't you take care
of me?'
She just smiles sweetly, and
silently points to the Negro girl.
He looks at her as though he
has just discovered she is a
leper, and goes dutifully to the
colored girl.
Still others come in who Just
won't budge from the white girl's
desk. Their attitude, even
though they are salesmen,
seems to be that "if I have to
get in through that colored girl.
I'll forget about it."
In such instances. the colored
girl gets up from her desk,
whispers a few words in the
visitor's ear, and he nods his
bead understandingly.
What everyone who enters the
office fails to know is that the
pretty, efficient, and unimpressionable white girl is a deaf
mute.
She neither hears what they
say to her, nor ran she talk to
them. She iMes all she can, un•
der the circumstances, point.

LANGSTON HUGHES

The People Speak

Right-To-Work Law
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Grand Opening Of Atlanta Life Nov. 9-10
4.1

$.4

OPENING ON BEALE — The
Grand Opening of the Atlanta
Life Insurance company's ultra-modern office on Beale at.

will be held on Nov. 9 and 10,
al_d thousands of Memphians
along with other visitors, are
expected to help celebrate the

opening of the Mid-South's
most up-to-date office building,
complete with drive-in services. T h e company w a s

founded by A. F. Herndon. an
ex-slave, who owned a chain
of barber shops before switching to the field of insurance.

COURTEOUS SERVICE can
be obtained at this window at
the tap of a bell by busy citizens who wish to get waited

FINAL INSPECTION of the
building is made by a team
from the Atlanta Life Insurance company and members of the architectural firm

of McKissack and McKissack,
of Nashville, who drew up
plans and constructed the
ultra-modern edifice. Pictured
from left are James Taylor,

office manager of McKissack
and McKissack; Moses McKissack IV, one of founders
of firm; E. L. Simons, director of agencies and president

upon without leaving their
cars. Posing here at the win•
doiy is Mrs. B. M. Rhodes, cashier for the Memphis district

for the past 12 years, who began working for the Atlanta
Life Insurance company in

1938. Other clerks will take
turns in serving customers
who desire rapid service.

of National Insurance"-Association; E. M. Martin, secretary
of Atlanta Life; and Lt.
George W. Lee, -manager of
the Memphis diagiet.

650 Enroll In Little Rock Homemade
Bomb Blasts
All-White Private Schools' Ill.
School

•

a

•
SPACIOUS AUDITORIUM —
meld" the ultramodern build'ing of the Atlanta Life Insurance company's new building here is a spacious audi-

torium, excellently lighted,
which can serve easily as
either a lecture room or a banquet room, as kitchen facilities are provided also. Stand.

ing in front of auditorium
showing guests the new auditorium is Lt. George W. Lee,
manager of the Memphis dis-

trict. Atlanta Life Insurance
company is one of five most
solvent insurance Companies
in America. (1Vither's Photos)

By PHIL NEWMAN
, gible for graduation through the laughed at threats of the NAACP
to go into court and demand adLITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI) — extension service,
Gov. Orval Faubus, who sup- mittance of Negroes to the private
A White Citizens' corporation and
CAMPAIGN, Ill. • — (UPI) —
ported the private school plan, schools.
a Baptist organization registered
A bomb exploded in the basemore than 650 white high school
ment of a grade school here tostudents for private, segregated
day, but the school was empty
classes in a former university
and no one was hurt.
graduate school and three churchPolice said the bomb was a
es.
homemade affair, with black
And the University of Arkansas
powder and tissue paper stuffed
estimated that nearly 400 high
into a piece of pipe,
school students had applied for
It shattered a couple of winwho would destroy me took pet
NEW YORE -..Bishop D. Ward, CAME) church."
correspondence courses to comdows in the Westview School but
Nichols, under indrclinent for em- He said that his "enemies have, church matters into the courts .of
plete high school work.
did not cause extensive damage.
bezzlement of .8171,000 from the chosen to ignore the rules of our the land,"
The Little Rock Private School
AME church, charged that the, church and thereby threaten the There the matter rests, until the
The FBI office at Springfield
corporation registered approxicriminal action against him was very existence of our church." "courts of the land" make a IleATLANTA—A man described as the "central figure"' said it was ."keeping in close
mately 250 seniors Monday and
caused by "persons seeking to
touch" with the situation.
He emphasized the fact that he cision on whether Bishop Nickels
plans to start classes today. The in a Jewish temple dynamiting was arrested Saturday. just l
embarrass me."
had not been found guilty of is guilty of the crime with which
Only white pupils attend t h e
Baptists will continue registration
Nichols was indicted by a grand wrongdoing. Nfdbols stated that he is charged, or, as he proclairt1s
few hours after threats were received by two members school, and police believed the
through Wednesday and expect tot a
jury in Philadelphia, and was re- an "indictment is not a convic- is a victim of irresponsible WO.
bomb was detonated by a prank,
open school for all three high of the grand jury which indicted five Suspects in the bomb.
sons.
leased on $1,000 bond.
tion."
caw
ster or vandal.
school grades Monday.
The bishop, in a prepared stater
The bomb apparently went oft
Meanwhile, bishops of the deDr. J. W. Cady, temporary prin. in•
"present
ment,
declared
that
the
nomination's judicial council are
Threats also were received by arrest that "because of my per- about 3:30 a.m., but it was not
cipal at the Baptist high school
crimina. charge against me is said to have stated that they were
sonal political beliefs, I have again discovered until a janitor came
said they registered 407 students Atlanta's two newspapers,
nothing
more
repetition
of
than
a
offered money to vote in Nichols'
Arrested was Richard Bowling, been framed by Atlanta police and to work at the school this mornMonday. Not included in that totthe charges which were dismissed favor, but refused to accept it.
at are 47 students who have at. 26, one of the five men indicted alien - controlled Atlanta newspa- ing.
by
judicial
the
council
of
the
tended a high school at the second Friday by the Fulton County pers. acting on orders and press.
A person living near the school
Nichols has said that 'the action
ure by Jewish • Communist press- told police of hearing a blast, but
Baptist church for the past week. Grand Jury.
taken by the judicial councW "not
He was seized by detectives who groups."
No Negroes tried to register
did not report it until after the DISTINGUISHED among N e w
only completely ,vindicated me,
WITH THE
were tipped that he was about He denied belonging to an or- janitor discovered the bombing.
Monday.
hut protected me in my position as
York University scholars ... Ten Football
bishop."
ganization dedicated to violence.
Two Negro colleges. Philander to leave town.
A week ago today a homemade nessee State unisersity's business
But he refused to say whether bomb was exploded in the Ansbai education department head, Dr.
Smith and Shorter, were consid- DENIES CONNECTION
lie added:
"The discipline of our church
ering the idea of starting private
Bowling upon arrest, vigorously he is a member of Jewish hate Emeth synagogue at Peoria. Po- Mary Clay Pinkston, recently r(
schools for Negro students. But denied any connection with the groups or where he was on the lice and FBI aeents still are at ceived one of the coveted Found permits my enemies to have this
a Negro leader' said the NAACP bombing of the temple last Sun- night the temple was bombed. work in that case.
decision of the judicial council reers Day awards, presented to
would not go along with private doY But detectives, who had de- "Police would intimidate my alibi
NEW BRUINSWICK, N. J — viewed at the next general conferAlso in Peoria in the past graduate students with averages
PHONE
the church. However, anschools for Negroes.
scribed him as the central figure witnesses," he claimed.
week, three false repoits of of 3.75 and above. Dr. Pinkston (UPI) — Governors of 36 of the 49 ence of
It would put the NAACP in the in the plot, said they found a
Bowling was being held without bombs planted in schools have was awarded her doctorate degree states in the nation have designat- gered at losing their case and not
position of supporting segregation mimeographed anti-Jewish letter, bail as were the other four indict. .been
willing to trust the judicial proce
neceived by police and from New York University in ed the week of Oct. 18 to 25 as
and private schools," said L. C. apparently sent out last summer ed. They are Bowling's brother,
1957, and has been a member of National Football Foundation and dures of our own church, those
school authoiittes.
Rates, publisher husband of the soliciting funds in his 1949 car.
Robert, 25; Wallace H. Allen, 32:
Tennessee State university's facul- Hall of Fame Week and others are
president of the Arkansas NAACP. The signature on the letter, said George Bright, 25, and Kenneth
ty since 1948. Clanton III Photo
expected to follow that policy shortThe private classes are a sub- detectives, was that of the nation- Chester Griffin, 32.
ly, it was announced.'
stitute for public high school, al commander of the Knights of
The charges against them carry
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Came
Directors of the National Footwhich about 3.000 students — in- the White Camellia,
a possible death penalty. Like lunchtime and the horse hauling
LONDON — (UPI) — Actress ball Foundation announced that
eluding 700 Negroes — can't atThis organization was cited by Bowling, the other four have de- a junk wagon got hungry.
Eva Bartok says reports that she Hall of Fame Week will ho cele$l because the four high schools' the U. S. attorney general in 1949 flied any connection with the
Edward Kaplan of Irvington. N. plans to wed an Indian prince are brated with appropriate ceremonhave never opened in the integra- as one which has ''adopted a pol- bombing.
J.. walked up to his 1958 converti- "a little premature." Prince Shiv ies on campuses all over the countin° dispute.
icy of advocating or approving the
ble to find the horse biteing the of Palitana, 25, has been seen with try. The first Hall of Fame Award
School Supt. Virgil Blossom said commission of acts of force and
.,
car trunk.
the actress at London night spots dinner will be held in New York,
that the closed public schools violence to deny others their rights Publish
recently.
Oct. 28.
would grant diplomas to seniors under the Constitution. . . ."
CARACAS, Venezuela — (UPI)—
Chief awsrd at the $50'a-plate
who qualify through the UniverThe letter said, "The Jew is the A new afternoon newspaper hit
dinner, designed to raise funds for
sworn enemy of white Christian the streets of Caracas Monday.
sity correspondence courses
SALZBURG, Austria — (UPI) —
He -Maid juniors who start cor- America . . . this is a life-and- The 32-page tabliod Pregon was Austrian police have recovered
NEW YORK — (UPI) — New the Hall of Fame, will be the precespondence courses now may corn death struggle which we must win, printed in three color besides three valuable necklaces lost or York School Superintendent John sentation to President Eisenhower
ef SP PROOF DISTILLED FROM IMAGIMIN NEutitAt
SPIRITS • PRODUCT OF U S A • CLEAR SPIONG
plete graduate requirements by legally if possible but violently if black. It was published by Ale. stolen from American tourist Elea- 'J. Theobald has proposed merit of the Foundation's Gold Medal for
OISTILLINGCO.Ekhoon el 'AMES I KAM COSTILLOO1
next year. but because of the lack necessarY•jandro and Miguel Otero Silva, nore Cernadas this past summer at salary increases for superior his contribution to amateur footCO.. CWOODN1, IOATUCAKC.
who also publish t h a morning the Mittersill Castle near here, teachers in an effort to end the ball. The President once played
of sufficient classroom hours. this CALLS IT A 'FRAME'
football at West Point,
Boyling told reporters after his newspaper El Nacional.
year's sophomores will be bellthey announced Monday night. teacher shortage.

Bishop Nichols Claims
Plot In Theft Charges •

Indict Five In
Temple Bombing
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Formal Elegance Is Keynote Of Fifth Annual Consular Ball
• THE BRILLIANT fifth
annual Consular ball held recently in the Grand ballroom
of the Conrad Hilton Hotel
was an occasion for the gathering of more than six hundred be-medaled members et
the local diplomatic corps and
their guests. (Photo left)
Watching other dancers glide
about the ballroom floor are
(from .left) William H. Jones,
consul of Liberia, and Mr.
and Mrs. Haskell Lowenstein.
(Photo right) Center of attention in this group is the
Lord Mayor of Belfast, Ireland, W. Cecil McKee (right).
The others are (from left)
Mrs. Robert Whyte Mason.
Bindley C. Cyrus, former
member of t h e Caribbean
Commission; Robert Whyte
Mason, British consul general; Mrs. Mildred Tucker, vicepresident of the AmericanWest Indian association, and
C. H. Duprey, prominent insurance executive of Port-Of
Spain, Trinidad. (C enter
photo) About to enter the
ballroom is Mrs. Harriette B.
Johns, daughter of Conaul
and Mrs. William H. Jones.
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• LENDING AN international flavor to the ball was
Mrs. Akira Sono, wife of the consul general of Japan
(Photo left, second from top.) She Is renewing acquaintances with Mrs. Ola Jones, wife of the consul of Liberia. (Bottom photo, left) Enjoying cocktails are (from
'eft) IVIrs. Edward L. C. Broomes, Dr. Edward ,L. C.
`roomes, president of the American - West Indian as.
elation, and C. H. Duprey.

• MAKING THEIR grand
entrance into the ballroom
and awaiting their turn in
the receiving line are Nicholas
las A. Salamie, consul of Lebanon, and Mrs. Salamie.

• ATTIRED IN FORMAL elegance Camille Thomas,
consul of Haiti, (Photo center, right) and his guest,
Miss Barbara Jones, start forward as their names are
announced during the grand parade of Chiefs of Missions. (Bottom photo, left) Mrs. Frances Matlock, guest

of the Haitian table, chats with Miss Eloise ReQua,
founder-director of the Library of International Relations for which the benefit ball is given. Listening to
their conversation is George Springer.

Talking Woman
Draws Crowd
To Museum
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Volunteers For YWCA'
Attend 'Prep' School

native Director.
By HRS. ADDIE G. OWEN
Education for committee memVolunteer workers in the YWCA
clever title,
participated in a training course bers was given the
The talking transparent woman for leaders of adult clubs, mem- "Consultation with Faculty Advisand other lively exhibits at the bers of committees, and interest er" and was the high light of the
new Hinsdale Health Museum, 40 groups on Wednesday, Oct. 8, 1958 program. Miss Elizabeth Jones
South Clay at., Hinsdale, IU., drew at the Vance. Ave. Branch Young director group work division of
council of
and welfare
27,000 enthusiastic visitors during Women's Christian Association.
health
the summer months, including 83 The training was planned as a Shelby County was the speaker.
school and other special groups. "Prep" School with information Miss Jones brought to the group
Many teachers even showed up geared to prepare every volunteer pointers on the basic assumptions
during vacation to make plans for for her work, to make discovery for a group work agency, the
autumn field trips. People came of what volunteers need to know sound group work practice of the
from every state and as far away about the Association, problems YWCA, the difficulties frequently
as the Union of South Africa and in relation to volunteers, and the encounttred in the structure of the
Ceylon.
resource materials available for YWCA, the joint responsibilities of
The Hinsdale Health Museum,
volunteers and staff, the separate
the volunteer.
only one of its kind in the Middle
As the sixty women entered the responsibilities, factors that help
West and one of four health mudoor, they were greeted by Mrs. in volunteer and staff relationship,
seums in the United States, was
'Twas a gala, fashionably clad gligee modelled by Cordie bore a
A. W. Jefferson, membership and the inherent belief in the digMay
public
the
last
to
opened
free
presivice
add
we'll
(Allem,
and
H
$800;
son,
of
A.
tag
price
who
Insurance
1,14e
Memphians
at Universal
segment of
PRESENTATION OF QUEEN
who directed them to nity and worth of every 111chairman
by the Kettering Family Foundadent of Universal Life Insurcompany's Beaumont, Texas,
Dorothy Johnson,
thronged to beautiful Music Hall here that she modelled so many
lounge where they diVidUli.
— Mrs.
beautiful
the
tion under the slogan "Better Livance company, and director of
office. Shown here from left,
it Ellis Auditorium Sunday for- smart and exotically beautiful garby Mrs. T. J. As dinner was served various
shown receiving corsage from
coffee
were
served
ing through Knowing Yourself."
its agencies; T. J. Willis, asat banquet given last Thurs-light, to witness the Ebony Fash- ments. Another favorite model was
Mrs. Agnes Farmer, was sea "Get acquainted members of the group were asked
at
Johnson
Exhibits feature the normal
sistant secretary; Elisha Hall,
give three
day night at Casten& Inn, are
Simon to
ion Fair Around The World, cur- personality-plus Terry Springer —
lected as queen in a contest
With the Faculty Tea." Following by Miss
body and how it functions, with
executive assistant to the disE. L. Young, toastmaster;
rently touring 30. cities, which was over whom many a male voice is
based on the performance of agfifteen minutes of greeting o 1 d minute talks on "Why I Chet*
laid
health
entirely
on
emphasis
C.
and
Luckle
manager;
trict
W. T. Otey, assistant manaogr;
itresented locally by Alpha Gam- declaring was the "smoothest
meeting new ones, the This School" or What Is Y Mements and members of the Mesas
. A qualified friends and
rather than di
Sharp, ordinary representaJ. W. McKinney, district manins Sigma chapter of Delta Sigma thing in the fabulous show" . .
phis District office, and they
ladies assembled in the auditorium bership To Me. The following
is
biology
daily
in
teacher
attendevery
of
tive.
part
a
who was so much
ager; Mrs. Farmer, Mrs. JohnTheta sorority.
were competing with workers
for "Orientation." Miss Harry ladies gave intertsting, inspiraance.
handsome creations
Committee tional and sometimes nurnorous
A by-product of a Negro bul- one of the
Museum founders, gratified at Mae Simon, Chairman
show.
the
of
scene
every
in
worn
for being a part of this
kiest which has had a meteoric
this early response, are already On Administration opened the reasons
reads
that
invitation
the
For
wide organization: Mrs.,
rise on the American publishing
discussing plans for expansion. session with greetings and called world
versatile
the
Formal"
"Strictly
Mrs. Carlott
.bcene — the spectacular fashion
Autumn reservations are now on Mrs. 0. C. Crivens to give the Marie L. Adams,
exquisite ball gowns
Stewart, Mrs. Willie Pegues, Mrs.
. show was synonymous with the models wore
pouring in according to Mrs. opening prayer.
jewel
studded
$500
a
with
(one
proMrs. Eleanor
and
and
Icing,
modern, sleek, daring,
Elizabeth Lundy, museum direct- "Examinations" or a short one Mary B.
fire and ice sparklgag
play entitled "Mrs. Y. B. A. Oglesby.
- found reputation built by the titu- belt.) and
act
or,
end
groups
to
wishing
take
adjewelry with tags menMiss Mary Frances Laney, Eslar head of the organization . . . costume
Child psychologists agree that and territories, as well as 17 for. vantage of the moseum's several member?" was presented to stiNEW YORK — 1958 marks the
like $750 for a neckpresepting a show equal to any to tioning trifles
countries) is built through facilities—health exhibits, classes, mulate the thinking of the group. ecutive director of the association
eign
rarely
pets,
small
having
homes
American
the
of
anniversary
beaua
20th
with
and ending
or and films—should telephone in ad- Mrs. Cooper Taylor served a s was present. ()there include, Mrs.
be had in haute culture circles of lace ...
Feline Society, Inc, also the 13th turn out juvenile delinquents, be one member sponsoring another
bridal scene.
the worlds most cosmopolitan ci- tiful
narrator and members of the cast Gertrude Armstrong, Mrs. Maria
Society's cause of a sense of responsibility direct application by the pros- vance, ?Acuity 5-1903.
the
of
observance
annual
INTER MISSION
ties.
were: Mrs. Winnie Lou Hill, Mrs. L. Adams, Mrs. Mary E. Brasproject, Cat Week — installed in the young, growing and pective member.
worldwide
The lobby buzzed with approved
Houston Collier, Mrs. Georgia well, Mrs. 0. C. Crivens, Mrs.
The stellar event benefitted the
To help inform those interested
during the week of mentally developing person.
International,
Quinn Miss Rowena Stephens, Lutisha Brown, Mrs. Rebecca
Due to their quiet and gentle In this great and much-needed huDeltas' Scholarship and Corn- excitement during Intermission. Nov. 2-8.
Mrs. Maud D. Bright and Miss Birarn, Mrs. Mary Collier, Miss
munity Projects Funds . .. and where was spied so many elegantOriginally it was "National Cat nature, their cleanliness and ease manitarian work, a "Cat Kit" has
Jim Ella Cotton, Mrs. Subina Day,
Minnie MeFaddeiv
provided lively conversational fare ly attired Deltae, their ushers in Week' during the years 1961 52, of maintenance, cats make ideal been prepared, describing the So.. .
A "Tour of the Campus" which Mrs. W. M. Fields, Mrs. Jeannette
for the ladies and the scores of beautiful short formal frocks
simplified to "Cat Week" the next pets, enjoyed both by the child ciety's work and progress to date.
Maceo
turned out to be an explamation Flynn, Mrs. Armetha Gaston, Mrs.
men who also supported the so- and local president, Mra. A.
four years, the suffix "Internation- and the parent.
This "Cat Kit" will be spent
of the Structure and Adiministra- Lola Hailey, Mrs. Jerone Hill,
Viewed with suspicion by those upon request to anyone, anywhere
rorody and thoroughly enjoyed Walker in a lovely red dress . . al" was added in 1957, to more
Smith
Vasco
Mrs.
chairman
yis throughout the world.
perception
Um of the YWCA was given by Mrs. S. A. Hammond, Mrs. A. W.
the show which featured topflight saw
accurately describe its geograph- whose eleemosynar
Mrs. Addie G. Owen, Branch Exe- Jefferson, Mrs. Mary E. Jones,
distorted or nil, and vi'arking
Negro models — including beau- busy with details of getting the pre- ic range and impact.
in
material
Additionally, display
T. J. Johnson, Mrs. Narcissus
against anti-cat prejudices of per.
teous Cordie King, Carole Pres- sentations ready to be given to
many
in
Interunique
—
Week
is
Cat
Society
with
connection
The
"Beauty Rings Your Bell" will
Jones, Mrs. Dottie Jone s,
ton, Terry Springer, Alberta Cul- lucky ticket holders . . . and pe- respects. It is the worlds largest haps eight centuries standing, the national, 1958, has been prepared
be the subject of a talk given by
Mrs. Marjorie Johnson,
breath, Harlean Harris, Elaine tite and chic Mrs. Gladys M. cat organization and the second- American Feline Society, Inc., has
human or Mrs. William Boston. at the St.
Mrs. Mary D. King, Mrs. Floyd
Smith, Harlean Carpenter, Rachel Green who took the mike to intro- largest animal %%Ware group.
been operating beyond physical for libraries, schools,
:
hay
Ambrose Mother's club October
capacity during its ganizations, and other groups
Johnson, Mrs. Elizabeth Lacey,
. and duce Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg,
McNeal, Joan Wright
A membership corporation, char- and financial
ing use for the same.
meeting Sunday at 2 p. m. us
Mrs. Meats Malone, Mrs. Zettie
male model Carl Byrd .. . who who extended a warm welcome tered by the State of New York, entire existence,
47th
E.
1014
was assisted and given male sup. on behalf of Delta Sigma Theta it has no paid staff and docs not, Since it does not "solicit." that No charge is made for this ma: the school auditorium,
Pro- Miller. Mrs. Nellie Osborne, Mrs.
Beauticians
Tennessee
The
to
Mrs. Hollis
Eleanor Oglesby,
say, approach the general terial. Requests should be address- at.
port on the stage by our own members and then proceeded
employ professional fund-raisers is to
The meeting is being held at this gressive Association is 'negating Price, Mrs. Clemmie Pilot, Mrieja
Floyd M. Bass, LeMoyne callege's present door prizes which includ-i It conducts no drives and receiv- public for help, its membership ed to: The American Feline Soits Second Annual Style Show here
acto
only
month
this
for
time
Y.
N.
certificates,
.1,
York
New
gifts,
Inc.,
ciety,
(scattered throughout all 49 states
Mamie Pemphlet, Mrs. Willie/
professor of Education — both the ed raincoats,
es no financial. support from govcommodate mothers who work dur- in the Flamingo Room en Tuesday Pegues, Mrs. Georgia Quinn, Mrs.
very personification of suave im- cumberband sets, pen sets, cutlery ernment on either municipal, counevening, Nov. 11, under the diday.
the
ing
roller
kits,
make-up
records,
Katie Sexton, Mrs. Omega Shelto,
peccability encountered on the sets,
ty, state or national levels.
Mrs. Clifford Doyle, President, rection of Mrs. Myrtle White, cos. Miss Rowena Stephens, Mrs. Carslick pages of men's fashion bibles skates, glass peaducts, and beauthrough more than 160
T.
Booker
Operating
of
instructor
metology
will award a plant to the classlotta Stewart, Mrs. C.C. Sawyer,
— Gentry, Esquire gad Playboy. ty kits to the following! Mrs. Nor- member societies (SECAs, hu.
room whose children have the Washington High school.
Murphy,
Mrs. Geraldine Smith, Mrs. J. H.
Th. six-scened show and finale wood Price, Mrs. W. H.
show
will
mane societies, cat clubs. A-V
the
from
Proceeds
atin
parents
of
highest number
M. D.;
Seward, Mrs. Callie Stevens, Mrs.
Was commentated and produced Mrs. Millie Tolliver. Mrs.
groups and so on) nationally and
be used to support the community
tendance.
Mary Lou Taylor, Mrs. Bernice
by world-famed Freda C. (Date McCoy. Mrs. R. A. Dun. Leo Brag- internationally it also maintains a
relations and charity projects of
by
handled
be
will
Refreshments
Thomas, Mrs. Lena Taylor, Mrs.
With a Dish) DeKnight .. . who ' ton. Miss Joyce Ann Clark, Mrs. simple field organization of more
the association. Local models will
grade
eighth
of
committee
a
Wal- than 60 completely dedicated inThe Woman* Auxiliary of St. I Bazaar. For the pantry there will mothers under the chairmanships be used, and they will be re- Geneva Williams, Mrs. Dora Wilis every bit as good as a fashion ' Eloise Casem. Mrs. Joseph
, dividuals, chiefly in various pro- Edmunds will sponsor a gala Ba- be fruit cakes, cookies, home- of Mrs. Clifford Claus and Mrs. hearsed on scheduled dates by liams, Mrs. Gertrude Turner, Mrs.
'commentator as she is a culinary I ker and Mrs. W. H. Mercury.
Cooper Taylor, Mrs. Mabel WhitAnother busy Delta was Mrs.' fessional capacities who. also zaar and Carnival in the Parish made candies and selected c a n W. Travis.
'artist .. . who personally toured
Mrs. White,
ney, Mrs. T. H. Watkins, Mrs.
the world's fashion centers to Ernest Ahron. who was a co-chair- 1 working without compensation, Hall, November 14-15-16. M r a. goods. There will be the Hobby
Lee and
Ruth Reeves, Mrs. Bertha Stegall,
bring bark to the U. S. for the man of the shnw.
I carry on the society's great work Anne Jones is the president of the Shop where Mrs. Carrie
a
Mrs. Willie Alridge and Mrs. Rue.,
Mrs. Caroline Lew will offer
sponsoring group.
'Ebony Fair the fabulous creations
Scores and scores of familiar in their immediate areas.
as
novelties
sell Sugarman.
of Trigere, Oleg Cassini, Fontana, faces were present — and we II inHaving nothing to sell and mak- Friday, Nov. 14, will be the choice of such gift
decorated
swatters,
jewelled fly
Shubert, Suzanne Talbot, Gregor-I suffice to say that among the
g no charge for any services night of "Fun by the Bushel" for
Jana Dior — to mention but a members of Delta seen were Mrs. performed and for food or mccii- children and adults. There will be (hand painted in their own workfew of the lengthy list of design- IC. s. Jones, Mrs. Vivian D. cine supplied, the society may be special features, including a Hula shop) bottles, most glamorous
the
erg, anufacturers and ,artisans White, Mrs. A. A. Latting and her characterized as a true charity. Hoop Contest, Fashion Show and aprons for all occasions. Even
will have a glow
The Custogi Art Studio, better the arts and not commercial lines
'whose products made his show husband, Atty. A. A. Letting.
Lacking a chamber of com- last — but not at all least—the 'utility' apron
these imaginative known as the Greenwich Village He has some very Interesting
'one hardly to be surpassed for a Mrs. Rubve H. Gadison, Mrs. 0th- her of commerce in the cat field, spectacular
Ball. as created by
President's
women. Chapel Caps, beautifully of the far southside, is present- work in the musical field around
long, long time to come.
* ella Shannon. Miss Rose Robinson, it also performs many kindred
Youngsters dressed formally will jewelled, will be on sale.
Lysol's successful campaign
ing Theoddre Canton Mitchell in a outstanding musicians of color.
I Of significant importance to US Mrs. Alex Wilson and Mrs. Mari- services. Some 40 per cent of the represent the president and his
helping to regain feminine-hygiBooth
Religious
Martin's
Floyd
afternoon,
Campbell.
Mrs.
conSunday
Show.
•Father
Man
Watkins.
One
operations
lyn
of
fast-rising
this
owners
The
service
for
society's
locally was the opportunity
first lady and all of the cabinet
Eula Oct. 19, from 3 to 6 p. m,. for the studio where artist meets artist ene sales for the druggist enters
fashion-conscious Memphians to Mrs. A. W. Willis and husband, cern fancy cats, definitely outside menibers and their wives and oth- presided over and with Mrs.
and benefit of Friendship House, 4233 to work, converse, exchange ideas its third year this fall with the
Tavernier
Lydia
Lucky
Mrs.
MoreGaskill,
Mrs.
Sharp,
Willis.
responsibility.
Atty.
of
scope
modelled
its
divine
clothes
nee such
er dignitaries. This feature will
Fa• S. Indiana ave., who gives a help- and to exhibit their works are the syringe supported by extensive adby professionals whose stock-In. Mrs. Rammelle Eddins, Mrs. Ger- over, it has moved the cat from be under the direction of Mrs. Wil- Mrs. Edna Donovan assisting
ther Martin will be another offer- ing hand to all who enter their Colemans, Jewel and Bernard. vertising.
12th to second position as a pet.
trade is the relaxed refined and aid Howell. and husband.
The offer will he made in 10
Lights and Dr. B. de Freitag. ing of the evening. This booth! doors seeking help.
Their interest was to establiali a
Of America's 21 millions of ma
almost effortless manner of ex- JEAN ERDVAN —
November 15, the feature promises to be more colorful and
Jeanne D. Dago is chairman of cultural center on the southside national women's intertest maga•
- cats, approximately 50 per cent On
hibiting clothing — providing CREATIVE bANcER,
of "Sales, Barter, to hold bigger surprises than ever the very worthy benefit. Mrs. where the public can meet the ar- sines across the country with a
are owner-fed, — will be a night
an excellent opportunity for our
LeMovne college rresented Jean to 12 millions
and Buying." The general chair- before.
Dago has been an ardent support- tist and exchange inspirational combined circulation of 20 milMany amateur models to learn Erdman-. creative dancer. Friday, housed and cared for (4 per cent
lion, and in a weekly newspaper.
Carrie Johnson, has reThe Bazaar will close on S u n- I er of Friendship House since its ideas. The studio features a serwhat these artists have paid high Oct. 17, at C. Arthur Bruce hall .. of this group are fancies) stitistic- man, Mrs.
gifts for the Gift Nook day, Nov. 16, with a Class Re- Inception in 1942. Mary Dolan is vice where artists by appoint- In addition to the feminine•hygifess to acquire, plus the assurance in a recital which was sheer artist- ally breaking down to 1.2 cats ceived
from many parts of the world. A union Dinner. Conformation class- Executive Director and Monsig- ment will make sketches of favor- one syringe, the drug store-only
in. per American family.
which comes only from seasoned
rv at its best . . . a recital of
of the
.
It is however the unattached large number of gifts from Mexi- es, dating back to 25 years ago nor Daniel M. Cantwell is chap- ite surroundings and offer sugges- promoticn offers free copies
experience, s 1 i m, beautifully terpretative dancing rare in this
informative booklet, "The Problem
Germany, Puerto Rico, Virgin will be represented and each lain.
co,
is
of
society
type
the
particular
a
which
to
as
tions
with
stray
pronortioned bodies subdued na. section of the United States . . .
Every Woman Faces." giving
is the Islands. Italy and many from ail class will be seated together at
Mitchell, a native of Chicago art work that will fit the colors
Loral looking make-up, elegantly with a dramatic dancer exhibiting chiefly concerned. The stray
practical advice on personal femal over the United States will be the dinner. The closing will be the now in his early twenties, has of the home and personality.
to
owing
help.
to
difficult
most
mus.
which
on
simple accessories . . .
sunerb feats of endurance and
indifference and available, presenting an excellent meeting of old members and the been painting since he was six
In the line of African Art, which inine care.
hangs their reputations nationally. cular control in depicting music most universal
Booklets and a counter card
widespread cruelty, indeed, ignor-i opportunity for early Christmas getting acquainted with new mem- years old. His art work is in cer- is the special feature of the Cus•
NEW YORK ARRIVAL
. of masters such as Mozart and ance on the part of the public. ! gift buying.
tain aspects of Chicago, pointing torn Art Studio, they have an Af- showing a reprint of the magabers.
contemntradition and
Scene Fs "New York Arrival,". Scarlatti.
Historically, "witches" (and
Father Samuel J. Martin is the up colloquialism and local colors rican carver, steeped in the tra- zine ad are available to druggist
•
Mrs. Effie Madden is responsiY
featured coats and coordinated
their cats!) were burned at the ble for the gifts pouring into the Rector of St. Edmunds; Father in certain community areas. His dition of the Old World, who does through their L,ehn and Fink ProShakespeare
Isaac McDonald is the Curate; work is in the field of water col- carving by commission in ivory, ducts corporation representative.
dresses from Paris, Rome and from Duke Ellington's
stake, a scant 300 years ago.
Gift Nook.
New York . . . followed by Scene Album.
A generation ago, stray cats
There will be a large variety of and Dr. BernYece de Freitag is ors, temperas and oil painting. ebony, mahogany, from the tinicostumintricate
of
use
the
With
Mitchell is limiting his work to est charm to any size of object.
11's "Dressing for the Day" . . .'
were associated in the public's •beautiful articles available at the promotion chairman.
quick change artistry, mind with "pests'' and were subshowing beautiful street suits, mg and
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of exgamut
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ran
Erdman
Miss
jected to destruction by poison or
MI6 dresses and costume suits ,,
years on the West Coast of Afrilaughter many other violent means.
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...and we'll remember for a long,
ca where much time was devoted
times to the mouths of the apToday, public health authorities
long time the breathtaking lovelito the gtudy of the cultural asnot capacity filled recognize the cat's worth in con.
yet
preciative,
ness of the silver aluminum cloth
pects of the natives. Their colwtose presence Wa s trolling rodent infestation — hence,
audience.
shirtwaist frock with its shimmerlection is reputed to be one of the
an evening of de- filth-engendered diseases affectwith
rewarded
_
ing permanently pleated skirt
finest and one of the largest in.
culture.
ing humans.
oh-so-beautiful — and expensive! lightful
dividual collections of authentic
gown of imported French pastel( who was striking in a sleek black
By FRANCES T. MATLOCK
Almost a show stopper was In Scene IV's Changingwoman.
primitive art in this country. It
Formal elegance of sumptuous-! rose satin, embroidered with, velvet sheath; her escort, Ray- has been personally appraised by
Scene Ill's "What's New Besides a thfee part act with voices of,
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teresting phase of this scene was
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Over 500 guests representing cul- the Order of the Star of Africa
members which included Rindley ning lending intoxicating gaiety
sweet cleanliness that only
wear — but which bore price tags esntie effects in lighting designed,
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tural, civic 'and social elite came the Republic
C. Cyrus, the founder, former
challenging may to 'execute
which were truly astronomical to portray the moods so beautiful., Snack time is
"Lysol" brings.
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dent In any except the finances of done by this young woman. a ers throughout
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They know "Lysol" brand
vice-president and Mrs. Frances ently uniformed Lt. Gen. William
their own in Scene IV which in- LeMoyne.is
Standouts in the procession were MaUock.
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Mr. Cyrus had as a special guest ard C. Daley who was outshone
fending. Ends odor by killing
velvet lounge jackets . .. a doublemean that the Chicago Girl Scout foyer during -the Cocktail Hour gowns of lush satin and brocade
Series.
Concert
managing di- by the visiting Lord Mayor of Belor-nothing duo of gold metallic
odor-causing germs!
in native design. Petite Mrs. Ts Mr. H. 0. Duprey,
Council will raise more than half which opened the festivities.
rector of the Colonial Life Insur- fast, Ireland, Major W. Cecil Mctux coats and matching ladies'
The ball is gisen each year as Tseng Ling, wife of the Consul
or $245,000 of its annual operatThey know new, milder 111111
ance Company of Port-of-Spain, Kee, Brigadier General Frank C.
cocktail frock . . . and handsome
a benefit for the sponsoring or- general of China, wore a pale
ing budget.
. brocade dinner taekets. Males
sill,
Trinidad and member of its Ro- Croft, USMC, Janies C. Worthy.
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Feline Society Prepares To Mark
20 Anniversary Of 'Cat Week'

Beauty Rings
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs
By F. M. JEFFERS
DR. C. J. BOND NAMED
NEGRO SEAL CHAIRMAN
Dr. Cliffie J. Bond of Medison, will serve for the 12th coosecutive year as county chairman
of the Negro Division of the Negro Christmas Seal Sale.
The 12th Annual Negro SymposRim will be Sunday, Nov. 12, 1958.
•••

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

Now that the city schools are ed support for the year. Special
Well in session, have you visited guests Included Reverends L.
your schools this school year? A R. Swiney, P. C. Northern, F.
special invitation is being extend- Mercer, W. M. Ozier and J. Ken•
ed to all to do just that during dricks. Mr. 0. C Cole is princiAmerican Education Week which pal of the school.
is nationally set aside, Nov. 10 CHARM DEVELOPMENT HOUR
through 16. The type of instrucThe annual charm clinic was
tion that is being given your chit- held on the campus of Lane col•
SONR art' D
y announcingTSWtihie
proMudR1S
dren should be of great import- lege last Thursday and Friday..
birth of their second son. T h
ance. To see the children in ac-, The clinic was centered aroundl
bouncing "baby boy" was born at
lion, a public program is planned the "Charm Around the Clock."
the Forrest Memorial hospital. Welby the Jackson City Teachers' Mrs. R. Q. Venson. charm specbcaobnlyingbrotthhemnew arrival was his
Association to be held at Merry ialist from Memphis, Tenn.. was
.at 7:30 p.m. Phe theme this year guest speaker and consultant. Mrs.
sine, S. St. BANK'S attended a
is REPORT CARD — U. S. A. venson is well known for her own
meeting was held at AM&N
The Publicity committee is offer- charm and personality and her
•. • '
.1r'. The
ing the American Education Week connections and activities with the
Cup to the school having the Memphis Cotton Jubilee.
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
Other consultants who spoke on
largest per centage of attendance.
School Administrators through WITH OUR CHURCHES
For the last several years, Lin- grooming, manners, health habits,
out the slate held their annual, Lanes Chapel C. NI. E. CIIIT.Sti
coln Elementary School, which color blending, etc., were Drs. W.
meeting at Hot Springs. Ark., at held their Annual Women's Day
has the largest enrollment in the R. Bell, W. E. McKissaek, Miss
the National Baptist hotel.
Program, with Mrs. F. M. Jami• city has received the cup for hav- Jessie Brooks, Mrs. A. C. Ford,
guest speaker
•
ing the largest attendance. Par- Mrs. Maggie Massey, V. J. Gilm. morningonasthesierrsg•
fr.oT
'
afternoon
I ertien1M1mr.(
‘sin
t innd"ing"r
;
"
fur the
er
ish;refttlialit)
thT
ents having children in all schools more, Mrs. W. B. Terry, Mrs.
sas.
Cobh, Mrs. It. C. Williams. Mr. services, the devotion. Mrs. T. A.
are encouraged to attend the pro- Annie M Bond, W. B. Hunt and
I,ew.
V.
Suggs,
Mrs.
and
T
West:
Mrs.
P.
A.
greetings.
Allen, Mrs.
William Ledbetter.
Carolyn Love, Evelyn Richgram.
shown with the Queen are her
by William Jackson at the
MELROSE QUEEN — ElizaIda Coffiure.
Cs, Acceptance, Mrs. James F.
Climaxing the great event was
Jackson
Day,
Carol
mond,
in
escorts
their
and
attendants
At a recent meeting of the Par•••
Crowning Ceremonies held Oct.
Homecoming Queen Crows
the Fashion Revue at which time
Charlie Lee, James Estes and
the persons of T. Jean Guy,
ent-Teacher Association of Wash- Miss
beth Ann Mitchell has the
16 at Melrose High School. Also
MRS. DORIS JEAN DAII.Y of NVOs
s (Li Christ" — In TIme
rItIer"
'
Sarah Metcalf was named
Williams.
Leroy
ington-Douglass school an all inplaced securely oa her Mead
E. Norman, In
Holly Springs, Miss., was the week Home. Sirs.
"Miss Personality" and Lynwood
----•
spiring and encouraging program
end guest of Mrs, Albert Parker, The Church, Mrs. T. R Delaney;
Hunter received the title Of "Mr.,
was had.
Mrs. Daily is an instructor at NI. In The Community, Mrs. R. RohEsquire."
Devotion was conducted by Rev.
l. college, liens Springs, Miss. inson, In The School, Mrs V. StewJudges for the occasion were
Kendricks, followed by installa- Mrs.
• ••
art.
W. R. Bell, Mrs. C. Deberry,
tion of officers by Rev. W. M.
sIR AND SIS
?DG All BAR and Robert Gibbs, jr. Miss PerCoordinator, Mrs. E. P. Shan.
Oder. James Buchanan, district
guest
house
their
NETT have as
sonality was crowned by M. D.
non: music by the First Baptist
president of the PTA, was installMettle'
Mrs.
end
.
week
over t
Merriwether, principal of Lincoln'
society: Church choir: offering, Mrs, pees.
ed as president.
Bryant Jackson, a young
Elementary school. Accompanyem and Mrs. Patton; introduction
The P. T. A. objectives were re- ing
matron and her mother, Mrs. I,e- of viseors, Mrs. Venntin Cox: misMrs. Venson was her little
viewed by Mrs. L. Cole. The prin- daughter. Pamela.
bah Hill of Memphis. Mrs. Jack- tNrveilsisiam
ofs.ceremonies. Mrs. Pearlie
cipal emphasized regular attend- IN T111.:
son and Mrs. 11111 are tormer
- SPORTS WORLD
this area where worked with the National Veterfrom
ance and discussed briefly "A
Greetings
as.
7orrest Citians.
Lane Dragons lost the first game
is work and rest is rest — ans Administration office in WashNlodern School and Better School- of the season in a
thriller on last work
BETH SALEN1 BAPTIST church
Two bombs, e abiding almost simultaneously, shat terThe har ington, D. C. He is now Public Remeet?
Twain
the
Community Relation."
shall
ground
SEMPER FIDELIS CLUES
Saturday night on home
held their Ninth Annual Musical
An appeal was made to the when they met Alabama State. vest season is in full sway and lations Director of Meharry Medi. ed t he neighboring buildings housing two Negro families
Till` SI:lupe!' Fidelis Club met
•` Chnirs of the city InI
organization by Mrs. C. Boys for The score was 14 to 8. Twas a all persons who possibly can have cal college, Nashville, Tenn.
Smith
Willie
at the home of Mrs.
peered on the program — Rev.
Mrs. Elsie Newhouse, who is in a Southside neighborhood early Tuesday morning.
a television set to be installed in good game but the Dragons just availed themselves with the op.
as hostess.
t;. W. Pitts is pastor.
the school library was accepted couldn't break through the line portunity of helping to reap the one of Trenton's leading beauBoth were black powder bombs, police said, and were
This being business and p r o•
by the group and purchase and with many chances up to the very benefits of such a bountiful har- ticians, has set up shop again on
WarCharlene
Miss
night
Irani
WE WOULD LIKE to extend
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NOTICE OF GENERAL ELECTION
The undersigned, Lee Winchester, Lester H. Brenner, and
S. Nelson Castle, Commissioners of Election for Shelby
County, Tenn., pursuant to law, hereby give notice of an
election to be held in all wards, precincts, and districts in
the City of Memphis and Shelby County, Tenn. Tuesday,
November 4, 1958. This election is called for the purpose
of voting for Governor, United States Senator, U. S. Representative, 9th Congressional District, Public Service
Commissioner for West Tennessee, State Senator 30th
District, State Senator 32nd District, State Senator 33rd

District. Eighth State Representative to General Assembly
from Shelby County, eight candidates for delegates to the
Limited Constitutional Convention, and the question —
"Shall Section 24 of Article 11 of the Constitution of the
State of Tennessee be amended so as to add to said section
the following paragraph? 'No monies derived from

fees,

excises, or license taxes relating to registration, operation,
or use of vehicles on public highways or to fuels for propelling such vehicles shall be appropriated for purposes

Her
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01
Mrs
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other than cost of administration, statutory refunds and
adjustments, payment of highway obligations, costs for
construction, reconstruction, maintenance and repair of
public highways, and bridges, and retirement of obligations
for which these funds were pledged prior to this amendment, and expense of enforcing state traffic laws.
The polls and all voting precincts of the city and county
will be opened at 8:30 a.m. and close at 7:30 p.m Central
Standard Time. The following officials are appointed to

Allen
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OFF
Hero
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tett.

hold the election — locations hereinafter set out t

OFFICIALS FOR GENERAL ELECTION, NOV EMBER 4, 1958
WARD 1
Neighborhood House
289 November Sixth Street
OFFICER — Thomas J. Bunn.
JUDGES — Mrs. Frances Russo, James Haynes, Mrs. Jessie V.
Fruitticher, Mrs. Clyde Notgrass.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Betty
Young, Mrs. Mary F. Lazenby.
WARD 2
Court House
Second & Washington
OFFICER — M. R. Barker,
JUDGES — John Flynn, H. A.
Rives, Carl Mentz, Nellie B. May,
Helen Bryant
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. F.
Wenzler, Mrs. Cleve Read,

WARD 13-3
I
A. I. Hill School
1372 Latham
H. Douglas
Officer —
JUDGES — Laura Elliott, Virginia Lee Johnson, L. F. Simpson,
T. F. Ragsdale, Mrs. Ed Routt,
Mrs. J. S. Presley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. E. B.
Hitt, Mrs. Jessie McLellan.
WARD 1E1
LeMoyne College
807 Walker
OFFICER—Mrs. C. P. Johnson.
JUDGES — Mrs. L. E. Brown,
Lillian Newman, Mrs. Carnelip
Banks, Mary Watkins, Mrs. Rosetta Miller, Joe McNeal. H r I.
Maude Mosley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Hollls
Price, Clara Willett.

WARD 201
Memphis College of Music
Park Ave.
Overton
1.822
OFFICER—R. P. Bolling
JUDGES — Virginia Busby,
Henry J. Zderad, Mrs. Charles
Young, Thomas M. Lowry, Mrs.
Lawrence Grehan, William Lea C.
S. Moser, Louise M. Carley, Mrs.
Arthur Sample.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Charles
H. Patton, Mrs. Lucille C. Henry.
WARD 202

WARD 2S-3
South Side School
667 Richmond
OFFICER — George W. Grafford.
JUDGES — Charles W. Rittelmeer, T. F. Vick, Mrs. Evelyn
Lendermon, Mrs. D. J. Campodonico, Mrs. L. H. Sabin.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Flom
Williams, Mrs. John Senders.

WARD 21-3
Oak Park "Y"
Willett & Foster
OFFICER — John F. Lucchesi.
JUDGES — Fred E. Jones, Helen Marshall, Mrs. Ben F. Edwards, Lena Mae Leske, Mrs. S.
A. Law, Mrs. C. E. Ingram, P.
P. Hall.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. 3,
Gilfillan, Mrs Harry Geyer.

WARD 36-3
Tent (Crosstown Printing Co.)
Jackson & Garland
OFFICER — D. W. Goodrich.
JUDGES — Roy L. Stone, John
Getz, Mrs. John Getz, Herbert
Weir Sam Atcheson J. P. Bel'
lamy, Karl Wood, Sr., E. L. WI!.
liamson, Mrs. Gertrude Carpenter
REGISTRARS — Ethel Harris,
Mrs. P. B. Peebles.

WARD 26-1
Cummings School
1037 Cummings
OFFICER — W. 0. Granger.
JUDGES — Mrs. I. F. Wood,
Virginia Sutton, J. D. McBride,
Ft. H. Atkins, Pete V. York, Mrs.
Joe Smith.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. C.
Sexton, Mrs. R. G. Roberts.

WARD 31-4
Crippled Children's Hospital
2099 Lamar
OFFICER — Neil Maxwell
JUDGES — 0. C. Smith, jr.,
R. T. Reilly, Mrs. Lorent Dillard,
Mrs. R. L. Allen, Mrs. W. B McLaughlin, Alice Maxwell, Mrs. J.
E. Conley, Mrs. J. R Stedman.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. E.
Stewart, Mrs. F. M. Hill.

WARD 36-2
Vacant Building
1693 Jackson
OFFICER — W. L. Maybry
JUDGES — Mrs. Sid Law, Mrs.
Margaret Radford, J. R. Aday,
Thomas B. Avery, W. F. Beurer,
Mrs. W. K. Bradley, Mack Keaton.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Paul J.
Flynn, Mrs. Milton Bowers, Dr.
WARD 37-1
Moffatt's Service Station
2973 Summer
OFFICER — Robert Marchetti.
Crenshaw
JUDGES — Katie
Viola Dacus, Marie Marchetti,
A. W. Dacus, Fred Vella.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Kitty
Brooks, Catherine M. Sweet

WARD 41-2
Baron Hirsch Synagogue
1740 N'ollentine
OFFICER — G. T. Wingo.
JUDGES — Morris W. Ostrov,
J. A. Lucchesi, Richard McNicholas, Dean R. Fich, Robert M.
Brannon, Mrs. W. A. Ryan.
REGISTRARS — Sidney S. Nichols, Mrs. Umbert Pierini.

WARD 41.5
Fire Station No. 17
611 National
OFFICER — George T. Smith.
JUDGES — Mrs W. N. Robinson, Mrs. Doroth Whitaker, Mrs.
Anna B. Whitaker, Clarence Whit.
aker, Mildred Presle, Mildred
Presle, Catherine Nelson, Charles Broadle.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. George
Hall, Mrs. Etta Gadd.

WARD 41-2
Hyde Park School
WART) 45-1
1281 Tunica
Pink Palace
OFFICER — Rev. M. Winfield.
JUDGES — Joe Sandridge, Rev Chickasaw Gardens
B. J. Benson, Mrs. Josephine OFFICER — Fred Burmeister
Harris, Mrs. Addle Mary John- JUDGES — Neely Grant, Jr ,
son, Harry Winfield, Mrs. Gla-1 Walter J. Cody, Jr., Lloyd Ram.
dys Parker, Mrs. Marguerite' sey, Mrs. George J. Madlinger,
Mallory Chamberlin, Mrs. Dor.
Blanchard.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Lucille say, Mathis, jr.. W. B. Mason, sr ,
Carl A. Fuess, S. F. Morley,
Joyner, Mrs. Edith Green.
Chris L. Mullins, L. V. Coughlin,
WARD 42-1
Fred McIntosh, George J. Lange,
Hollowell's Garage
necker, Fred Bauer, jr.
2420 Chelsea
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Helen
OFFICER — H. D. Bomar.
3. mogby,, Morley, Mollie McCord,
JUDGES — Betty
WARD 45-2
Mrs. Ann Newton, Mrs, William'
Maroon, Charles 0. Weir, Mar- Lions Dee
672
shall Lee.
EeRs — A. B. Ricketts.
e ImCm
IF
2F
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Joe RiJUDGES — Mrs. Herman R.
naldl, Mrs. Floyd Blackwell.
Taylor, Mrs. Hulet Beard, H. R.
WARD 42-3
Taylor, G. H. Luckett, W. E.
Hollywood School
Montgomery, L. L. Turner, C. Wrill
1146 Bryan
Hubbard.
OFFICER — W. B. Barron.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mare L.
JUDGES — Mrs. Ellis Malone Turner, Mrs. Vera K. Ricketts,
Mrs. Marguerite Davis, Arthur P.
WARD 45-3
Qualls. Warren Billingsley, D. W.
Walker, J. M. Wiley, J. T. Crips, Fire Station No. IS
3426 Southern
W. A. Oswalt.
OFFICER — George R Holley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Julius
JUDGES — Douglas Walker,
_Byrd, Mrn. Marie Bowles.
Wilfred Golladay, at.. John AshWARD 43-1
B. Carney, Mrs. G. P.
worth,
Fire Station No, 22
Bridges, Mrs. Lee Morse, Claude
346a Jackson
Bryan.
OFFICER — George T. Walker.
[STRAW. — Mrs. George
JUDGES — John T. Yancy, J. Holley, Mrs. Bruce Ely.
K. Fly, Joe Joist, Robert DwyWARD 45-4
er.
REGISTRARS — Dora A. Buss, St. John's Episcopal Church
322 7.1. Greer
Nancy Hansen.
OFFICER — Roy Freeman.
WARD 43.1
JUDGES — David V. Johnson,
Church
Leawood Baptist
Mrs. Robert Ruffin, Mrs. Carl N.
1148 Dyer
Stokes, Guy Boyer, Katherine AO
OFFICER — W. E. Atkins.
Robbins, Ralph E. Lewis, L a v
JUDGES — Mn. Margaret P. rents Joseph, Charles A. Rond,
Lloyd, Mrs. John P. liathcock, D. III, Charlotte S. Byrd.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Herbert
W. Cain, D. 0. Erwin.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. L. P. F. Landstreet, Mrs. Margaret EnRamsey, Mrs. W. H. McGill.
dicott.

Stonewall Lodge
1583 Overton Park Ave.
OFFICER—Arthur Schoembs
JUDGES — Mary O'Leary, Agnes O'Leary, C. L. Baker. Mildred Contello, A. C. Frame, E.
W. McGrory, .1. T. Martin, Mrs.
WARD 4
Evelyn Boswell, Mrs. D. E. Baker
Memphis Salvage Corporation
WARD 26-2
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Rose F.
214 Monroe
WARD 1E2
WARD 3E1
Cissell, Mrs. Clara Smith.
McLemore Ave. church of Christ
OFFICER — Vince Carline
Meadows Super Market
Lamar Terrace
leal E. McLemore
JUDGES — S. E. Carlton, Alma 918 S. Parkway E.
WARD 20-3
Lamar
1111
OFFICER — C. A. Cleves.
Perry, Frank Ellis,
OFFICER — John E. Jennings. Memphis Vocational School
JUDGES — Clare Wilson, Mrs. OFFICER — George A. Schell
REGISTRARS—lima T. Franks JUDGES —Jack Lavell, Walt.
220 N. Montgomery
Turner, Mrs. George B. JUDGES — Mrs. Clyde HughFlorence
Mrs. Sam Heyman
er Kastler, C. C. Meadows, jr., OFFICER — William J. Raney. Stryker, Mrs. Ethel Ledoux, Mrs. ey, Mrs. B. C. Berry, Mrs. Sue
Mary Lavelle.
JUDGES — Mrs. J. T. McKit- Mable White, Mrs. R. H. Timan- Sandidge, Mrs. Willie Oglesby,
WARD S
REGISTRARS — Mildred Jen- trick, Charlotte B. Wallace, John lis, Mrs. Edith Pate, Helen Neal E. Tidwell, Mrs. D. C.
Beale Street Auditorium
nings, Agnes Gillooley.
Groves.
Cooke, Mrs. Dave Harris, R. J. Newton.
393 Beale
WARD 372
Reynolds, Mrs. Charles Crawford,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. D. W. REGISTRARS — Mrs. David H.
OFFICER—Curtis Johnson
WARE 15
Melody Music Shop
Glass, Mrs. Robert Lowe.
Mrs .1. J. Bacigalupo.
Hale, Mrs. T. M. Slattery.
JUDGES — Otto Lee, Jost* OFFICER—J. C. Lancaster
2862 Poplar
Moore, M. C. Wiggins, Robert F. JUDGES — Wylie Holman, Jo- REGISTRARS — Mrs. Albert J.
WARD 324
WARD 27.1
OFFICER — Robert Marshall
Jones. Felix West, Robert Bowen. nus Hobson. Andrew J. Jobe, Steiner, Mrs. Robert Turner.
House
Vacant
JUDGES — Mrs. May Eaves,
Morette's Grocer
REGISTRARS — Dorothy AndWARD 21-1
Dudley
S.
710
Mrs. Guy Davis, Sidney Gennette,
Mrs. Hugh M. Scott, Mrs. Earl
701 N. Dunlap
erson, Gladys Ingram.
OFFICER — Mn,. Ruth Peg- Moreland, liugh Scott.
at., A. B. Sanders, Mrs. Ralph Fire Station No. 15
OFFICER—A. B. Tutor.
Grayson.
WARD 6
JUDGES—W. P. Johnson, John ram, Mildred Hodges, Patricia
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mary L.
Decatur & Faxon
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Lester OFFICER — Arthur J Gemig- E. Grace, Beatrice Butler, Ruth Toney, Armetha Gaston, James Peeler, Mrs. Mary L. Marshall.
Fire Station No. 2
Watts.
Green, Mrs. Ward Moore.
474 S. Slain
Beck. Mazie Sanders.
nani.
WARD 3E1
Carter,
OFFICER—Ft. L. Whitten.
JUDGES — Mamie Thurman, REGISTRARS — Nellie John. REGISTRARS — Hattie
WARD 16-1
Mrs. Flora Bennett.
Grahamwood School
Cal- son, John .1. Dalton.
JUDGES—Clara Bowers, FranC.
Jefferson
Proctor,
Ann
Idiewild School
2950 Summer
houn, John C. Calhoun, Mrs. Carces Dickson, Rosalyn Woodman- 1950 Linden
WARD 33-1
WARD 17-2
OFFICER — W. B. Herbert.
Boothe,
Martha
Mrs.
Moore,
.
olyn
, . .
Crump Auto Is Supply Compaay.
OFFICER—Chalmers Cullins
JUDGES — Mrs. A. B. Green,
Fire Station No. 6
Finch.
REGISTRARS—R. A. Shepherd
Lou
2483 Broad
JUDGES — Erie S. Elrod,
Mrs. W. B. Hatcher, D. A. Ellis,
924 Thomas
co
Scott
t d S
REGISTRARS—Gerrue
J. L. Foust.
OFFICER — Mike Gavin.
Lawrence Mason, Mrs. Lawrence'
OFFICER—R. M. Loughridge
Mrs. D. A. Ellis, H. B. Griffin,
Wasson.
Ben
Mrs.
Gavin,
Mike
Mrs.
—
JUDGES
C.;
J.
Winn,
Mason, Howard R.
WARD 7-1
jr., Mrs. 0. H. Webb,
JUDGES — R. B. Everette, Ed
Taylor, Fenner
Mrs. Harvey
Romeo.
WARD 21-2
Laborer's Temple
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. M.
Cox, Donald L. Brock, Sidne Go,J.
Black,
G.
A.
Mrs.
Lewis,
M.
—
T.
Dorothy
REGISTRARS
583 Beale
Farmer, Mrs. Bruce Dacus.
ver, A. E. Majors, Mrs. A. J.
Dave Wells Community Center
Fleming.
P.
W.
Virginia
Sullivan,
Calhoun.
OFFICER—George R. Phelan.
Miller.
Chelsea & Ayers
Mrs W. F.
WARD 38-2
JUDGES—Eugenie L. Phelan,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. B. REGISTRARS —
OFFICER—Alex Meyers
WARD 16-2
Wade, Catherine Hardy.
Highland Heights Presby, Church
E. L. Gala, Sr., Mrs. E. L. Gait., Cossitt Library
JUDGES—Mrs. Zita Sims, Mrs. Everetts, Mrs. Mary McAnally.
WARD 312
3300 Summer
at., James Qualls.
Albert Smith, Mrs. Charles S.
McLean & Peabody
Ingram's Appliance Store
WARD 18-1
OFFICER — L. A. McCune.
REGISTRARS — Margie Young OFFICER — T. W. Billions
Hosse, jr.. Mrs. George D. Ash.
2535 Broad
JUDGES — Mrs. Sam McCalla,
J. G. Moran
"Scheel
JUDGES — Carlisle S. Page, ton, Mrs. George Moral, Mrs. Lee
OFFICER — B. C. McKee.
Mrs. G. M. LaHue, Mrs. F. F.
519 S. Edgewood
Jr., Janie F. Arnistead, The Rev. Robert Walker. L. E. Ingram.
WARD 7.2
JUDGES — Mrs. Raymond Jor- Walker, Christol Edwards, Mrs. I.
GoldG.
Pauline OFFICER — Jack
REGISTRARSe,.
Mrs.
Donato
MacDonald,
Richard
H.
Norton,
Harry
College
Junior
dan, E. T. Hodges,
S. A. Owens
Y. Finley, Clarence Forrester.
smith.
Santi, Mrs. John Spence, Mrs. K. Reitz, Mrs. Gladys Simpson.
370 S. Orleans
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Portia
JUDGES — Anne W. Cooper, Fred Chastain.
Melvin Furchgott, Jr., Herbert A.
Harry
Mrs.
—
REGISTRARS
OFFICER—Will Purdy
Cox, Mrs. C. B. Anderson.
WARD 2E3
Lucille R. Ellis. Mrs. Helen F.
JUDGES—Emma Harper, Mar- Wilmot.
Phelps, P. K. Holden, George A. Finch, Mrs. L. C. Slaughter.
WARD 38-3
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. T. Klondike School
ie Jones, Pernina Williams. Mrs.
WARD 3E1
Fulghum, .1. B. Ferguson.
Tent (Thriftway Sundry)
Merrin, Mrs. W. H. Smithe, Jr. 1250 Vollentine
WARD 413
WARD 444
Julia Thomas, Clara Winston.
REGISTRARS — May 11. Dur- Boy Scout Hut
Holmes & Guernsey
OFFICER—R. L. Greer
Douglas High School
Memphis State University
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Cleo Philham, Hazel L. Godman.
1573 Gaither
WARD 16-3
McKwen.
A.
K.
—
OFFICER
JUDGES — Will Robinson, Mrs.
lips, Mrs. Ruth Reeves.
3200 Mi. Olive
Patterson Street.
OFFICER — Kyle W. Haste?
Crump Stadium
JUDGES—Estelle Camille, CaroWARD 284
Alice Holeman, Noble Gatlin,
OFFICER — R. W. Johnson.
OFFICER — David L. Edmond.
JUDGES — Mrs. Myrtle Oliver,
Cleveland
WARDS-1
Crossno,
F.
J.
Mrs.
Lindsey,
lyn
RaiRev. E. G. Griffin, Walter
JUDGES — Hawthorne Wallis, J.
Hill Brothers Motor Company
JUDGES — Laura Tyus, Annie
Mrs. M. B. Swinney, Tom TidOFFICER — William H. Fisher
Silver Savers No. 16
E.
Joe
Mrs.
Roberts,
H.
W.
Mrs.
ford James Clark.
Mae Jordan, Isaac Stone, Beat- I. Challen, A. J. Myers, J. B.
well, Mrs. J. C. McMorris, Mrs.
JUDGES — Mrs. M. L. Martin, REGISTRARS — Mrs. Annie 2144 Madison
Miller,
561 Alabama
M.
Todd
Mrs.
Hardesty,
1
OFFICER — .T. D. Marks
rice Foby, Gracie Gaines, George Simmons.
Martha Todd, E. G. Oliver.
OFFICER — Marsden D. Mit- Mrs. Charles C. King, Charles C. Rhodes, Juanita Grandberry.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Jot MatJUDGES — William Demuth, T. REGISTRARS — Mrs. Irene Mrs. Ft. W. Crockett.
Poindexter, G. W. Harrell, Paul
L. Martin, Herbert
King, Sr.,
chell
Walter
Mrs.
—
REGISTRARS
races, Mrs. Harry Spears.
Nichols.
M.
Mrs.
O'SulliAllgood,
Connie
Phillips.
Henry
B.
I.
Mrs.
Phillips,
22
WARD
H.
L.
Sr.,
Lanahan,
Moriarty.
JUDGES — Ruby Banks, John- B.
Jordan, Mrs. S. E. Rickman.
van, R. Hale Mosley, Wallace LoREGISTRARS — Martha GladWARD 34-2
WARD 46-2
nie Dye, Owen M. Wade, Edna Dudley Jefferson.
Pope
pez, W. F. Wattam, Sam L. Ste- Argo Cleaners
ney, Frances Hicks.
WARD 36-4
REGISTRARS
—
M.
Mrs.
T.
.
H
l
o
h
c
S
Merritt's Bakery (Rear)
Mitchell
1.9n Chelsea
phenson.
B.
D.
School
Clark,
S.
Crawley.
Lauderdale
Treadwell
1534
Highland
S.
640
REGISTRARS — Marguerite R.
WARD 441
OFFICER — P. G. Krouse
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Henry
920 N. Highland
OFFICER — D. S. Thrailkill
OFFICER — R. P. Weigel.
Norman, Myrtle Argubright,
HighpoInt Terrace Arcade
JUDGES — L. B. Moser, J. C. Rawlinson, Margaret Ft. Patty.
WARD 17-1
Cannon.
Franklin,
W.
T.
—
JUDGES—Doris
JeS.
OFFICER
JUDGES — E. A. Wedeman,
Highpoint Terrace & PhIlwood
Shears, W. A. Bramlett, Mrs. A.
Jewish
Community
Center
WARD 8-2
JUDGES — H. 11. Fisher, C. OFFICER — J. P. Houston.
sie McMahon, C. B. Gallagher,
Mrs. Winnie C. Morris, Mrs. W.
WARD 29-1
T. Conrad, Ann Walker, Mrs. Sue
Court
2016
Merrill School
John P. Walters, Henrietta Wal- H. Kennedy, P. S. Reinhardt, J.
JUDGES — Leonard S h e a, F. Wells. Mrs. Edith Felber, Mrs.
Vacant Store
OFFICER—J. Thomas Douglas Hyde.
303 Jones
ters, Mrs. E. E. Platt, Bessie Mae J. Witt, Mrs. Ft. A. Rushton, Mrs. Frank Billingsley, W. C. Bishin, R. I,. Bell. Mrs. G. T. Grissom.
JUDGES — D. J. Foppiano, REGISTRARS — Mildred E. ess S. Cooper
OFFICER—Paul K. Butcher
Lovell.
J. W. Mayo, Mrs. Thelma K. B. 0. Harrison, Harry Cannon,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Nora S.
Wade. s. H. Warren, Nellie A. Krouse.
OFFICER — D. L. Johnson.
JUDGES — Mrs. Ava Warren, John Wade, Mary
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. A. Ruleman.
Mrs. Jewel A. Hammock, Harry Emerson, Mrs. Robert Hibbs.
JUDGES — Mrs. Hattie Sur.
Lovell,
Millie L. Allen, J. C. Bramiett, Thompson, Mrs. E. W. Ledbetter.
Zeb
WARD 23
Stone,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Gene L. Williams, William P. Steele,
WARD 46-3
ratt, W. D. Howell, Mrs. F. I.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ben H.
Mary E. Harwood.
White, Mrs. Emily R. Cannon,
WARD 35-1
Rowe M. Belcher, Mettle B. Wil- Vacant Building
Memphis Housing Authority
Odom, E. F. Sanford, Mrs. J. A.
REGISTRARS — Martha Bram- Tyler, Mrs. W. P. Shea.
39
WARD
roy, Curtis B. Luck.
700 Adam a
Winters, Mrs. E. M. McCalla, Florida Street School
3940 Park
lett, Josephine Laplcolo.
Manassas School
WARD 17-2
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Robert
OFFICER—Herbert Esch
OFFICER — .T. B. Nolen
Charles W. Kinsty, Roy Keathley, 1560 Florida
Firestone
781
Lansky.
L.
OFFICER — S.
Catholic High School
Gibson, Dan Hughes Bell,
JUDGES — Mrs, Vera Dudley. Mrs. C. M. Cady.
JUDGES — Mike Lamon, Mrs.
WARD 11
Anderson.
Eugene
—
OFFICER
Ruth
Boyce,
L.
H.
JUDGES —
5'7 N. McLean
Deese Ryan, Carl Hurst, 0. M. REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. IL
J. B. Salter, Mrs. Clyde Warren,
Grant School
44-2
WARD
Westbrook
T.
0.
—
JUDGES
WoodMartha
Payne,
Ada
Perry,
OFFICER — Albert A. Camp- Hammond.
Peterson, Inez Savage.
sr. Mrs. L. C. DeShazo, M r s.
500 N. Seventh
house, Virginia Tatum, Willie B. Edna M. Townsel, 0. D. Threatt, Bownstone Building
, bell.,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. El m a
Gladys F. Cooligan, Mrs. Cath.
OFFICER — Frank Hester
Albans Parkway
St.
136
JackJ.
E.
Dixon,
Nannie
21-2
Mrs.
WARD
Streeter.
I
JUDGES—R.
Jordan.
Jewel
Eugene Bell, Mrs.. Turner, Mrs.
H. Gilmer, Fred E. CastleJUDGES — Juanita May. Sophi
W. McGold- erine
John
—
OFFICER
WitT.
Joe
Hatchett,
Carrie
son,
—
Snell.
REGISTRARS
Alberta
Stella
Totty,
General
Clyde
Beck,
Mound
Orange
Swimming Pool
man.
la Nuss, Electra Larkin, Jimmy
WARD 24-1
rick.
liams.
Smith.
Elizabeth
T.
Mrs.
H.
at.
Baker,
Carnes
2376
REGISTRARS — Mrs. ifs 1 h
Larkin. Mrs. Alice Wolff.
Fire Station No. 10
JUDGES — John Casten, Nat
REGISTRARS — Ernestine Hall,
OFFICER — J. A. Shappley
WARD 35-2
Humphreys. Hilda DeSharo.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. M. J.I REGISTRARS — Mrs. George
Novick,
Mayer
Mrs.
Sandler,
Mrs. Ellen Johnson.
Aitken.
WARD 47-1
148 S. Parkway W. JUDGES — Sam Nolen, D. E. Riverview School
Denegri, Mrs. Patricia Denegri.
Charles D. Akers, Mrs. Walter
WARD 40-1
DeVoto, Rev. P. C. Polk, Mrs. 260 Joubert
Railroad Salvage
OFFICER — T. W. Reinig
Foote Homes Community Center
Mrs.
WARD 17-2
Cramer,
Sarah
Mrs.
Barrett,
Vacant Store
Burleson, Viola Cawthorne, 0. M. Burks,
OFFICER—J. C. Jones.
2131 Lamar
578 Mississippi
Scott Brantley, John R. Kinnit,
Memphis Pk. Commission Office JUDGES — Isaac
P Henley jr.
OFFICER —
JUDGES — Pearllne Banks, 1254 N. Bellevue
, Charles H. Smith. Mrs. Jennie L Grant Parham, Evelyn Walton
OFFICER — Paul Giannini
1461 Court
Mrs. George D.
Bates,
B.
George
—
Corner.
OFFICER
Watte
risR
loG
Fs _ PatriciarancesGordon.Rae. Abe Coffee, John Roberts, Maggie
TaRyAR
JUDGES — Mrs. Anna Barn.
Campbell, Albert Boyd, M. C. TaRyE
JUDGES — Clara Parks, Niece°
Wible
OFFICER — L. T. Whitten
Harry
Doxey,
Walt
—
JUDGES
son. Mrs. IT B Winborn. Mrs.
Bearden, Mrs. Jessie Mae John.
Redwood, Will Taylor, Chester
JUDGES — Mrs. C. A. Breck- Wells*
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. P.
Harold Mitchell. Mrs. W. C. Sowson, Mrs. Eula Mae Draper, Mrs. Bookout, James Douglas W. H.
Cade, sr.. Margaret Brown, Zola enridge, Mrs. Raymond Selph, REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ernest- kett, William Wright.
Akers.
D.
C.
Mrs.
Taylor,
Mrs.
Chambers,
E.
Paul
Johnson,
Peabody Community Center
Connie White.
ell.
Davis.
Williams.
Mrs. .1. R. Nelson. Mrs. S. A. inc Rivers, James A.
Tanglewood and Central
REGISTRARS — mrs. L. R.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Lula Myrtle Williams, W. C. Davis.
WARD 44-3
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Thelma Fransioli. John P. Brown. Mrs. A..
—
Louise
24-2
Mrs.
REGISTRARS
WARD
OFFICER
—
Joseph .1. Swen- White, Mrs. Hazel Lee Norman
Johnson, Mrs. r T Clanton
Galloway Clubhouse
Elion. Mrs. Calvert& Ishmael.
W. Oliver.
Chambers,
Rill&
Mrs.
Shirley,
ney.
WARD 25-2
WARD 47-2
I
3815 Walnut Grove Road.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Frank C. Mt. Moriah Baptist Church
WARD 40-2
WARD 12
JUDGES — M'rs. .1. M. Ravin.' Carver School
— George W. Per- St John's Catholic Church
OFFICER
1264
Florlda
1
Hastings,
Saino,
Mrs.
A. H.
Vollentine School
Wisconsin School
Mrs. Charles Correll, Fraser Ayl• 1591 Pennsylvania
2718 1,synsr •
son, jr.
OFFICER—J. W. Davis.
11182 Vollentine
176 Wisconsin
M. V. Alvis, Edward H. OFFICER — Henry B. White.
OFFICER — 0. B. Hartsfield.
,
JUDGES — Jack P. Goldsch.
WARD 17-4
i JUDGES — Jerry Smith, Jack esworth,
.
OFFICER — Harold B. Davis.
OFFICER — Mr. Walter Old-j Al Clismia Temple
JUDGES — Mrs. Esther Jon.
mid, John W. Bain, Mrs. Frank
Thomas, Mrs. Sena Campbell. Lingenfelder, Virginia Ph.Ian, JUDGES — Rev. H. H. Jones,
JUDGES — Louis Donati, Char. Keegan John E. Lee Frances den. Mrs. V. W. Williams, Jo
ham.
! 1257 Poplar
Mrs. Willie Thomas. 0. A, Ellis, Luke Kingsley, sr., Mrs. Charles Faye Gentry, Mrs. Beulah sani.
'
.
'
Ba.
E.
JUDGES — Mrs. George Rie.1 OFFICER—O. L. Dowdy.
fer, Beatrice Thornton. B e n n i e Ile Davis. Eddie Doyle, C.
H. Spence, Marion 0. Heard, Eu. W. Frost. Mrs. John W. Fro
Fannie Harris, Jessie Gilliland, Jeter
Mrs.
nixonHelen L. Davis, gene Lerner.
ben, Mrs. Walter Oldham, Mn) JUDGES — Henry Bow den. Greola Payne.
REGISTRARS — Mrs Hazel Lee, Mrs. Callie Terrell. Mrs. remrnsti.n L.
I Harry J. Liberto. jr., Opal Straw.
L.
J.
Jake Osborne, Mrs. Justin Reed, Mrs. Lynn Dowdy, Mrs. Dorothy
REGISTRARS — Mrs Mose Al.' bridge.
REGISTRARS — Inez Payne, Varossa, Mrs. Mary L. Kingsley. Lydia Hawkins.
—
RaLou
REGISTRARS
Mrs.
sr.. Miranda Crump, Mrs. Get-, Craft
REGISTRARS—Catherine Soule
REGISTRARS — Hattie B.
Hilda Barbee.
perin Mrs. J. A. Laws.
WARD 31-1
. Brooks.
,
R
W.AL
fael, Mrs. R
Mrs. L. J. Rochelle.
trude Smith, Lois Williams.
Threlkeld, Ethel T. Nelson,
1 REGISTRARS — Mrs. Henry
411
4E4
School
WARD
25-1
Peabody
WARD
WARD 47-3
WARD 34,1
REGISTRARS — Mrs. PatrIckl Bowden Mrs. Wade Crockett
Bomar's Service Station
2086 Young
East Nigh School
Bethel LaBelle Coin. Center
,
Ryan. Mrs. Roy McCracken.
Snowden School
,
Avenue
Walker
School
I
2034 Chelsea
1206 Poplar
WARD 18
OFFICER—Harry A. Jones
2696 LaRotte
1870 N. Parkway
S. Lauderdale
WARD 13-1
OFFICER — Sam W. Mitchell.
JUDGES — Mrs. A. C. AnderOFFICER — Jack H. Gates.
Associated General Contractors 995
OFFICER — R. L. Talley.
OFFrER — A. A. Brugge.
—
OFFICER
Lofton
Bowers.
Railroad Y.M.C.A.
320 S. Dudley
son, Mrs. John W. Morris. Mrs. JUDGES — Mrs. G. B. RamJUDGES — Jackson G ales,
JUDGES — Mrs. P. M. WieJUDGES — Mrs. J. C. Haller.
JUDGES — Georgia Li' wig,
IWO S. Third
OFFICER—O. B. WinstonCharles D. Cavagnaro, John W. sey, Mrs. A. A. Brugge, W. O Marjorie Johnson, Mrs. Ada Jack- genga, Mrs. W. L. Sprott, Mrs. J. D. S. Jones, S. .T. Flautt, Mrs.
Mrs. (della Nichols. Mrs. Arah
OFFICER — V. B. Cox
Morris, Mrs. W. L. Ward, J. IL McClanahan, Mrs Fred Christen- son, Mrs. Audrey Gales, Mrs. El- B. Schorr, Mrs. Leonard Plerottl, George Capp, Mrs. Lloyd Brint,
JUDGES — E. M. Holder, ir.,
Mary Li
II, Mrs.
L'ddeli,
e111ers, Mrs. M
D..
JUDGES — Mrs. Ann Luther. Mrs. F. Y. Demuth, A. U. Cound .
.,_ Huffman, Travis H. Howell.
berry, Donald A. Brugge, J. J. sie Moore, Rev. Lee E. Mitchell, Mrs. E. W. Hall. Mrs. J. K. Mrs. Lucy Campbell. Mrs. A. J.
4onnetta Carouthers Mrs. Katie
Mrs. Eva Benedict. Mrs. V. B. ell, Walter Baldwin, Mrs. Shirley'
REGISTRARS — Mrs. LaRue Foppiano, Charles E. Nichols.
Mrs. Lennie M. Garrett, Mrs. Caughley, Julius Glassman. Duke Kelly. Mrs. J. A. Parks, Mrs. I.
, Tipton, Mrs. Corn' Bowers.
Cox, Mrs. J. A. Herr.
Hart, Mrs. M. F. McCarver.
L. Halley
Smith.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. John Pa- Eunice Barber, Mrs. Thelma Bail- Vincent, Mrs. 0. G. Collier
REGISTRARS
Alma
—
E.
Noral
Cut.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. N. A.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. E. REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. A.
— Mrs.
ey.
trichios, Clara E. Ramsey.
let, H. W. Beecher.
WARD 31-2
Tate.
Charles
Cook, Mrs. J. C. McHughes.
Mrs.
Ward,
Arizona,
Mrs.
' Fontaine, Nell C. Wharton.
—
Womlek. Mrs 4 H Perlithul.
McCain.
REGISTRARS
Carothers. Mrs. Georgia
Vac ant Store
WARD 25-2
WARD 13-2
WARD 19
Fire Station No. 14
0Ft
"2
fra — Richard Poole.
Hodges Field
St. Thomas School
387 E. MeLemore
5110 Trigg
JUDGES — Mrs. W. M. Ellis,
Jefferson & Waldran
(Continued on pass II)
OFnCER — Doyle Taylor
OFFICER — Orville Flack.
Mrs. P. 0. Howard, Mrs. U. T.
OFFICER—Ed T. Kirk
JUDGES — Mrs. I. D. Newby.. JUDGES — Hattie K. McDonJUDGES — Mrs. Orville Flack Bartholomew, W. H Clement.
LEE WINCHESTER, Chairman
Lerma Corbitt. Mrs. Celestine WIL. old, Mrs. John Arnold, C h r i s Vivian MeNult, Mrs. G. T Gib Mrs. James Walters, W. R. Williams. D W. V anover, Mrs. Viola Houston, Kate Thompson. Mrs. F. son, Mrs. Elizabeth Byrne, 0. V. kinson, V. E. McCabe, John S.
LESTER BRENNER, Secretary
1
Ayres. or
; A Rehmel, Mrs. H. T. Davis.
Mitchell
Rend&
REGISTRARS — Mrs. It 0., REGISTRARS — Mrs. Scott R. REGISTRARS — Mildred Ayres i REGISTRARs — Mrs. John S.
S. NELSON CASTLE, Member
Mrs. Helen Griffin.
1.51itchell, Mrs. Annie V. Richter.
Stanfield, Mn. J. C. Patterson. I Harris, Mrs. Vivian wood.
. t
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SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSIONERS

•
1938

(political

Advertissmeal,

oreUtical Adrertis•meoll

(Potties/ A.hirlitinftutt)

(rolttioal Adv•rttseinent)

Ceslitioal Advertimosnst

WARD 654
WARD ES
Holy Rosary Catholic School
Westside School
4541 Park
Dawn Road
OFFICER — James E. Cox.
OFFICER — John J. Gala
JUDGES — Mrs. James B. JUDGES — John Fracchia, Jo- Sat., Oct. 25, 1958
Green, William H. D. Fones. John seph J. Bryan, William L. MC
WARD 41
WARD 52-1
WARD 55
WARD $64
WARD 004
J. Doggett, jr., James R. Wright, ler. Walter G. Furr, James W. W. W. Joplin, R. A. James, Mrs.
Hamilton School
Springdale School
Private Residence
South Park School
Charjean School
Fred Mayo, Mrs. Margaret Ken.
H. E. Vaught, P. A. Lancaster. Coats, Albert C. Lewis, James A. udy.
1415 Wilson
SSO HollyeN.d
1736 Getwell
140 Charjean
Si W. Walnut Grove Circle
REGISTRARS — Mrs. H. S Archard an., Irene SI RasberrY.
OFFICER — John Rohntson.
OFFICER — Gordon Robertson
REGISTRARS — Mrs. A. K.
OFFICER — Wtlllans B. Bete- OFFICER — Erritt I. Jones. McDonald,
Mrs Joe E. Ewing. Johnny C. Chambers.
' JUDGES — Mrs. Jilin:, Greene, JUDGES — Herman Bernatsky, OFFICER — Jim C. Galloway
Beaty, sr., Mrs. J. R. Day.
mever.
JUDGES — Mrs. H. G. LewREGISTRARS — Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Clara M. Simpson, Mrs. Mrs. Charles Handly, Clovis Can- JUDGES — James D. Nichol- JUDGES—Mrs.
WARD
65-1
KERRVILLE
— DISTRICT 1
Ella DC Rhodes is, Mrs. Margaret E. Martin, MarL Heckle, Mrs. James H. Clifton, Dewey Ray's
e rEs., BmarnskheRaods,a RKeis.
Tent
r:ig
rs
D. sey, Mrs. A B. Ewing. Mrs. son, Eulyse
Garage
M. Smith, Jack Pip. Mrs. M. 0. Lambert, Mrs. Geo. garita F. Fulling, Louise Wallace,1
Chalmers,
1104
Colonial
Road
George H. lierbers, Mrs. C. P. kin, Marvin H. Hawks,
OFFICER
WARD
78
—
Sidney Ray, Sr.
Crawford,
William
Mrs.
E.
Price, Odessa H Ketchum.
Thomas L.
'
Louise White, Nathaniel C b a I. Voss.
OFFICER — Tracy Plyier, Sr. Frayser High School
JUDGES — C. C Wade, Dan
Ledger, Mrs. Guy B. Bates, W. Joseph L. Lenzi, Angelo Gattuao, REGISTRARS — Mrs. C. D.
niers, Mrs. Mary Stanley.
JUDGES — Ellen S. Finney, Raleigh-Frayser Road
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. L J. Armstrong,
Harmon. Carson Rhodes, Thomas
Shell, Mrs. Carl Crain.
C. P. Warr, Lee Paul Winningham.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mary Simpson, Mrs. L. E. Alford.
Mrs. Ted Brown, Mrs. Martha ElOFFICER — Parnell Dwyer. D. Walker,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Paul
H. Weed.
Lindsey, Mrs. David Franklin.
lis,
Bill
Fiveash.
WARD 904
WARD 52-S
JUDGES — George S. Reeves,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. C.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Alex Winningham, Elsie Shirline John- Dunn Ave. school
REGISTRARS — Mrs. James Charles W. Patton Mrs. W. T. Carter, Mrs.
Victory Baptist Church
son.
Dewey Ray.
WARD 494
Handleman, Mrs. Jake Green.
W. Murphy, Mrs. Carroll H. Cow- Johnson, J. W. Hambick, H. E.
577 N. Hollywood
1506 Dunn Avenue
LOCKE — DISTRICT 1
Allen Pumping Station,
an,
WARD
jr.
584
OFFICER — J. B. Mason, Sr.
OFFICER
Henvi
—
soin
le
T.
,
on
MrsG.eLo
R. Robinson.
orgueis IRaigiguhrteutuLrJs.. icier school
WARD Si
Dison Street
Vacant Building
JUDGES — Mrs. Evelyn Martin,
JUDGES — Mrs. Edward NeeOFFICER — Robert Hines.
OFFICER — Jack W. Young.
White Station School
WARD 116.1
1102 Getwell
ley, Mrs. Null Adams, Mrs. W. E
James
Doty,
Mrs. A. A. StubleJUDGES — Mrs. H. B. Glenn,
Harold E. Garrett, Charles U.
OFFICER — M. D. Emerson. Mrs. Narcissus Jones, Mrs. Oral. Willow Rood School
Lee, James Gilreath, W. C. Kel- 514 S. Perkins
field, C. B. Crenshaw, Mrs. Vir- Mrs Henry Archer,
Farley, Troy M. Cordell, T. C.
B. D. WayJUDGES — Mildred F. Meyer, tee Elmore, Mrs. Dorothy Bowen, 1417 Willow Road 1
OFFICER Louis Bianchi.
sey, H. A. Murray, Mrs. Thella
RbiAckR.s
mon. V. C. Ursery.
Harris. Frances Young.
Robert M. McRae, jr, Henry H. Mrs. Ewilda Woods, Charles Tis- OFFICER — Donald A. Hitch- ginRis
— lire. Gloria
T
EGillaSm
Vaughn.
JUDGES
—
Della
McKenna
W.
REGISTRARS
— Mrs. Robert
'REGISTRARS — Marion Garcock.
Halzlip, Jr., John Phillips, Ill, dale, Dorothy' Johnson, Jean
Tarr, Mrs. Madeline Roach,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. E. K.
Hines, Mrs. E. E. Jeter, jr,
rett, Virginia Cordell.
T. Wansley, E. R. Staples, T. IC. Frank C. Pidgeon, jr., Charles T. Somervillt, Mrs. Helene Parker. JUDGES — Mrs. Dorothy B.
Hague, Mrs. A. 0. Chandler.
WARD 71
LUCY
—
DISTRICT
1
WARD 49-2
Creson, Howard Johnson, Frank %such, F. Guthrie Castle, E. 11. Mrs. Bortharene Berkley, 1.1 r a. Lux, Mrs. M. E. Wherry, Jr., Georgian Hills &hod
WARD 52-3
Lucy School
Pine Hill Community Center.
Hauser R. Hall, Arthur F. John. Lewier Road.
L. Burt, Jr., Edna B. Austin, Tenet, Jr., James F. Fletcher Vesta Bullard.
Railroad Salvage
OFFICER
—
Gordon
Alice Street
Crenshaw,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ada Ro- son, Claude A. King, Eugene
Flaye Yarbrough.
OFFICER — D. L. Pierce
3104 Summer
Bernice Bohannon.
Jr.
' OFFICER — Henry Ford Carr.
binson, Mrs. Claudell Gates.
Lester, Herman J. Billings, John
JUDGES—Bonita
REGISTRARS
Eagle,
—
NorthVera
REGISTRARS
Ilow—
OFFICER
Jean
— Ed L. Morrison.
Quinn,
JUDGES — A. T. Nammontree.
' JUDGES — Nellie Bartlett,
W. Gillum.
ard Stinnett, M. J. Stedell, Marvin James McCarter, Melvin
ern, Helen Emerson.
Mary C. Gagliano.
WARD 61
McFerMrs. C. A. Stewart, Mrs. W. H. JUDGES — Mrs. Betty Collison,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ruth S. H. Belot,.
Mrs.
rm.
Jack
Berry,
Frank Duncan.
Mrs. Mildred
Melrose High School
Davis, Mrs. Francis Durff, Mrs.
WARD 55-1
WARD 57
Gillum. Mrs. Susie Edmond.
REGISTRARS — Loraine StinH. Fletcher, Howard A. Fletcher,
REGISTRARS
—
Mrs. Frances
843 Dallas
A. B. Collins, Miflin D. Duval.
Pendellon Presbyterian church
nett, Elsie Clotfelter.
E. B. Thomas, Floyd D. Rowe, l'Ire Station No. 21
Crenshaw, Mrs. Ray Vuncannon.
WARD 641
OFFICER — E. J. Cardosi.
Sirs. Lena Hamilton.
2791 Barron Road
4575 Poplar
jr.
McCONNELL
Colonial
—
School
DISTRICT
WARD
71
1
JUDGES
— A. W. Zachary,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. E.
OFFICER—Mrs. Hazel Herring
Tent — 869 Fite Road.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Frank
300 Colonial
OFFICER — C. P. Boyer.
Grandview Heights School
Jolly, Mrs. L. R. Wolf.
OFFICER — Leon Brower,
Mensi, Mrs. Bernice T. Morrison
JUDGES — J. H. Patton, jr., JUDGES — Mrs. Ed Scruggs, Charlie Jones, Aline Lowe, Jose- OFFICER, William M. Walsh
1315 Clifton
phihe Windbush, Marie Lawson,
JUDGES — John Bates, W. B.
WARD 534
JUDGES — Mary Ann Ditto, W.
OFFICER — Pete Fracchia.
WARD 501
Tom
L.
Swan,
Mrs.
Mrs
Lloyd,
Julia
Mrs.
Edward
J.
Earl
BarMrs.
Whitaker,
Melissa
Davis, Mrs. Willie M. Chambers, jr., Mrs. Harrell
Clyde Cord's, Claude
Kingsbury School
Vacant Store
JUDGES — G. M. Stout, Erret,
Mrs.
James
Jackson,
C.
B.
Jackson,
M.
Campbell,
Mrs.
Gross,
Lee
Humphrey.
Mrs.
1284
Admen Ross, R. Ray, Mrs. Bruce SttphenC hemline Fitzhugh. S. W. Dent, C.
N. Graham
221i, Florida
Anne
Georgia
S.
Files,
Shoup,
Amel
C.
Mrs.
Peterson,
REGISTRAR/
E
a
r
lyne
Mrs.
— V. B. 'Moon,
Julia
Henderson.
OFFICER
Mrs. Cecile Hudson, L. A. Lowry, A. Riddle, Ed II. Gillock, L. K.
OFFICER — Marcus Sloan
— E. L. Nolen, Jr.,
'Cole.
REGISTRARS — Jamie Tisdale John Follies.
Collier, Mrs. W. J. Daniels, Mrs. G. W. Frazier,
JUDGES — Gertrude Bell, Thel- JUDGES — Clara Smith, Lil-i Alvin Wunderlich, jr.
MILLINGTON — DISTRICT 1
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Arthur W. M. Crawford.
ma Wyatt, Mettle Blair, Clara K lie B. Hooper, Elaine Y ou n g,, REGISTRARS — Mrs. Winston' REGISTRARS — Mrs. James Wilma Mosley.
City Hall
62
Sims, Mrs. J. 0. Barnett.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. H.
Manafield, Lawrence Ferrell, J. Ruby Faye Knolton, Quindel H. T. Bowling, Mrs. Amel C. Peter- Campbell, Mrs. Carrie Argo.
OFFICER — W. S. lloward.
Gregg School
Keith, Ellen Jessen, Marie Brinn, SOD.
Graham Mrs. W. T. McAdams.
WARD 67
K. Stone.
WARD SO-3
JUDGES — Dr. B. W. King,
377 Jackson
District County
Sea Isle School
REGISTRARS — Georgia Mill- Dorothy White
Vacant Store
WARD
Mi•
Mooney
Boswell, W. F. McKelvy,
OFFICER — C. H. McDonald. 5210 Sea Isle
ARLINGTON — DISTRICT 1
REGISTRARS — Betty Hamby,
er, Lena Jackson.
Garage. (Rear)
3156 Barron
Earl T. Griffin, Sirs. Helen ChapWilson's Store
Mar; Rose Jones.
JUDGES — Mrs. T. F. Chance, OFFICER — Clyde Pickier.
9015. Highland
man, Gene Sanders, Earle Duna,
WARD 50-2
OFFICER — J. F. Werne
OFFICER — Rey Lonamire.
Mrs. B. L. Smith, Lee I. Davis, JUDGES — Mrs. Mary' Sue
WARD 53-2
OFFICER — L. F Islaub
Mallory Heights School
Judges — Rogert Harrell, S. D. vent, Omar Pitts, W. W. Wages.
Wells Station School
JUDGES — Mrs. Martha Mor- C. C. Maley, Jack T. Davis, Howell, Mrs. Ruth K a b akoff,
JUDGES — Nell Mills, Betty
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mrs.
2058 Shelby
1612 Wells Station Road.
Francis A. Wright, jr.„ Fred W. Osborne, R. Sidney Herring, Mrs.
gan, C. N. Atkins, Mrs. Patsy Fo. Monroe Parks
U. D. Clark, Mrs. L. C.
OFFICER — If. R. Tilson.
OFFICER — Max E. Pass.
Rowan, Carol Slaughter, R uby SaY, Mrs. Mary A. Bruley, Mrs. REGISTRARS — Mrs. C. E. Means, Edward D. Hill, Todd M. Ora B. Kellett, Mrs. C. P. Snow. RALEIGH — DISTRICT Miller.
JUDGES — Mrs. Dave Teal
1
JUDGES — Peggy Frank e, Wooten, E. 0. Baucom, John Rea, Wilbur Coats, Mrs. Eula Walker, Hughes, Mrs. J. W. Card.
Miller, T. E. Crawford, Albert E. den, Elizabeth Wilson.
Mrs. R. W. Hutcheson, Mrs. For Tommie Lee Smith, Rosella M.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ir. E. Fire Engine House
Mrs. J. I.. McDowell, Mrs. E. B.
DeVoto, Creed Taylor, jr.
Ida Lou Rape.
OFFICER
—
Bob CraM.
WARD 63
ne Grantham, N. E. Sloan, Mrs. Stafford, Mrs. Evelyn Langley,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Edward Adams, jr., Addle Lee Harrell.
REGISTRARS — Trellice Adze- Keeton. C. P. Locke.
JUDGES — Howard Rees e,
Alice Morton.
BARTLETT — DISTRICT 1
Sarah Lane, Geneva Sills, M r s. art, Alma Wiggs.
REGISTRARS — Mrs ..T. W Berciair School
Hill, Mrs. C. G. Cummings.
Claud
Reese,
Taylor
Gowan, G.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Bertha Ludy Prescott, Stanley Faught.
Albright's Cotton Gin
810 N. Perkins.
Sigman, Mrs. T. '1'. Roberts.
WARD 684
Lister, Mrs. Jim Stone.
OFFICER — Oliver Albright. P. Armour, Mrs. James Hodges,
OFFICER — Edward L Kalla- Richland School
WARD 51-2
REGISTRARS — Myrtle Liles.
WARD 59-3
JUDGES — Robert D. Temple- Mrs. G. A. Chandley, Mrs. P. M.
Sherwood School
Mary Beth Pass.
her.
5440 Rich Road
WARD 51-1
Cherokee School 3061 Kimball
ton, John F. Boyd, Mrs. Altea Fa- Green.
3717 Vanuys
WARD
544
OFFICER
—
William
S. Reeves therree,
Carnes School
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B o b
OFFICER — Mrs. John Contini JUDGES — George Rush, John
0. T. Yates, Lewis Mull.
OFFICER — C. N. Talley.
Memphis Boys' Town.
JUDGES — Paul H. Bowdre, T. Cr.
Hammond. Edward Weaver.
141 lane
Frank Thomas.
JUDGES — Mrs. H. A. Massey, JUDGES — Mrs. B. R. McCar- Ball, Louis J. Spoon, W. R. Mc- W. Bond, Maurice Cohn,
Wayne
OFFICER — Charles R Frank. 4093 Summer
STEWARTVILL
E — DISTRICT I
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. 0
Common, Pat Henry, Mrs. Char. G. Franklin, Chester P. Perry.
OFFICER — A. B. Haines.
•
Brunswick Road, N. E. of Rose.
Olin.
John Parker, Mrs. Richard C. ver, Mrs. Charles A. Cubbins,
lea B. Bruce, Sirs. B. C. Joyner, REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ben A. McElroy, Mrs. A. (7. Warner.
JUDGES — Mrs. Elmo ThompMark-Ker
Mrs.
rville
H.
E.
Farley.
Road.
Mrs.
Shirley
Mashburn, Mrs. C. N. Talley,
JUDGES — Sula Cardall, HarBRUNSWICK — DISTRICT 1
son, Mrs. Margaret Estes, M r s.
Kolp, Mrs. Bob Tillman, Mrs. Al- Ben Hodges, Richard hi. Flem- Humphreys, Ben A. Humphreys. Shelton's Warehouse
OFFICER — E. C. Fowler.
vey Yaffee, John W. Gilbert, Mrs. Wilma M. Tate. Cecil J. Green- Mrs. R. L. Dobbs, Mrs. E. M.
ing.
WARD 68.2
JUDGES — H. E. Fruedenberg,
ice M. Harrison, Mrs. Jimmie
OFFICER — C.'D. Shelton.
Patsy Keyes, Mrs. Lois Breath- land, J. W. Estes, H. C. Duncan. Tuggle, Mrs. John W Parker
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ray H. Memphis Hebrew Academy
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. G. Crews, Mrs. Carmen K. Melhorn Venable, Mrs.
JUDGES — W. F. Baker, R. S Paul Stewart, W. L. Thompson,
ett, Mrs. Iva Mae Buchanan. Al- Carl E. Coats, Mrs. Lela Ann
Frances
Kyle.
390 S. White Station Road.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. K. R.
Hill, H. P. Rodgers, Ryland Bled E. L. McDaniel. Travis Williams,
Brown, Mrs. Kenneth Marshall.
ine Franklin, N. B. Jones.
Smith.
OFFICER — 0. J Fano
hardy, Mrs. Jean H. Jones.
so*, Marshall Holley. T. D. Little R. L. Douglas, H. B. Osborn,
WARD 64
' REGISTRARS
Loyee R. REGISTRARS — Mrs. H. E.
—
JUDGES — Mrs. Eloise IlabenWARD 58.3
REGISTRARS — W. L. Griffin Robert I.. Horne, J. A. Reeder,
Aron School
Rranklin, Mrs. W. G. Can.
WARD 604
Bauman, Mrs. Romona Jasper. Sharpe School
W, W. McCreight, James D. Pope,
!chi, Mrs. Esther M. Owings, R. D. Monteith.
310 Avon
Prospect
54-2
School
WARD
Z. T. Watkins, E. H. Parr.
Mrs.
Ruth
Glass,
E.
Guy W. ELLENDALE — DISTRICT 1
WARD 314
3431 Sharpe Road
OFFICER — F. B. Tripp.
Fire Station No. 24
REGISTRARS — G. K. Sperm2300 Mississippi
Glass.
Ellendalt School
Living Waters Tabernacle
OFFICER—A. V. Phillips.
4472 Powll
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ernest
JUDGES — Vernon E. Ellis,
OFFICER — H. L. Williams. or, jr., W. G. Foster.
OFFICER — Grady Wilson.
JUDGES — A. H. Carney, Ed1122 Overton Park Ave.
OFFICER — W. F. Davis.
JUDGES — A, E. Beaty, Jr.,
(Continued on page 16) 11
JUDGES — Alma Nell Dixon, James 0. Solley, William A. Wa5 Laurtnzi, Glenn W. liabenicht.
' OFFICER — John Motley.
JUDGES — Martin Tippit. A. ward A. Tyler, Mrs. Brooks Varson, Frank H. Burns, Jesse M.
JUDGES — Mrs. H. A. Fred- T. 1,ankford, George A. Conaway, ner, T. G. Cupples, Mrs. Robert Mrs. C. K. Young, Edward H. Zellner, Ida
Chadwick, James L.
M. E. Kinard, Mrs. W. F. Davis, J. Fink, Van L. Kerr, Dorothy Smith, Mrs. Aileen Bowen, M r s. Claihorne, Arthur R. McGoldrick,
ericks, Henry V. O'Neill. B.
Head, Mrs. Rivers Billingsley, W. Mrs. Virginia R. Lanklord, Ruth Mee Temple, Mrs. Francis W. Juanita Wise, Hattie M. Hays, jr., W. Cleveland Johnson, John
Grantham.
B. Kinard.
J. Floyd, Mrs. W. J. Floyd.
Douglas V. Joyce.
Gaiella, jr , Edward G. Grogan.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Edward
' REGISTRARS — Mrs.
I. REGISTRARS — Catherine B
REGISTRARS—Irene N. Smith, REGISTRARS — Bettye J. RoA.
Kilparrick.
Tyler,
Jimmie
Mrs.
Mrs.
Taylor,
A.
V.
Phillips. Mrs. G. A. Hall.
Head, Frances McGoldrick.
per, Zeneda Martin.
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SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSIONERS
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LESTER BRENNER, Secretary
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THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

a. Herbert
!•garet En-

Is Giving Away 22 BIG PRIZES In Its'
Exciting...

lq

Johnson.
Wallis, J.
irs, J. B.

Jot Mat.
irs.

NEWSBOYS CONTEST

gelgel.
Wedeman,
, Mrs. W.
ilber, Mrs.
Grissom.
1. Nora S.
Btbbs.

(The Prizes -most wonted by news boys as determined by a survey)
HERE THEY ARE: A Television Set, 2 Bicycles, 2 Wrist Watches, 2 Pairs
of Skates, 2 Fielder's Gloves, 3 Baseball Bats, 2 Footballs, 2 Bibles, 3 Baseballs, A Table Tennis Set, A Money Changer, Swim Goggles, and other
valuable prizes.
CONTEST BEGINS October 23, 1958 and ENDS January 20, 1959. All prizes
will be awarded at a party held at t he end of the contest.
All boys now selling newspapers for Tri-State Defender are eligible to enter the contest.
HOW THE WINNERS WILL BE DETERMINED: Winners will be newsboys
having the HIGHEST AVERAGE INC REASE IN SALES of the Tri-State
Defender over their base. The Newsb oy's base will be the number of papers
sold the week ending October 11, 1958.
THE BASE FOR NEW CARRIERS will be 25 newspapers. Credits begin with
sales above the base of 25 newspape rs.
This contest is open to all Tri-State D efender newsboys in the Tri-State
area.

olen
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CONTEST RULES
1. Must sell papers each week.
2. Must submit list of new customers to field
supervisor or circulation manager each week.
3. Must pay for all papers sold previous week before getting more papers.
4. Order For Papers for coming week must be given field supervisor or circulation manager by
Saturday of each week.
5. Newsboys must have written consent of parent
or guardian to participate in this contest. Clip
coupon in this ad and have parent or guardian
fill. Then deliver it to Tri-State Defender office, 236 South Wellington, Memahis, Tenn.

-

,
• ---e4 avx
e,r.

Pefote*
Itilhn017 01
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Officio-21
Off$
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PARENT'S CONSENT
(Must be filled and delivered to Tri-State
Defender office 2365.Wellington,
Memphis, Tenn.)
I consent for my son
to enter the Tri-State Defender Newsboy's
contest and will help him in any way I can to
increase his sales.
NAME
Parent se ilsar48/8

ADDRESS.............
TELEPHONE NUMBER

14 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 25, 1958

Stork Stops
The people of West Menu)
Two children were burned to
death here in West Memphis, would like to express our nv
Wednesday morning, Oct. 15, in thanks and appreciation to Mrs.
a fire which destroyed a three- Christian for her wonderfully brave
courage.
room house at 612 S. 13th at.
Dead are: Troy Hamilton, twoThe Tea held Sunday, Oct. 19,
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Scott at the Masonic Temple at 209 S.
Hamilton, 612 S. 13th and Sylvest- 13th at., was a great success. It
Mrs. James Parks of 1734 Hayes. lywood.
eer Collins, 18 month-old son of was sponsored by the Pride of
Born at John Gaston Hospital
Mr.
to
Jacquelyn,
Mrs.
and
daughter,
Mr.
A
to
Dale,
son,
A
Mrs. Lonnie Collins, of 620 S. 17th Ruth Chapter, 336, Mrs. M. RayOct. 10, 1958
and Mrs. J. D. Hibbler of 180 W.
st.
A son, Mike, to Mr. and Mrs. Lersy Hall of 405 Butler.
ney, W. M.
Richard Echols of 646 Boston, apt. A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. Mallory.
Three other young children in
At the New Mt. Zion MB church,
and
Mr.
to
A
Frederick,
LauderSo.
son,
287
of
Smith
Marshall
rescued
were
home
Hamilton
the
3.
Sunday, Oct. 19, Homecoming
Mrs. Woodrow Bell of 1067 So.
by a white lady, Mrs. Don Christ- was observed.
A daughter, Gail, to Mr. and dale.
Mrs. Gilbert Smith of 646 Boston, A son, Gerald, to Mr. and Mrs. Orleans.
ian, of 320 S. Worthington dr., who
Highlights of the occasion were
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Ernest Williams of 976 H. Mc— apt. 11.
happened to be passing by enroute
a stirring message and a musical
Mrs. John Savage of 667 Provine
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. Dowell.
to picking up her maid. Mrs.
featuring voices from several
to be played on Thanksgiving
Memphis General Depot. The
Hubert McCray of 1524 Monsarett. A daughter, Bernice, to Mr. and Apt.
Christian saw the blaze and rushed
THEIR HANDIWORK — This
•‘,'nq choirs. Churches on
Day. Col, William D. BucA daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
A daughter, Julia, to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Earl of 1786 Belmont
sign will be placed at various
to pull Cassie Hamilton, one, from
sign was designed and built
program were: First Baptist,
hanan, commanding officer of
Mrs. Willie Walker of 31 Farrow. by Herbert Lester, left, of 3556
'Mrs. Curtis Foreman of 582 H. Cr.
locations downtown to adver.
the burning house and also four- the
True Vine, Pleasant Hill, Morning
the depot, is the chairman of
Lauderdale.
year-old Scott, jr.
A son, Bobby, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Vannessa, to Mr. Rochester rd., and Jefferson
use tht E. H. Crump Memorial
New Salem, Pilgrim Rest,
Blind
Lions
tht Downtown
Football Game for the Blind,
A son, Gail, to Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Burnett of 2017 Boyle. and Mrs. D. L. Smith of 1410 Taylor, of 1319 Barbour at.,
Mrs. Hamilton told Fire Chief Star,
Zion.
Game Committee.
sponsored by the Lions club,
Elmo Anderson she had left home and Beautiful
Gilbert Darlene of 616 Boston, apt. A son, Gabriel, to Mr. and Mrs. Davis.
both employees of the Army's
Rev. J. S. French served as
A son, Marvel, to Mr. and Mrs.
a few minutes earlier "to go to a
11.
Theo Nelson of 2770 Supreme.
Miss Fanceremonies.
A daughter, June, to Mr. and Chester Cox of 1380 So. Main.
grocery on S. 14th St." Mrs. Hamil- master of
Oct. 11, 1958
as clerk and
A daughter, Susan, to Mr. and
ton sard there was a fire in the nie Johnson acted
A daughter, Carrie, to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cole of 1405 Gold.
minister
of 2417
Johnson
small wood or coal heater in the Dr. W. E. Battle is the
Mrs. Willie Graham of 425 No. A son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Willie
Waldron.
Eldridge Alexander of 712 Person. Zanone.
front room and one of the eyes of the church.
)1
The funeral of the late M41
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
had been turned down for lighting,
A son, Lewis, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Lunda, to Mr. and
Sunday,
held
was
Richerson
Mary
but wasn't burning.
Lewis McGhee of 577 Crump.
Mrs. Cecil Neely of 895 Staford. Jessie Partee of 250 W. Daviant•
MB
A daughter, Hannah, to Mr. and
The Hamiltons were keeping, Oct. 12, at the New St. Paul
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Joe, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
survived
545
of
Richardson
Wilson
Mrs.
Jones Cary of 3296 Alta.
while its 1 church. The deceased is
Johnson of 520 No. Fourth.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Rep. the Collins child
by two sisters and a son.
Crump.
A daughter, Gail, to Mr. and Oct. 14, 1958
mother worked.
Victor L. Anfuso (D-N.Y.) h a
Rev. J. W. Fairman officiated.
Two months ago the IlamilMrs. Joe Coleman of 502 Crump. A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and Oct. 15, 1958
announced he is preparing legislaInterment was at Jonesboro, Ark.
A son, Daniel, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Darnell Sullivan of 1697 HolChaplain; Samuel Lusk. Rev. W. tion providing the death penalty ton's home at 1309 Van Buren,
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
West Memphis Funeral home
Charlie Rose of 152 Bickford.
of for anyone responsible for bomb- West Memphis, was destroyed by
Joscph liarvey of 1146 Looney.
The light of the spot from the Rossana Qwinn; Commissioner
was in charge of the arrangeA daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Oct. 12, 1958.
spotlight, this week, is upon Health Safety; Elem Prestley; ing a church, synagogue, public fire. They had lived in the house mi\
BTW
irts.
en
Mrs. Willie 1 oung of 355 High.
at 612 S. 13th st. only a week.
A son, Johnny, to Mr. and Mrs.
Beatrice Cooper who resides at Commissioner of Publicity; Harold ischool or public institution.
Rebecca Lavison, of 303 N.
A daughter, Una, to Mr. and
of
Commissioner
Levi Shaw of 164 McKellar.
Middlebrook;
of
17-yearto
plans
He said the bill he
2138 Rile at. Miss Cooper,
11th at., had as her guest reMrs. Jack Rose of 1354 Kerr.
Earls;
Felton
A daughter, Catherine, to Mr.
Activities
Student
Mrs.
fer
and
when
in
Congress
Rev.
convenes
of
cently her daughter, Miss ThelMr. old daughter
A daughter, Cynthia, to
and Mrs. Odis Lipscomb of 1201
Bobby Collins, January would also make it a fed
S. C. Cooper is a senior at this Sergeant at Arms:
ma Jones, of Lake Village, Ark.
and Mrs. Joe Dennis of 3075 John.
Young.
Isaac
Firestone.
and
Kelly
Paul
liters
"hate"
send
to
crime
eral
school.
Miss Jones is a fifth grade teachson.
your
A son, Richle, to Mr. and Mrs.
of
candidates
the
Support
actmails.
the
time,
through
lure
present
the
at
She is,
er at Century High school. Also
A son, Lorenzo, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Smith of 2253 Marble.
A jail sentence and a heavy fine
ing as president of the Student choice.
guests at the Lavison home were:
Charlie Bonner of 4932 Black.
A daughter, Jeanette, to Mr. and
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NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.,

Se. Us For Your
Favorite Brand

194 East Calhoun

OF

Proposes Death
Penalty For
Bigot Bombers

LAUDERDALERIPLEY

HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE

('Al
Shell

Business

High Cost Of Living—Back Breaking Laundry
GOT YOU DOWN?

4, •

Pack Those Dirty Clothes And Come To

Don't mks those
Merry Madcaps

KWIK-N-KLEAN LA UNDRY

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being awiy and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have

See them on Channel 3, WREC-TV
Every Monday thru Friday at 6:00 p.m.
... and hear AMOS 'N ANDY
on WREC Radio... 60 on your dial
Meadays thru Fridays: 9:05 to 9:30 p.m.; Saturdays: 11:05 to 11:30 a.m.

You lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
is had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let M SHAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you lust as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
Line, on the Way to Her-land° Her home is ? blocks below
where she abed to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look tor the RED BRICK HOUsE and you'll find her there
It all times (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and gel
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM SEWS
HAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LAT'
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a m. to 9 p.m
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I devil make any home calls or answer any letters Re sure
to look for the right .101 and the •10(1W name

2571 CARNES ST.

HEART OF ORANGE MOUND
( Between Hanley and Bey Streets )

UN ATTENDED
SELF-SERVICE
Only
only
Open 24 Hours
20c
25c
Every
Day
FLUFF DRY
LOAD
(TWO-WASH LOAD
WASH
9 LB.

Avoid Saturday Crowds - Wash Easily Comfortably
Any Hour, Mid-week or Nite and Sunday
Rain Or Shine - Make Your Clothes Look Fine
Do It Yourself - Save - Save

KWIK-N-KLEAN — 2571 CARNES
20 WASHERS, 5 DRYERS
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(Continued from page 131
REGISTRARS — Mrs Edith
Carroll, Bertha Evans.
WOODSTOCK — DISTRICT I
MORNING SUN — DISTRICT 2
Crawford's %Wage Store
Vacant School Macon & Mt. PisOFFICER .— W. .1. Chase.
gab Roads.
, JUDGES — C. P. Burst, Mrs
OFFICER — Elmer W Thomas
JUDGES — Mrs. N. E. Seward,
Annie Hale Johnson, Mrs. D. E
Champer. Dr. Breen Bland.
Mrs. Virginia Keough, F r•d
REGISTRARS — Rembert H., Godwin, George Harper.
Williams, jr., J. Edwin McFar-; REGISTRARS — Mrs. Elsie
land.
Sanderson, Mrs. C. A. Riggins.
CAPLEVILLE — DISTRICT 2
Shell NOUN — Hwy. IS

MLTLLINS — DISTRICT 2
Mullins Community House
121g Garden Road

OFFICER — F. W.Bowe.
JUDGES — A. C. Gillen, John
OFFICER — P. M. Rogers
R Thomas, Trent Malone, Ernest
JUDGES — J. E. Slmerson,
Bowling, George P. Baggett.
Mrs. R. T Waldram, Mrs. F E.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. M. W.
Daniels, Mrs. Jene Werth, Mn.
Doddridge, Mrs. Bruce Hale.
J. E. Simerson.
COLLIERVILLE — DISTRICT 2
Fire Station
REGISTRARS — Mrs B. B. LEMOYNE ALUMNI, RECEPliaises and out-of.towners who
OFFICER — J. T. Kelsey.
Hobson Mrs. S. C Harris
TION --, A reception was held
attended the affair In the faJUDGES — T. L. Treadwell, jr. OAKVILLE — DISTRICT 2
recently for the new faculty
culty lounge, sponsored by the
P. A. Thomas, R. Curtis Cox, Ar- SCHOOL
and staff members of Le•
Memphis chapter of the LP.
thur R. Fortune, B. N. Dood- OFFICER — A. F. Temple.
Moyne college, and pictured
Moyne General Alumni Assoridge, Mil. Paul Piper, Lida C.
here are some of the blem•
ciation. Mrs. Letitia Poston
JUDGES — Mrs. Sam O'Dell,
Coats.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Rivers Mrs. W. R. Wray, Mrs. Harald
G. Hardy, Mrs. Eleanor F, Gib- Farrell, Lurline Martin, Mrs. A.
F. Temple, Mrs. C. E. Bell, Mrs.
bons.
C. D. Case.
CORDOVA — DISTRICT I
REGISTRARS — Mrs. H. D.
CORDOVA SCHOOL
OFFICER — Robert Schwam. Pearson, Mrs. Coy M. Futhey.
ROSS'
STORE — DISTRICT 2
JUDGES —
R. Humphreys,
, Store
Hardy Campbell, Clinton Moore, Ross
Henry Mitchell,
OFFICER — E. A. Anderson
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. R
JUDGES — George C. Sensing,
Andersen, Mrs. F. R. Farley.
James F. Jackson. W. H. Davis,.
A merger of Klan type organizations of the South and
Mrs. Joe L. Dsitretti.
rAns — DISTRICT 1
REGISTRARS — Mrs. John B. the Hitlerite, fascist trico une of the North in a national unGeorge R. Jamea Scheel
Payne, Mrs. L. M Ross.
OFFICER — W. F. Johnson
derground hate movement designed to terrorize all minorio
JUDGES — Charles Anthony, WHITERAVEN — DISTRICT I
lien is believed by some observers to have led to the bombWhitehaven High School Gym,
Walker Reid, Foyd Bryan.
ings of schools and synagogues in the last few weeks.
4151 Highway II S.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Emmett
Operating under cover of the
Riggs, Mrs. Morris Craft.
OFFICER — L. P. Presson.
Faubus State's rights rebellion
FORREST HILL—DISTRICT 2
JUDGES — David Harrison, jr., against the Supreme Court, the na- investigation.
Forest Hill School
The Atlanta detective force has
Mrs. David Harrison, Jr., R. C. tional hate underground is believWunderlich, R. R. Kirkpatrick J.
been working around the clock
ed to be well financed by "fat
OFFICER — S. F. Johnson. C. Harbin, jr., W. C.
Johnson, cats" who are ready to hire pro- since a heavy charge of dynamite
JUDGES — Lawrence Jordan,
Mrs R. C. Wunderlich, Leon W. fessional hoodlums to carry out ripped a gaping hole in a Jewish
M. U. Scott, Mrs. J. B. Rives.
Manley, James J Bevan. James acts of violence. The hate under. temple here Sunday and severely
REGISTRARS — Miss Barbara
H. Davis, Mrs. J. H. Overcast, ground seeks to capitalize on the damaged the interior.
Johnson, Mrs. Lawrence Siegal.
Albert R. Buford. Thomas H. Har- anti-Negro, anti-semitic, and antiLocal authorities said many of
GERMANTOWN — DISTRICT I away, Curtis G. Davis.
Catholic sentiments of prejudiced their findings have involved perREGISTRARS — D. C Todd. Americans.
Fire Engine Howie
sons in cities throughout the SouthFrank L. Ricketts
OFFICER — John Stivers.
Bombings and bomb scares were east and in the North. and that the
reported this week in Atlanta, Pc. FBI has given valuable assistance
JUDGES — Frances M. Win— WHITEHAVEN — DIPTTR1CT I
eels, Ill., Chicago, Boston and New at points outside the state. cheater, *Eason Hopper, Robert
Harbin's Place
The recent history of anti-semitYork. Most of the violence was
Howled, Gordon Hollingsworth, T. 3993 Highway 51 South
directed at Negroes and Jews, but le activity in Atlanta goes back
G. Douglas, Philip McCall.
OFFICER — 0. C. Baker.
bomb scares were reported receiv- to the years just after World War
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. W. JUDGES — Jack L. Bunch, ed at St. Patrik's cathedral in II, when former New York social.
McCallis, Mrs Louise Acklen.
ite Homer L. Loomis Jr. and asJohn P. Freeman, Harry T. Smith New York and a bombing shook
LEVI — DISTRICT 1
the Jehovah's Witnesses meeting sociate Emory C. Burke formed
D.
W.
Matthews,
Robert A. GeiLevi School Highway gl South
the Colombians. Their motto was:
center in Boston.
OFFICER — Joseph C Gallina sel, Hector A. Bowe, Newton A.
America for Americans, Africa for
OTHER THREATS
Jr.ar
Land,
jr.,
JUDGES — Kenneth W. Parks,
addition to homes, schools and Africans, Jerusalem for Jews."
In
McKinley
Craddock,
Mrs.
Carlton
Floyd Adams. jr., John J. Evans,
Adherents of the pair wore unichurches, bomb scares have been
E. W. Tompkins, John R. Strong, B. French, B. F. Ray, B. M. Bereported received by some news- forms similar to those of Hitler's
Mrs. Murray Leh, Mrs. Eliza- vis, Mrs. C. E. Bedamer, Mrs.
papers and at least one radio sta- storm troopers.
Mildred Burrell.
beth Cox, Mrs. J. B. Beeson.
Loomis and Burke drew convicREGISTRARS — R. R. Lamb, tion in Atlanta. United Press InREGISTRARS — Mrs. J A. Cletions in connection with rioting and
ternational reported:
1'. A. Flowers.
ment, Mrs. Robert Radford.
"Guards were placed at the of- strong arm tactics against NeWHITE STATION — DISTRICT 2
LEVI — DISTRICT 2
fices of the Atlanta newspapers groes, and the organization broke
Colonial Park Methodist Church. and a local radio station, where up.
Ford Road School
The powerful bomb explosion on
OFFICER — Rev. G. A. Evans 5330 Park Avenue.
telephone threats were received
OFFICER — Lewis W. Perkins, late yesterday. Investigators went the front lawn of a Jehovah's Wit.
JUDGES — Mrs. Juanste LesJUDGES — James R. Garret, over both buildings thoroughly, nesses meeting center in Boston
er, Thomas Jefferson, Mrs. Jes- Howard J. Richards. George M.
may have been the work of rebut no explosives were found."
sie Campbell, Mrs. Nary Lester,' Chapman, Jack Erb.
ligious cranks, police said ThursIn the meantime Atlanta authoriLouella Davis, Gladys Smith, Mil.! REGISTRARS — Mrs. George
day.
dred Dillihunt, Mrs. Geraldinel T. Roberts, Mrs. Lewis W. Per- ties sought a mystery figure
Authorities disclosed that memthought to be the mastermind of
Perkins.
kins.
dynamitings in the South. A major bers of the religious sect had discovered torn pieces of their lit.
break in the case appeared immierature strewn about the arcs.
nent.
The explosion, which occurred
CONFISCATE ITEMS
only half an hour after a business
There were reports the Federal
Bureau of Investigation was ready meeting of the Sect's South Huntington unit adjourned, hurled metto make a widescale move against
bombers who have labeled them- al fragments crashing through
selves "The Confederate Under- windows of the meeting place and
ground." The FBI in Atlanta and three nearby tenements.
The blast jarred children from
in Washington declined to comtheir beds, according to police, and
ment on the reports.
Officers declined to give more terrified residents who poured into
than sketchy information about the the streets.
In Washington Sen. Jacob K.
person whose trail they were following. He was described, how- Javits (R-N. Y.) urged Atty. Gen.
William P. Rogers to call a naever, as being a key figure in a
hard-core racist group believed to tional conference of law enforcehave been in operation since well ment officials to deal with the outbefore integration became a sore break of bombings.
Javits wired Rogers that the conissue in the Sccuth in 1954.
ference is needed to cope with
Stacks of confiscated items piled "what appears to be an organized
up at Atlanta police headquarters campaign of terror" in Georgia,
as officers continued raids on the Illinois. Florida, Tennessee
and
homes of persons known to have Alabama.
participated In past anti-semitic
Javits said recent bombings in
activity. Most of the material was those states "demonstrate a most
not identified, but it was known alarming spread of terror aimed
to include racist literature • and at intimidating individual Ameriseveral crude swastikas, the sym- cans seeking enforcement of the
bols of Hitlerism.
civil rights guaranteed for all of
Authorities moved their base of us under the Constitution."
operations to an undisclosed spot
He credited the FBI with doing
this week, complaining that news- what it can to help local officials
men were interfering with the investigate the blasts.
However, he said, "in such a
crisis of law enforcement, I believe it is imperative that a national conference of federal, state
and local law enforcement officials
he called so that their combined
experience can be brought to bear

MIAMI BEACH — (UPI)—Police have charged the owner el
an auto glass shop with trying to
drum up trade by hiring four
youths to break out car windows
and windshields.
Officers arrested shop owner
Archie Lever, IS, on charges of
malicious injury to property and
causing the delinquency of minors.
He w a a released under $2,000
total bail.
Also arrested on a technical
charge of disorderly conduct were
Joe Louis Nash, 111, James A.
Jenkins, 20, Charlie H. Person,
18. and a 15-year-old boy whose
name was withheld.
Investigators said a can the four
were using contained a slingshot,
a box of nuts and bolts and a
sawed off .22 caliber rifle.

cornstarch
Of the many plentiful& listed for
the weeks ahead there is none. 1-4 teaspoon cinnamon
more tasty than applc They are
1-8 teaspoon nutmeg
Only very juicy apples require
such easy eating too being ready
to serve right from the tree or' the larger amount of cornstarch.
cooked. They also blend well rawl If the apples lack flavor sprinkle
or cooked with other foods to, them with
make these mouth watering dish- 1 teaspoon vanilla
es. Apples are good eating for any
Stir the apples gently until they
meal, breakfast, lunch or dinner.; are well coated Fill the pie crust
They are good snack eating, too.! with the apples and pour over
Along with all this they are them:
good for us. So do serve apples
1 cup thick sour cream
to the little ghosts and gobblins
Bake the pie in a hot oven 450
was chairman of the reception,
treats Halloween degrees for 20 minutes. Sprinkle
for trick
or
and she was assisted by Mrs.
night.
over the top:
Ann Lawrence Hall. Mrs. Hall
If you want to servo a highly
nas recently elected the chair1 cup grated cheese
satisfying and truly delicious disman of the Memphis Alumni
Place the pie under broiler to
Bert just try this pie.
chapter.
melt cheese.
APPLE PIE WITH SOUR CREAM 1
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A nine inch single crust pie.
Line a nine-inch pie pan with:
Your favorite pie crust
Peel, core and cut into very
thin pieces:
6 medium sized apples
Combine and sift over the
apples:
2-3 cup brown sugar
1 31 teaspoon salt
on what appears to be an organis1 tablespoon to ii a tablespoons MAIDS (90) NEEDED AT ONCE,
ed ca rnpaign of terror."
HOME FOR SALE
— Trost yourself to sue text guarantmd
lobo Ssum life III Non York's tassel'
1411 Norris Road
and most glamorous sown Highost weskit
rash p•sr. Writ• for ticitMs in A-I Two bedrooms, carport, tile
Agency. 100A ?lain St. NomPstmtd. IOU
bath,
aluminum awnings, and
Island, N. Y.
pretty yard. Property in ex.
—
cellent condition.
Norman Banks—Res. WH 6-0212
John ('. Larkin Co.
BR 5-8174 Realtors 1119 Minima

I

Hate Groups Merge In
New War On Minorities

S

If you're selling, renting, borrowing, looking, or just plain
got something that you would
like people to know, the classified section is the place for
you. A courteous clerk will
help you word your ad. Call
the

Tri-State Defender
TODAY
Phone JA. 6-8397

The one gin that tastes great
mixed..I "ehasedi or straight.'
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great., either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet an smooth and mrflosti,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite., all around the world.

411MM111111111•1111k
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS . LAMPS
HEATERS

Izola Tries
To Flee
Hospital

1

the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!

Paper Products
Ease Work of
Feeding Sick

HOME FOR SALE
1431 Norris Road

Hula Hoop Hits Japan

H. A. CARROLL & CO,

--

I

LOANS
There Si • moven why people Ilk•
to de busbies, with us Yes, Nit
will like our courteous treotwient
sod desire to hello you.
"Op*. Thurtdsty end 'ridgy
Night, UntN 8.00 P.M.
Sottneoys 9,00 to 100

mrttaulk. ataIL!
Weite, am, EXTENSION PHONE
itylt trti
&Cr
If you're the type who believes that bruised shins and mid
feet build character, you probably enjoy racing for the phone
at midnight.
But If the coziness and the convenience and the downright
privacy of a bedroom phone appeal to you, wed like to add
two more reasons why you'd love having one.
First, it won't upset your budget a bit. Est/melons mot
only a few rents a day. Second, extensions come in charming
decorator colors — for any room in the house!
Enjoy living as you lake id Order the extensions you Bead.

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union

-

A. 7-2631

226$ Park Ave.-FA. 3-1507
Cepe PerIllms
ogee NSqf'.I

i

1

FINE PAINT

VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS

illitSLY'S DISTILLED LONDON DU SIN. 00 MOT 100% CRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. ICS A,
IT WIRRAL 013I1ILL15.11101H1C13 64N

CLASSIFIED AD SECTION

i Defender Classifieds Reach More of
The i
People You Want to Sell for the Cheapest 1
Price in Town. Telephone The Defender.
your Classified Ad today — JA 6-8397. i
,,ommiiimimmitiniuminiiimumilmillimmognimilimminninitillommwom mumnin

Be sensible and provide paper One acre of land, 14 room hun- $10 Larlics to ma Linsario In sour born•
town. No ass limit and no •sporionc•
cups and napkins for the patient galow, automobile shop on pro- nix
. Per application writs to:
A a a SALSS
perty, space for income lots,
confined to bed with a cold.
P. O. SOX 8200
Not only will they elimingte a pecan, fig, peach, apple and
CHICAGO 7. ILLINOIS
lot of dishwashing and laundering. plum trees on land; chicken
but are a good sanitation meas- and brooder houses. and a
HOME FOR SALE
NEW YORK — (Speciall—An ure to help keep the rest of the bomb shelter. Price: $14,000.
521 E. OLIVE
attempt to escape from the worn. family from catching the infecEight:room bungalow, newly
Norman Ranks • Res. WA 5-0272
en's psychopathic ward of Belle. tion.
decorated. One block from ear
John
Larkin Company
vue Hospital, where she is confined
You may wish to try the table
line. Can purchase with 221for observation, by Mrs. hole Cur- napkins made by the same man- SR 5-11174 Rositon 1119 Monroe
Certificate. Price: 26.750,
ry Ware, the woman who attempt. ufacturer who gave us Kleenex
Norman Banks, Res. Wit 10271
ed to murder Rev. Martin I.uther tissues.
'USE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
John C. Larkin Company
King, was nipped Friday by hosII
5-5174 Realtors 1119 Menfts
These ars large enough to tuck
CLASSIFIED
SECTION
,
pital personnel.
into a pajama neckline and still -The woman tried to stroll out! provide protection.
casually through the outer of two Choose the newer paper cups
barred gates that seal off the pri- too, in which either hot or
cold
son ward in which she' is confined, liquids may be served.
House Point
$7.35
as a hospital aid was leaving for
Rubber let*
515
home. Caught in the act, Mrs.
Floor Enamel
6.11S
Ware was firmly, but politely
• Distinctive Wallpaper •
taken hack inside.
TOKYO — (UPI) — The hula
She promptly complied a n d
hoop has come to Japan.
since has made no further attempt
Twelv,e ballet school students
to snerk out. Meanwhile, District
Point Headquarters Since 1571
dipped and gyrated at the ImAttorney's Frank Hogan's office
Harbert Streull
Wolter Stria
perial hotel Saturday in Japan's
reported that an indictment by the
first demonstration of the new
344 GAY050 it W1LLINGTON
New York County grand jury was
craze which has swept the United
Ph JA 3-1616
expected early this week of the States
and Europe. An American
1241 N. HOLLYWOOD at CHIMA
Georgia-born domestic who tried to toymaker
introduced the toy for
Ph. FA 7-3201
assassinate Dr. King, hero of the sale
in leading department stores.-1
Montgomery (Ala.) bus strike
while he was autographing copies
of his new book in Harlem's Blum
stein's Department store three
weeks ago.
RECUPERATING
Dr. King, now recuperating from
the critical chest wound inflicted
with a letter opener, will be the
last of the witnesses to be questioned before the grand jury by
Assistant District Atty. Howard
Jones, a Negro.
A psychiatric report is also expected on the woman this week,
the Dally Defender was told.
At the same time, Bellevue Hospital sources report that Mrs.
Ware is quartered in a ward supervised by a staff of a correction
officer, a nurse and two aides.
Along with 14 other patients, her
daily wearing apparel consists of
a white cotton gown, white flat
heeled shoes and a blue and green
bathrobe.
She is awakened at 6:45 a.m
daily with the other patients from
her single metal bed which is one
of three set up in the dining .nom
adjoining the third flood ward. I-Ter
sleep is untroubled, aides declare.
and she rises no more than twice
a night to go to the toilet.
"She is a pretty nice patient and
no trouble at all," an orderly reports." She is very clean and each
night puts her hair up in paper
curlers."
Other sources described the
woman as being "taciturn" a n d
"not friendly." She looks out the
window onto a busy downtown section of the city.
She never refers to the stabbing
incident that landed her in the ho,.
pital and expresses no resentment
over being confined. Oddly, she has
yet to ask when she will be released and ,has received aome mai'
and a few visitors, names of whom
are withheld.

SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE

11‘

15

Sot., Oct. 25, 1958

mimmmmr'

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Nom. Oporatad
Nome owe..
Phone JA 5-7611

Southern Bell
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LeMoyne Art Teacher
Scheduled For Lecture
Mr. Reginald Morris, LeMoyne .teachers and students of the city
art professor, will be presented'and county.
an an illustrated lecture by Mein- The program is also open to the
phis' Pan-Hellenic Council. Wed- general public.
nesday, Oct. 29, in Brownlee Hall, John C. Parker is council chairLeMoyne college. The lecture will man.
start at 7:30 p. m.
Mr. Morris is a native of West;
Monroe,.14., where he attended
the public schools.
He received his E. S. Degree
from Tuskegee Institute, B.F.A.
Degree from the University of
Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania ,
Academy of Fine Arts and a n
M.S. from Pennsylvania in Art
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president of
Education.
LeMoyne college, put in considerMr. Morris has attended many able mileage during the past two
of the leading art schools and in- weeks attending meetings in the
stitutes, among theme: American North, South, and East.
Art School, Arts Student League,
In Fort Wayne, Indiana, he
Art Institute of Chicago, Univergave an address entitled, "Chits.
sity of Brisbane at Brisbane. Austian Education and Missions in
tralia, and the University of
Africa today at a regional conGuadalajara, Mexico. Private stuference of the Congregational
dv has been with William Gropper
Christian church, and later spoke
and Robert Brackman.
at the Charter Day celebration at
The Memphis Greeks are proud Atlanta university in Atlanta,
to present Mr. Morris in the first Prior to delivering the two
of a series of Arts Forums in an speeches, Dr. Price spent a week
effort to stimulate more interest in the East attending conferences
in art and outstanding artists. Of the United Negro College Fund
This program is designed to focus in New York City and in Pittsattendance on the observance oliburgh.
American Art Week, which starts' LeMoyne college is one of 33
Nov. 2, and lasts through Nov. 8., colleges and universities which reMrs. Charles P. Roland, pro- I ceive support from the UNCF.
gram chairman, states that special
Invitations have been extended art

eMoyne Prexy
ravels Widely

Honor Students WLOK Appoints
To Help Others New Director

CHAMPION FISHERMEN —
Prizes were awarded at the
Memphis General Depot last
week to these workers who

and she will
!hot stove again
17 CARLOTTA STRWART
:lever sit on a COLD one either.
Musing: I don't feel that God Selected.
•
would command children to honor
parents without implicitly commanding parents to be worthy of
their parental duties, chief among
which are special love and signs
of affection equally given to all
wfv-elit favoritism. They are obliged to provide them with food,
clothing, shelter and education and
other necessities suited to their
state of life. They should see that
they are taught personally or by
others common prayers, the chief
truths and to love God. Grave,
neglect and omission of these duties is a serious violation of the
of our Heavenly Father.
Dear Carlotte: I am in love
with a boy who takes little interest in girls or dating. How can I
acting ocmmander of the deTenn., largest bass; W. IL
took the leP Prizes in a sevenget him interested in me?
Ann
month contest. Seen receiving
pot are Rome left, T. J. NachoKeel, largest bream; Ted
Dear Ann: Wait until he grows
recognition and prizes from
witz, representing Hardy RodCraft, largest crappie and
up.
I
you
chasing
think
are
'ern
Col. Harry F. Hansen, center,
dy, inspector of Belvidere,
Parvee Rasberry, largest total
COMPLETES AF BAKIC —
too young.
catch of fish.
Dear Carlotta: Is it permissible man Brown Thomas, Jr., the son
woman past 70 te wear a of Mrs. Mary I.. Boulton, of 1437
for
blace lace gown to a formal wed- Lambert at., Memphis, completed
She •q the brdeeroorn 3 the initial part of his Air Force
aunt and will have a place in the basic military training at the
Lackland Air Force base in Texas
Anyone interested in collecting More than 130 tons of it will be spected daily, Monday through receiving line. The bride objects recently, and is now attending the
3:00; because she is
scrap should have a field day on(sold then by sealed bids.
Friday, from 8:00 a. in. to
techincal training school for supsupertio.Gac
Oct. 30 at the Memphis General The scrap, which
had an ac- p. m. through Wednesday, Oct. Dear Grace: A close member of ply specialists at Amarillo AFB,
Depot located on Airways ave. quisition value
29.
of nearly $200,000,
the family would not wear black Texas.
includes iron, brass, copper, alu- Scrap will be sold on an all or at a welding. Supersitition
or not,
minum, rubber and canvas.
none basis, so bidders will be ex- if auntie wishes to be correct, she
pected
quote
for
to
prices
an
enProspective buyers will also
will do better to invest in a new
LONDON — (UPI) — Thieves find cable wire, wood and plastic tire lot of goods.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — (UPI) —
dress.
who hijacked a truck have king- scrap, as well as rope, mixed
Noteworthy: We should be care- Court officials had to change the
For
information
further
on
the
sized loot on their hands,
paper, leather manila IBM cards,
ful to get out of an experience wording of a warrant under which
The truck contained men's cloth- 25-gallon drums and storage bat- sale, call the Property Disposal only the wisdom that is in it,
Doyle Dixon was arrested.
ing that included trousers with 56- teries.
Office. GLendale 8-4431, extension and stop there; lest we be like the The warrant arcused him of beinch waistlines and size 60 coats. These lots of scrap may be in- 414,
cat who will never sit on a red- ing "dumb to cruel animals

Top Fishermen Scrap Auction Schedule At Memphis
d
Depot
G
et Prizes At
emphis Depot King-Sized Loot

After seven months of suspenseful fishing and waiting, the winners in the conteat sponsored by
the Memphis General Depot have
been announced, and four prizes
were 'given to the top fishermen
Roland Porter has been appoint. last week.
ed as program director of WLOK, The men who won top prizes in
Freshmen who have found it a Eugene
P. Weil, manager of Ha. the contest which began on March
bit hard to get adjusted scholasdio Station WLOK announces. 1 were Ted Craft, of 2180 Hunter
O
Orally to college class work at
Porter will supervise WLOK an-t ave., who received a Whirl-A-Way
LeMoyne college will be getting nouncing
staff, musical program; rod and reel .for landing a threespecial assistance in the next few ming
[sound, 12-ounce crappie; W. H.
and news.
weeks. The members of the Honor
Keel, of 2530 Howard at., who
Society are coming to their res- Porter, a native of Covington, received a
similar prize for catchTenn.,
graduated
Cult
Laude
from
,•
cue.
Lane College in Jackson, Tenn. mg a one-pound, six-and-one-fourMiss Sara Lewis, a sophomore
th
ounce
bream;
and Hardy Rode/here he attended on a four year
and chairman of the project said.
music scholarship won in high cly, clothing and textile inspector
'There is a great need for this
of Belvidere. Tenn., who was
school.
type of assistance, because many
Porter got his start in radio in awarded a casting rod and reel
students drop out after failing to
1954 with a Jackson. Tenn. station. with nylon line for catching a
make the grade."
and left that station in July of bass weighing the same as Mr.
Special classes will be held for this year to
accept a job with Keels's bream.
the students whose grades are not, WLOK. He is
married and the Parvee Rasberry, of 2813 Brewsatisfactory. The 32 members of father of one
er st , caught 34ks pounds of aschild.
the Honor Society have averages.
sorted fish during the contest, and
of at least 2.00 and above.
was given an outing kit holding
Miss Josephine Isabel, a sophotwo quart thermos bottles.
more, is the president of the orThis year marked the third one
ganization, and Darren Moore is
in which a contest was sponsored
vice president.
by the Depot's Civilian Welfare
More than 500 new volumes Fund, which provides employee
were added to the LeMoyne col- recreation including softball and
lege library during the summer, bowling.
library during the summer
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A months,
according to Miss Mae
top government official said t Is e
Isom Davenport, the librarian,
stock market boom reminded him
making a total of more than t WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A
of the old story of the man who 26,000
books on file there at pres. balloon-borne instrument 13 miles
said he sold his 'dog for 625,000 cm.
above the South Pole picked up
A friend, somewhat incredulous, The recent acquisitions over the "the
lowest temperature
ever
asked if the man had received fields of philosophy, religion,
so-'recorded at any
height,
anycash.
cial science, languages, fine arts,1 where" on July 16, the
Commerce
"No, two $12,500 cats," was the literature, science, history, bioDepartment announced. It was
reply.
graphy and fiction.
135.4 degrees below zero.
—

Dumb To Animals
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.
!EXCLUSIVE
............
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I ST-TIME OFFER.

College Library
Gets 500 Books

Shaggy Cat Story

135 Below Is'Low'

WHOA
JACKSON

1

RICELAND
RICE
cook.
perfectly

DUKE
ELLINGTON
PLAYS

every time!

"Such Sweet Thunder"
"Sonnet to Hank Cinq" •

mu get 4 complete selections
ED FLUFF
Y

on one great
7-inch 45-rpm
extended play
album!

(

Riceland Itict., Is the natural UNPROCIss.
,
white milled rice that cooks perfectly eve;
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy'

kitftvitib

RICELAND RICE

(5—,41M'
41

Ate.

IIICEI t
':
1 11111 RiCE"ND

•

I) tt

. ..cooks

perrectly
evety time!
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EVAPORATED
b.

MILK
° NCR VASCO • 110"
6

Take advantage of
this exclusive offer!

Mail coupon today!

Regular
)1.29 value
yours for
War
and 3 Carnation Evaperated Milk LCIDel6
CARNATION COMPANY-P.O. BOX 5410-N,Chicago 77,Illinois
Please send me-7
-inch 45-rpm album(s) featuring Mahalle
Jackson and Duke Ellington as described. For each album
ordered.
I enclose 50e and 3 labels from Carnation Evaporated Milk.
NAML
,016•411 MINT ItAlletVi

ADDRESS

The World's Leading
Brand of Evaporated MAI
"from Contvnted Cowl
.
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